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Native housing problem 
Surveyed in .Terrace 
Native people living" in  although response Ms been. 8/;ca. 
lh'neearesubjuct to apoor small so far, the surveyers Thehardest hit group to be 
housMg situation coupled are finding the situation is singie mothers, the director 
with hiah rent and poor 
lmdiord-tsnsnt .relations, 
~ecerdl~ to Vl Gelleaheck, 
executive director for the 
Kermode Friendehip Centre. 
~aitre has re, catty 
unde0aken a survey of the 
~ i~ situation for Indians 
in the community, and 
"very •poor," Gellenbeck said, 
said. 
She explained that the 
friendship centre on Greig 
Avenue gets a let of 
enquir ies from nat ives  
looking for accommodation 
and so it was decided to 
investh~ato housing in the 
Smither's trial 
tainted 
VANCOUVER (CP) get a lak'trinl once their 
British Columbia Supreme case was resumed. 
Court Juatica J. G. Gould 
Wednesday prohibitqd a 
provincial court Judge In 
Smflhore, B.C., from con- 
tinuing with a trial because 
be tumdlnd the case ira. 
prep~!y. 
Justice Gould said Judge 
A. S. K. Cook'strlal against 
12 native people beosme' c 
with extranecm and 
kadmisonble vidence that 
he risked not giving the 
Indians a fair Irinl. , 
Eleven persons were 
charged under the Federal 
Fiala~es Act with illegally 
fish caught In non- 
tidal waters; the /other 
perimn was charged with 
catching fish in non- 
tidal waters. 
Stuart .Rush, 
for the Indians 
here, told Justice Gould that 
the main procedural error 
oceln~d when Judge Cook 
ini~rruptnd the trial to held a 
separate inquiry into 
possible abuses of the court 
because landlords 
d iscr imiuate  against 
children. Mothers on a fixed 
income are in a particularly 
hod bind. 
"Society owes people a 
hotter chance than that," 
Gelienbeck said. ' 
Three hundred survey 
forms were sent to natives 
living in Terrace asldi~ 
questions concerning in. 
come; amount of rent, 
condlUona of the house, and 
any problems they have with 
forced to take poor ac- 
commodation a d ~ I~h 
rents for what they are 
gettin~ because they caunot 
afford better housing. 
Many of these plac~ are in 
very bad repair, she said, 
because landlords don't 
bother to  maintain the 
pluses. 
The attitudes of many 
• landlords is."they're a bunch 
Indians, they don't look 
after anything-If  fix it it,ll 
Just. get ,broken again," 
Gellonbech said. 
The direetw se/cl once the 
statistics on housing are 
ViC,(;I~IA, ~.~'., .,bL 
Kermede Four Wheelers presented a $1~ donation to 
the Salvation Army in Terrdce following a recent raffle 
draw sponsored by the club. At left is Lt. Jack 
Strlcland of the Salvation Army and Robert Reay, 
public relations person for the Four Wheelers. 
French withdraw from Zaire 
Thomas Dchm, a former 
B.C. Supreme Com~ judge 
and'counsel for the Crown 
and Judge Cook, a~'ced that 
some practices were 
unorthodox but centmded 
the Judge didit to protect !~  
court a~d the Indians from 
abuse. 
He said 'Judge Cook was 
prepared to order a stay c~ 
procendings on the charges if 
the inquiry showed the 
fisheries department wus 
ruing the court to force the 
Indians into signing ,th~ 
agreement. . 
Justice Gould, in ordering 
the case taken away from 
Judge Cook, said the judge's 
eamabase inquiry in the 
middle of a criminal trial 
"was wholly unsown to the 
law.': 
2 jailed 
the house and the landlord. PARIS (AP) -- French Word  of the withdrawal 
Although only about a complied, the centre will Foreign "Legion paratroops/ came on the heels of a 
quarter of the survey forms make a prase~talion to tl~ begantheirwithdrawaffrom Bel~inn propesal for an all- 
have been returned so far, government I  an att~npt to .southern Zaire today, less African poacekecpin~ forne 
Gellenbeck said they in- Bet some f~m of subsidized than a week .after recap- to ensure an uninterrupted 
dieate that natives are bonsin~ In'Terrace. ~ the city of Kelwesi flow of Zaire's mineral 
from invading rebels and wealthto the West. 
Close Encounters A ,defmce ministry trapped foreigners, the spokesman said the French 
defence ministry announced, garrison in Kolwezi will be 
replaced by Zairinn army 
forces "reinforced by about 
100 Moroccan troops." 
The 600 legionnaires para. 
chuted Into Kolwezi Friday 
and Saturday~ Four of them 
' were killed In fighting with 
the rebels who overran the 
city nearly two weeks ago, 
the defence ministry said. 
in Kitimat: 
Kitimat RCMP re~rt nt~erous c~dls .Wed- 
ne~day niglit concerning unusual sightings in the 
Nechako area skies, With the heJp Of the in., 
formation given by. callers the police were able 
toassertain the ori~in...~of the 9bjq~ts een. 
-mer_c were uniaeotified flying objects in the 
sky, accor _~fing.to. local residents. 
The police found, afar _investigating the 
matter, that a local aeronautical engineerin ghe 
N~hako area had launche d two lighter-than-air 
crafts. 
The objects were constructed of plastic and 
wood and were fueled by a partly flammable 
substance suspended beneath the crafts. 
"Steady win~, toge~er with_a local ~p-drafl, 
resulted in spectacular areobaties and numerous 
Indian activists found 
not' guilty in Calif. 
'LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  
After the longest trial in 
California history, American 
Indian Movement activists 
Paul ~yhoree and Richard 
Mohawk have been found not 
guilty in the tortureda~ing 
of, a cab driver at an AIM 
encampment. 
The verdict Wednesday 
was greeted trot  by scat- 
tared sobbing by supporters 
in the tense, tightly guarded 
cou~m.  Then, as jurors 
From the 0utoet, Skyhorse, out-of-state escape .and 
~3, and Mohawk, 27, had robbery warrants. Mohawk 
claimed their proeecutlen was ordered to return to 
was politically motivate~ court June 1 to face a drug. 
and was an attempt to possession charge for 
discredit he AIM. allegedly, having heroin In 
"Your frame-up didn't Vontura County Jail. 
work," Skyhorse said But bail was arranged and 
defiantly as he stood up and the pair were released. 
glared at proseeuter Louis They were arrested in 
Samonsky after the verdict. October, 1974, shortly after 
RESCINDS ORDER the brutal murder of George 
' Superior Court Judge Ai~l, 27, inBox Canyon in 
Floyd Dedson told Skyhorse Vantum County. The case by the fisheries department. MAN SENTENCED ea] ]s  " envS  ~ l ioe  ' 
• Hawan ' "'*'J "~  ~" ' . . . .  ted to investigate ..VANCOUVER (CP) , Th • "~ . . . . . . .  ' 
~ent  was ,using the ~i~'~d~t~ :~ t~.'4':X.l" L~ltl ' t  e ~ ~le~t ti'~t~e*loe'_'_'_'_~ylNayll~lalovle, 
_c~r..gas to  pressure the .y~.ars in Jail for the beating ~io~e ~noo~l l tqrs of  the Third Kind. 
• suman mm signing an ~ a roomins,houae uci~ber Further lannchings have been suspended ue 
~q~'sesnent on a policing who suffered permanent o safety reasons. 
problem in the area, Rush 
said. 
' f~F UP FILE 
He said the Judge also 
refused to allow the lawyer 
for ~ indians to read a 
letter he received through 
tbe Crovm dealing with the 
allegations, and ,created a 
secret sub.file on the In- 
diaps' court case. 
Rush._ said these 
procedures Were a breech of 
natural tuntica and doubted 
wholl~ the Indians could 
brain damage in the in. 
eldest. Vincent Quesnel, 20, 
was also found guilty and 
will be sentenced later this 
W(M~k. 
JAILED IN DEATH 
FORT ST. JAMES (CP) -- 
Alfred Felix, 24, of Tackle, 
wossentencedTuesdeytolS. VANCOUVER (CP) -7- A 
months in jail for killing his three-day public meeting 
wife Aug. 28. He pleaded" will be held next weekend in 
guilty Feb. 28 to a .man: Invermore, B.C., to discuss 
slaughter charge laid after British Columbia Hy&o's 
the obonttng death of his wife propoasd Kcotsnay divernion 
Rito. project. 
~L~d Jim Ryan, director of the Caledonts Senior Secondary Band, Ted. Taylor, of iiKht & 
and Wendy Sharpies, a Caledonia band student, at the recent raffle draw.- 
Band Booster raffle ' -  
The funding of school bands bands In the area,, Band The winner of the Yamaha 
wusgivan a great boost In parents and directors organwosMro, m. Personof 
Northern B,C. by a raffle ' distributed tickets to Smitbore, R,C. The winner 
recantly bold by the various students who did the selling of the Yamaha guitar was 
Job. 
In addition to the i~zee, 
.Siaht ~- Sound lad. awarded 
gift certificates to the sellers 
of the winning tickets and to  
the stndents who sold 
Erick Wright of New 
Aiyansh, B.C. and the 
winners of the stereo head- 
"sets were Ron Land and Joan 
Chestley of Quesne], B.C. 
band parents and dh'eetors. 
Sight & Sound Ltd., with 
the cooperation of Yamaha 
Canada, provided an organ, 
a gaitsr and two stereo head- 
sets as prizes to be raffled 
Opposition to 
Hydro work 
The meeting, wl~ch starts 
June ~, is spomored by the 
Kootenay-Columbin 
Coalition, a conservation 
organization formed to 
oppose the project, 
Speakers will Include 
Charles Nash, Hydro's 
general manager for cor- 
porate affairs; George 
Manuel, preeidmt of the 
Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs; 
Graham Kenyon of the B.C. 
Wildlife Federation and 
Donald Waterfield, anther of 
Continental Water Boy and 
Land Grab, both books about 
B.C. Hydro projects. 
Field trips to.the area that 
would be affected by jthe 
diversion project, will be 
organized during the 
weekend. 
Under the terms, of the Co- 
lumbia River Treaty, '
Canada is allowed after 
September, 1984, to divert up 
to 1.5 million acre feet of 
water from the Keeteaay 
River to the Calumbin River. 
near Canal Fin@, about 45 
with the total proceeds being meet ickets for. their band. 
retained by the various band -On Tuesday, May 16, 
ogganisations. • during the intermission of 
Theresultoftho rafflewas thecanadianForees, Naden, 
' most gratifyiag. Thousands Band Concert, a draw.was 
of tickets were mid Which conducted. Drawing the 
meant that thousands of winnlag tickets was band 
dollars were inJected into the student WeedY Sharpies of 
Iravel funds and genial  Caledonin Senior Secondary 
e0~anse budgets of school Sch~l Band in Terrace. . .  
were polled and each af- to sit down, but he refused was transferred, to Los 
:fi .t~ed the ver..dict, ~e and the judge o r~r. ed him Angel m because of we-trlal rich region. 
ch.eerwg am clenchnd.Att troom. That .touched off a Three other pereens--two _~' 
,os~utes; hitter exchange between a Indimm and a white rJ~',,/~,.s~.~,s,~z,e. 
Pre-trial . proceedingv defenco lawyer and Dodson. woman--were charged with P'P" t::;/~,M~t~M -o
alone lasted 2½ years. The Dodssn then rescinded his the murder, but they turned 
trial took 13 months and order, state's evidence, named ~|Ollci 'y" w i th  
produced 17,000 pages of The two remained in ~yhorec and Mohawk and 
transcript, custody for a brief time on were granted immunity, sunny periods. 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The gov- 
ernment's proposal to link 
public service comizmsation 
to wages and bonetlts in the 
private sector could "open 
up a real can of worms" 
when officials attempt to 
apply the formula, Lincoln 
Alexander (PC-- Hamilton 
West) said Thursday. 
Leon Mitchell, the key 
government  
responsible for arbitration, 
replied at a 
committee mce.ting he was 
"not in a poal~on to enm- 
mont onwhether it's a can or 
whether there are worms in 
the can." 
' Bat he said he anticipated 
The French troops 
abandoned theh pureult of 
"fleeing rebels Wednesday 
night, althoagh five or six 
companies, of rebel forces 
equipped with heavy 
weapons r+~tnined in an 
area about 10 ~om~-es 
west of Kolwezi, the 
spokesman sald~. 
"Maintenance of security 
in theKolwezi area/rein ew 
on is up to the Z@iFe army," 
he said. 
TROOPS TO REST 
The paratroops will spmd 
about three days with- 
drawing by road to 
Lulmmbeshi, the capital of 
the province, where they will 
be allowed to rest before 
being flown back to France, 
the spokesman' said. 
Lulmmbnshi is about 3m 
kilometres southeast of 
Kolwesi. 
Meanwhile, "Belgium 
urged the creation of a 
Western-supported all. 
African peacekespln8 force 
to prevent another attack 
into Zaire's Sheba province 
and guarantee the continued 
flow of ore from the mineral- 
iVat Warming  Public-pr e wage tendancies. 
• link proposed 
and'privato sectors, the raked 
There was general The Commons committee 
agreement at a federal- on miscellaneous e timates 
provincial first ministers' was considering the $6 C h a s e  
'meeting earlier this year  million budget set aside for 
that public sector Increases the Public Service Staff WEST VANCOUVER (CP) 
should net exceed'those in" Relations Board for 1978-79. --Throepollcovehicienwere 
Referendum law municipal police were able .. to stop a stolen truck driven 
o f f i c ia l  by a naked man. 
will go ahead wh. Commons bridge patrol alerted Went 
Vancouver police that a 
stolen truck was speeding off 
By KEVIN DOUGHERTY for two months after he . the north end of the Liom 
QUEBEC (CP) --  The leaves hospital, although e Gate Bridge. 
Parfl Quebecois government is expected to start attendins Constable Nell. Thomsom 
intends to go ahead with a 
differences of on  Quebec independence 
Parliament despita the illness of Robert 
"many 
opinion', i~ 
passes a bill to link public 
service raises and benefits to 
pay and benefits, in the 
private sector.. 
The bill now before the 
kilometres south of In-, Commons contains the before the bill can be passed 
vermere in the East  criteria to be cousidered 
Kootenay. when government' at- 
This is about wo'thL,~in bitrators decide the 
,the Kootenay fl0w at ~aunl allowable increases to be 
Flats. ~ grauted to federal 'public 
The diverted Water would servants. 
pass through Hydro's Mica The , Publi'C Service 
md Reveistoke ganerallon Allianceof Canada nd other 
stallonsou the Colnmbia ~to • public service upions have. not r~ume a full workload 
public servants as second- 
class citizens. 
. Federal arl08r.aton would 
consider the value of fringe 
benefits, uch as pensions, as 
well as wages In compariag 
'compensation I the public 
stated their adamant op- 
position to the propocal to 
apply a formula to com- BUrns,41, was ~aken to 
ponsailon increases; hospital in Montreal last 
The unions say the bill Friday at his own request 
would deny free collective when he felt ill during a 
'bargaining and would treat public meeting, Doctors 
cabinet meetings in July., 
law allowing .a referendum His position as House 
leader has been taken over 
Burro, sponsor of the bill. by Sport Minister Claude 
Charron, and there were 
Premier Rene Levesqne •reports Levesque wanted 
told the national assembly "Charron to pilot the ref. 
Wednesday that niause-by- ermdum bill through com- 
clause study necessary mittoe. 
will proceed under another But a government source 
minister, as yet to be des. indicated Thursday that 
l~atsd. . Charron felt taking on the 
The government h~d an- referendum bill in edditiun 
noanced ~it would pass the to his own ministry and the 
reforesdum law before the House leader's Job would he 
assembly recesses In June, too much. 
and even thoagh Bums will. Areplscnment for Burnsis 
expaeted to be named of- 
until August, it Intmds to .flcialiy within the next few 
stick to that schedule, days. 
smpect~l heart rouble and 
advised him to say in 
hospital for two weeks. ~ 
' Burns, who holds a second 
Job as government Home 
leader in 'the national 
assembly, will have to rent 
Crafts Fair 
preduon about 810 million 
kilowatt hours of power 
annually. The project would 
cost U7 million to sa~- 
mlilion. 
The project is expected to 
have an impact from Canal 
Flats to Golden, to the Mina 
reservoir and' Into the Arrow 
Lakes reservoir. 
Cities, regional districts, 
industry, Indian bands and 
clube "ate among the 
coalition's 40 affiliated 
orl~uflzations. It also has 200 
individual membership,. 
Also attending the mnstiag 
will be repre~mtativek of the 
chased the truck and at- 
tempted to stop it un Marine 
Drive b,;t w~ rammed from 
b~Jdnd by the vehicle. He 
sullied whiplash and was 
taken to hospital for 
e~umiuntion. 
The chase continued for !~ 
more blocks, dur~ whichj 
thne the truck scraped the 
side of a police paddywagon 
and another police car 
before they were able to stop 
it. 
Samuel Lawrence 
Chapman, 32, appeared later 
In provincial court en a 
charge of being in possesnien 
of a stolen truck and was 
remanded for psychiatric 
evaluation. 
Acco~ling to officials'at Institute ef the Rockies, a 
Sight&Sonnd, they hopo that humanities organization The fourth Annual  Outdoor Arts and •rafts 
this raffle system of hosed in M0utsna which has Fa i r  wUl be held this Sat~d~y,  May  27, between 
develqping funds for honds is held several meetings about 10 a.m. and 4 p.m, on Park  Avenue. 
the first of future 'annual environmental issues in the, Sponsored by the Terrace &. District Arts 
woJocts. They also wish to 'Columbin River valley. Councli~ the Yearly event will feature displays of 
thank all people who sup- First.staga'envkenmentai 
ported this event by and,a~inesring studies of artwork andcrafts, pottery, macrame and other 
becoming "B/kND ' ~ediversionpruJsetai'edue items, p.lus.pcr{orma~ces by. school bands and 
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OTTAWA (CP) -- By 
accident or design, Canadian 
aid to Cuba is bring 
eliminated at,a time when 
Prime Minister Pierre 
Trudeau's government is 
under heavy pressure .to 
repudiate the Castro regime 
for its military activity in 
Africa. 
Reports that Cubans may 
have helped train rebels in- 
volved in recent white 
killings in Zalre have drawn 
howls of outrage from op- 
position critics. Some have 
demanded an end to 
Canadian-Cuban diplomatic 
relations. 
Trudeau has empbaaized 
be regards the presence of 
Cuban troops in Africa as 
"indefensible," but in the 
past he has argued that 
Canada separates aid from 
other considerations in its 
dealing with Cuba and other 
countries in order to help the 
PAGE 2, THE HERALD, Friday, May 26, 1978 
Cuba re la t ions  cause ,  concer- - ,  
• w i th  T r  d~o~en~y .=, U " 
By DOUG SMALL Since then, Trudesu per n ap- country he once, in his 
pears, on the surface at younger years, attempted to links wi~Fidel Castro. 
least, to have shifted ground, reach, by canoe from the ~ They were cemented 
This week, he said Canada 
has "no present plans" for 
future aid projects to 
Communistled Cuba. 
Current projects "are 
either terminated or on the 
verge of being terminated," 
he said, referring to a $10- 
million line of credit Canada 
granted Cuba two years ago 
to cover health and animal 
health services and an ad. 
ditional P,7 million in 
technical assistance. 
But the line of credit, 
granted at a three-per.cent 
interest rate for 30 years, 
will be used up this year in 
any event. And Trudeau's 
statement leaves open the 
possibility of future aid 
should conditions change. 
NEW COOL PHASE 
HIS comments appear to 
herald a new cool phase in 
Canada's on-again, off-again 
needy, relationship with the island 
Carter 'package' 
tax  exempt  
WASHINGTON (AP) --- Sixmonth deadlock Tuesday 
President Carter's long- when they approved the 
delayed energy package is natural.gas measureon a 13- 
heading down the home to-12 vote. 
stretch, but it may arrive at Carter and the House 
the finish line without the wanted to keep price con- 
crude-oil tax the president trois on gas, but the Senate 
calls the centrepiece of the had voted for deregulation 
program, after two years. 
With agreement on a The compromise is a 
naturalga~ pricing com- middle ground which 
promise, a. conference qongres~:~nal analysts say 
committee of the House of will cost U.S. consumers 
Representatives and Senate about $9 billion between ew 
has reached basic accord on and 1985 in higher heating 
all parts of the five-section costs. 
program except axes. The deal was framed in 
And there have been in- lengthy informal 
creasing expressions of negotiations among key 
doubt among lawmakers members of the conference 
that ,the tax portion can be committee and Energy 
enacted this year--espe- Secretary James 
cially as congressional Schlesinger. 
elections approach. 
The crude-oil tax--the The negotiators will meet 
mcoteontroverslal part of again June 6 to take up 
the energy-tax section--is relatively miner but 
designed to make U.S. oil as unresolved issues on the gas 
expensive as foreign oil legislation. 
during a threeyear period. 
Senate negot iators  
reached an accord oa the 
natural.gas portion of the 
p l~ late Wednesday~¥ot~. ~ 
10 ~ 7 to accept a proPosed 
controls from n~vly,found 
@s in 1985. 
APPROVED BY HOUSE 
l~ouse negotiators broke a 
~hase  fatallti~'~ 
HOPE, B.C. (CP) --  
ECMP said that two persons 
were killed today in a high- 
speed ca~ chase on the Hope- 
Princeton section of the 
southern TransCanadu 
Highway. 
The two were not iden" 
tiffed. 
Police said the chase 
started in Hope and headed 
east along the highway. 
Princeton RCM~ set up a 
roadblock in the Manning 
Park area, about halfway 
between the two com- 
munities. 
The car being chnsed~ted 
to avoid the roadblock, left 
the road and crashed. Its two 
occupants were killed. 
RCIVlP have not given any 
reason for the chase. 
Doub le  dr0wTn~fig 
"KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) -- 
Two persons were believed 
to have drowned early today 
when a car carrying three 
people went off Highway 97 
at Monte Lake, about 40 
kilometrea southeast of hore, 
and plunged into the water. 
The accident waa reported 
after one man managed to 
get out of the ear and reach 
shore. 
There were no farther 
details. 
PWA poss ib le  
CRANBROOK, B.C. (CP) 
-- RCMP in this 
southeastern Brit ish 
Columbia city are in- 
vestigating a bomb threat 
that forced a Pacific 
Western Airlines plane to 
return to Cranbreck Wed- 
nesday night after taking off 
on a flight to Vancouver. 
RCMP said today that 
airport officials received a 
telephone call about 9:30 
P.M. MDT in which a caller 
-said there was a bomb 
aboard PWA flight 376, a 
Boeing 737 that had just de- 
parted for Vancouver. The 
flight was#rdered tor~arn 
to Cranbrook 18 minutes 
after takeoff. 
Passengers were tsl~en off 
the plane and boarded 
another jet for the flight to 
Vancouver.. 
RCMP conducted a three- 
. hour search of flight 376 but 
no bomb was found, There 
were no further details, 
Lawmakers hope to get the 
gas compromise to the 
Senate floor--where it goes 
first--as soon as possible. 
 And there is also the possi- 
bility the gee proposal will be 
blocked when iPreaches the 
Senate--by liberals who 
oppose deregulation, con. 
servatives who den't think 
the compromise goes far 
enongh, or by beth at the 
same time. 
-P ipel ine 'held' 
CALGARY (CP) --  Ap 
woval of an application to 
import Alberta natural gas 
into the United States as the 
first stage of the $10-billion 
Alaska High,ray natural gas 
pipeline project has been 
delayed one week due to a 
technicality, a U.S/govorn- 
mest spokesman said today. 
In a telephone interview 
from Washington, John 
Adger, pipeline advisor to 
the federal energy 
regulatary commission said 
the commission's decision 
Wednesday to remove the 
item from the agenda was 
based on "poor drafting'.' in 
the application by Nwthwest 
Pipeline Corp. of Salt I~ke 
City, Utah, toimport the gas. 
sponsor of the U.S. section of 
the pipeline to transpurt 
Alaska natural gas through 
Canada to the low~ 48 
states. 
Calgary is to file ap- 
plications to the National 
Energy Board--the 
Canadian equivalent o the 
United States. 
But despite the publicly 
tougher attitude, past ex- 
perience su~gosia that the 
relationship is unlikely to 
suffer for long~ Little 
damage is expected "in 
Canadian.cuban trade ties, 
which have remained secure 
through periodic tiffs in the 
past. 
Last year, Canada sold 
Cuba about $182 million 
worth of gnods--60 p~ cent 
grain, 20 per cent 
manufactured goods, Cuba 
sold Canada about $45 
mimna worth, mainly sugar 
and shellfish. 
Instead, the latest cna- 
treversy appears .to be Just 
one of a number of incidents 
that .has nettled the 
relationship between the two 
countries since Castro 
overthrew the Batlsia dic- 
tatorship in 1959. 
Various Canadian seven- 
mania have bal~ed down 
with problems, either 
directly associated With 
"~uba, or indirectly is 
recurring controversies over 
U,S. interference in 
Canadian trade with the 
Carthbean country. 
Ub~al  go~eramenis such 
as Trudeau's have been 
periodically under'the gun 
for their Cuban policies from 
the major Progressive 
Within months~ there were 
during a 1976 Tmdeau visit 
to Cuba where the whne 
minister shouted, in Spanish, 
at a mass rally: "Long live 
Cuba and the Cuban people. 
Long live Prime Minister 
Commander Fidel Castro. 
Long liv.e Cuban-Canadian 
frlen~hip." . • 
Cu~n Uoope were fighting 
in Altgo)a at the time, 
bacld~ leftist forces against 
tr0o~ supplied by h bizarre 
alliance between the U,S. 
Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) nnd the Chinese 
Communists. 
In private talks with 
Castro, Trndenu is said to 
have taken a strong line 
against Cuba'a 'African in- 
terventtoas. 
BO~ the public display of 
friendship provoked a 
domestic storm in Canada, 
where opposition parties 
demanded a new hard line 
against Cuba. 
• Trudeau defended his 
publicly friendly pesitim by 
awing Canada ha0 to 
pm'~tain peaceful' _,iX- 
¢~angos with the islan'~.at.a 
Ume when U.S. relatians 
'with Cuba, strained and 
eventually severed aft~ the 
1959 Communist takeover, 
were thawing, There was a 
chance the U.S. would 
resume trade with Cuba at a 
cost to Canadian ~ports. 
reports of increased 
Canadisn tourism to Cuba,' 
and trade officials picked 
that year to launch a Cuban 
export drive, 
Two years eerlier, in 1970, 
the two countries had gone 
throngh what was pomdbly 
the closest period of their 
relationship when Cuban 
accepted terrorist kid- 
mappers of James Crou-- 
then British trade com- 
missioner to Canada--to end 
a crisis in quebec, 
In the early days of the 
Castro government, Canada 
was concerned about 
Canadian Eoman Catholic - 
ndsslonarias end what the - 
then Diefenbaker gov- 
ernment described as a 
poss ib le '  Communist 
bridgehead in the western 
hemisphere, 
But Canada .r~'~d to 
follow a U.S. leau anti cut off 
trade, a move that earned 
Cuban gratitude. 
Conservative opposition 
party. Yet it was a Con- 
servative prime minister, 
John Diefenbaker, who first 
decided Canada would 
maintain normal relations 
with Castro's Cuba and 
ignore most U.S. trade em- 
bargoes. 
Tmdeau's atiffeaed stance 
toward aid to Cuba is dearly 
a bargninins poaiUon. Last 
month External Affairs 
Minister Don Jamieson 
indicated that aid to Cuba 
would be used as a lever to 
help force withdrawal of Cu- 
ban troops from Africa. 
Trodeau'a"no ew projects" 
position is regarded by most 
observers as the lever in 
action. 
EFFECT NOT FATAL 
It is not expected to have a 
fatal effect on Canadian- 
Still, the warmth of the ex- 
change came to emberrans 
the Canadian government a 
year later when, in January, 
1977, it discovered that Cuba 
had been using its consultate 
in Montreal as a spy school 
for agents destined to work 
in southern Africa, 
BOMB EXPLODED 
The discovery was ap- 
~rmtiy the result of an 
investigation that startec 
during another period of cool 
relations between the two 
countries in 1972, when a 
bomb blew a large piece out 
tithe 12th floor of the Cuban 
trade mission. 
Then, police charged six. 
Cuhans with carrying 
• weapons; lnnlnding machine 
guns. But the charges were 
dropped and Canada 
apolog;zed for the police 
action against persons and 
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A nation of Woodys 
VANCOIFv'ER (CP) -- 
Canada is a nation full of 
Woody Allms getting used to 
their loser complexes, 
farmer official languages 
commissioner Kcith Sptesr 
said Wednesday. 
Spacer, addressing' about 
200 educational ad- 
.ministration experts whu 
have held eonfereuces, in 
several diff~ont Canadian 
dries dm'L~ the past few 
• weeks, laid reports of 
disarray and "talk of civil 
war and all that" are not 
entirely fake. ,,, 
"If you've been travelling' 
around this country for three 
weeks, you'll have noticed 
that Canada's ina God-awful 
mess in more ways than 
' one," he said. "We're a 
nation of Woody AU. era--we 
savor the angst that comes 
out of loeld~ for an identity. 
"We enjoy the anxiety Of 
collectively being on a 
shrink's couach,' so we 
should say our identity is our 
idenUty orisis, and then lie 
f 
is an industry which affects 
the universities, govern. 
meats and the press, but at 
least it's something 'with 




Canadians attempt in gain a 
new perspective, on the 
En~I/sh-Fre~h question by 
"indulging ina little science 
fiction." 
"The only way for us to 
come to grips with this is for 
the English and French to 
put the shoe on the other 
font--make a reversal of the 
battles fOU~! 200 yeare ago. 
" Image B.C. is the only 
place in Canada where 
English is spoken--most 
British columbians believe 
this alresd~ It ~ouldn't take 
long before you'd develop 
your own language rights 
bill, m Rene Levesqus has 
done, and savor your own 
paranoia." 
Spieer also attacked 
indulge in "frat~usl I~ack- 
stabbing". Adding to: this 
dkerray, he said, are 
education systems in each 
province, which offer 10 
different versions of 
Canadian history,, and 
mininml ones at tbaL , 
"The textbook writers are 
perverse in denying Canada 
completely, as if it didn't ex- 
ist," he said, "This is 
carrying the Woody Allen 
complex to a destructive 
conclusion, and we need to 
give the textbook writers a 
friendly kick in the behind." 
Spicer also critidzed the 
lack of student exchange 
programs among the 
iXovinces. 
"One,quarter million 
students should spend port of 
the a~ademic year each year 
in another part of Canada;" 
be said. "We haven't allowed 
our young people to lesm 
what the different ports of 
Canada mean~ Most 
Canadians know other 
back and enjoy it." "regionalbt" attitudes and countries better than their 
Spicer said national unity provincial premiers who own" 
,Cyclist awarded injuries 
' VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
British columbia Court of 
Appeal Wednesday reversed 
an award of damages to a 
law student who was injured 
when hls bicycle struck a 
pothole on Marine Drive in 
North Vancouver. 
The B.C. Supreme court 
bad awarded Robert Clark 
Barrett $1,SO0 for injuries he 
received. 
Mr. Justice J. S. Alkins 
ruled that the District of 
North Vancouver must have 
known of the actual danger 
because it knew that 
potholes were forming all the 
• time in the street. 
In allowing an appeal by 
the district, Justice A. Bruce 
l~tson ,  who wrote tl~ 
unanimous Judgment of the 
appeal court, said he could 
not agree with the conclusion 
by the Supreme Court judge. 
"The fact that potholes were 
forming all the time did not 
itself constitute an actual 
danger," he said, adding 
that he actual danger in this 
case was the unusually large 
pothole filled with rain 
water, 
"If the municipality is to 
he held liable here, it cannot 
be ~ because it knew that 
dangerous potholes could 
develop, or because it knew 
the pothole in question had. 
developed." 
He said liability could only 
arise if the municipolity 
should have known of its 
existmce. It should have 
known, he said, ,only ff it 
should ,have made more 
. frequent inspections, a 
question he said was a 
matter of policy to be 
decided by the municipality. 
He said the position of the 
munidpality, in relation to 
B.C. Briefs 
O-ORDINATOR NAMED has set up a study group to 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Mines 
l~zister Jim Chebot an- 
nounced the appointment 
Wednesday of Dr. W. R. 
Bacon as coordinator f his 
mimtry,s 15 mililon ac- 
celerated mineral 
development program. 
Chabot said in a news 
release that Bacno, a con- 
suiting geologist and 
enginesr, wiUconrdinate and 
administer the program 
which is intended to create 
Jebe and to mist  the min~al 
industry in diacoverina nd 
develepina new depoalis. 
VICTIM IDENTIFIED 
BURNABY (CP) Police 
identified Wednesday a man 
found fatally stabbed 
Mooday as Carney 
Brownies, 18, of Vancouver. 
RCMP said they are ses I~ 
a so-year.old man us a 
matmtalwiineu In the cane. 
Brmmleo's body was found 
wrappodin a plutic sheet in 
an apartment in t i~ Van- 
couvor suburb, where it had 
lain for at lout 10 days, 
police said. An autopsy 
showed he died from 
multiple stab wounds in t~e 
back. 
CRITICIZE CP RAIL 
NANAIMO. (CP) --  The 
United Trunaportarion Union 
hal orltieb~i CP Rail for 
allow~ pauungar service 
on the ~squimalt and 
Nunalmo Railway • to 
deteriorate. The union issued 
a stormiest aflor a meeting 
bare Tuc~tay aUeging that 
U ) Rag hu been allowing 
the deterioration since 1970 
in oKlee to Justify its request 
to the Canadian tran- 
uporatlon commission to 
abandon the service. 
SEEKING PROFIT 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Recreation and Con- 
servation Minister Sam, 
Bawlf said Wednesday he 
explore the potential of 
economic profit for Victoria 
bnm ~'owih in the por- 
fo rm~ arts industry. He 
said in a news release that an 
dglA.porson committee will 
look into, among other 
things, the p0ulbillty of 
establishing an annual in- 
ternatiooal arts festival. 
WANTS ORANGE LIGHT 
COQUITLAM (CP) - -  
Alderman Bill Campbell 
wants to bathe dry streets in 
orange light by using street 
lights, which he says use 60 
per cent lees electricity than 
the present white lights. 
Campbell told council 
Tuesday that the dry of 
CCOlpry now is using the new 
hiSh pre~ore sodium bulbs, 
because of the saving. 
NEW8 BANNED 
QUF, SNEL (CP) - -  A 
preliminary hearing for 
pharmacist Donald Clark 
Dlckla, charged ~th fraud 
in filing claims against he 
provincial government's 
phorn~cm plan, bepn in 
provincial court here today 
with a ban ordered on the 
publication of evidence. 
Didde and Spancer-Dtelde 
Drugs Ltd. are char~ed with, 
IMS--Pcesident Lyndon 
Johnem sent a beautification 
program to Congress aimed 
at clearing billboards and 
auto Junkyards from reads. 
users of streets within its 
boundaries is not the same 
as the position of a com- 
mercial corporation in 
relation to users of a road be- 




VANCOUVER' (CP) --  
Roman Catholic school 
toachers ay that parishes 
are withholding money 
traditionally available to 
schook and plan to replace it
with funds being made avail- 
able though the provincial 
government's promised 
support of independent 
schools. 
• This means the schools 
will nut benefit from the ~.5 
million from the prnvinclal 
government destined for 
Catholic schools, the 
teachers ay. 
They say teachers' 
salaries will not be incressrd 
and tuition fees will be 
reduced little, if at all. 
"We are fed up with beln~ 
used," said one teacher at St. 
e Van- couver, didn't mind 
working for minimum wage 
when the parish bad no. 
money. 
"But now we are 
demanding a decent wage," 
The teacher esid the 
salary dispute has ~: "esd to 
meat of the 44 cothohc school 
boards in the province. 
The teachers are 
demanding a minimum 
salary of $12,000 a year, she 
said, while theboards are 
cfferlng St0,000 a year min- 
imum, plus $100 for each 
year of teaching ~perience 
in B.C. 
Must Catholic teachers in 
B.C. earn between ;6,000 and 
ti0,0SO. 
Sister Marie M~lling, 
principal of St. Edmund's,' 
said she hopes teachers get 
pay hikes. 
"In general, principals 
have been told that there 
won't be a reduction in 
school fees because parishes 
submRtiugfsiseprescripflon are not getting as much 
elahns between Dee, 31, 1975", government funding as they 
• and Feb, l, 19'/7. had hoped for," she said. 
I 
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The exciting spirit of 78. At the Commonwealth 
Games' 50th enniversary celebration. Share the 
breath, taking actionl See Canadian athletes compete 
with top contestants from Comm6nwealth nations 
around the world. Enjoy die thrills-in Canada's 
newest sporting facilities. Get a taste.of the 
Lntemation'al fl vour. At the XI Commonwealth 
Games. Aug. 3-12. 
The Comm0nwealth Games-- Just one of many 
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Keable broke Secrets Act with 
RCMP papers, lawyer claims 
the type of inforimtinn they 
contain, or whether they are 
claesiflrd "secret," he said. 
The commission and the 
Quebec justice deportment 
are arguing that the Official 
Secrets Act cannot be used to 
prevent the production of 
federaldocumenis before a 
provincial commission of 
inquiry. The act could not guarantees the provinces 
take precedence "6Ver exclusive authority over the 
The provincial position 
rests, in large port, on 
Section 92(14) of the British 
North America Act which 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
Keable commission was 
using its inquiry into illegal 
RCMP activity as a pret~t 
to delve into the entire 
system of untisml security, 
a federal lawyer told the 
Supreme Court of Canada on 
Thursday. 
Lawyer Michael Rabert 
argued that in the process, 
Commbaianer Jean Keable 
broke the Offldal Secrets 
Act by using confidential 
RCMP popeesdurkg public 
hearings against he wishes 




Jacques Blais, spelled out an 
argumont which appeared to 
lead to the conclusion that 
commiuioners are 
subject to the e=tremely 
wide provisions of the 1989 
act. It gives federal cabinet 
ndsdaten and senior civil 
servants the exclusive 
authority to determine ~vbich 
government papers should 
he kept searct and how they 
are to he handled. 
Commissioner Kcable 
"did not have the r l~t to 
take upon himself the 
authority to decide what was 
secret," Robert said. 
"The law in extremely 
broad and covers all state 
documesis" regardless of 
Kcable's general stetuto~y 
power to s~pooun pkPers 
frnm any govormamt of- 
tidal, they told the high 
court earlier. 
INQUIRY CLOSED 
At issue is a Feb. 21 
by the Quebec Court of 
Appeal which has kept the 
Quebec inquiry into police 
wrongddng closed for three 
months. One of the main 
reasons given by the appeals 
bench was that Keable had 
hi'oken the Official Secrets 
Act. 
In presenting his reply to 
almost two days of 
argumests by Quebec" and 
six other provinces, Robert 
proceeded quite deliber- 
ately. Lawye~ were saying 
that the bearing, which 
started Tuesday, now is 
likely to last four days. 
Robert dh~cted the main 
thrust of his argnment 
against the provinces' 
pOsition that provincial 
commissions have the to protect the satire country 
authority to run wide- from subversion and 
ranging inquiries into the terrorism. 
RCMP--provided that the Robert was replying to 
aim is to uncover ~iminsl arguments that national 
activity, security isan ares of divided 
federal.provinciul respon- 
sibility. The provinces claim 
their interest derives from 
adminbtration of Justice in 
the province. 
Robsrt argued that, as far 
as illugul RCM]P nctivity was 
concerned, the provinces 
must limit their field of 
action to the prosecution of 
police officers before the 
criminal courts. 
'NO JURISDICTION' 
"The provinces have no 
spedal Jurkdiction over the 
management of a federal in- 
stitotinn," such as the RCM- 
P, he said, 
The Mounties are under 
the exclusive legislative 
authority of Parliamest and 
the uncontested ad- 
ministrative authority of the 
federal government, he 
added. 
Robot also argued that 
national security is the 
exclusive domain of Ottawa 
because only the central 
government is in a poairina 
' Milk robbed of nutrients 
OTTAWA" (CP) - -  
Powerful lighting over 
supermarket dairy counters 
robe milk of some of its' 
nutrients and gives it a flat 
taste, a Univenity of Guelph 
food scientist said Wed- 
ms(lay. 
Dr. J. M. deMan told a 
news conterenca exposure to 
exceuive light can cause a 
rapid Ires of vitamin C, and 
substantial losses of vitspdn 
D and r i~v i~ 
Surveys of Ontario and' 
Quebec stores have found the 
average light intensity is 
about 200 foot-candies, but a 
few reached 450 foot-usndles, 
he said. Light intensity 
should not exceed SO fcet- 
candies, while packaging 
should allow the passage of 
no more than two pro" cent of 
light. 
The best packaging 
available is cardboard 
cartons, he said. Wed- 
nesdey 's '  news  conference 
a~d' part of deMan's 
research were sponsored by which markets machinery 
a Tor~to advertising firm for producing the cartons. 
According to our 
custmners, it's the 
best deal m town. 
Test drive a Honda today at 
~i 
' TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy.  16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VOG 11.8 
635-6571 or 6354325 
HONDA Dealer Licence Number 02065A 
Section 92 14 of the' BNA Act' 
and dausus in the crimiunl 
code giving provtndul at- 
torneys-general exclusive 
respons ib i l i ty  fo r  
prosecuting traitors, sub. 
vereives and offences 
related to des~tion from the 
Canadian Forces. 
i The Light Touch 
I 
I 
I By Steve Pearson | - -  , ,  
I A book is a success when ~ople who haven't read it 
I pretend they have. 
I , *. 
J One big p lus to solar energy is fhs t  we can look up and 
J see how much' of it we have left. 
I • * 
I Sign in watch repair shop: "'Come in and see us when 
I you don't have the time." 
I . • *. 
:| Who says you can ' t  have i t  both ways? On vacat ion  wa 
i l got off.season weather at ineeasen rates. 
I * * 
The nice thing about bowling is that it gets the kids off 
I t  he streets and into the alleys. 
I * 
| We're on the ball at TERRACE APPL IANCE 
I 
I Comeinand"Pin"downagooddesl 
I 3225 EMERSON. 
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NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade In" every few years). 
HEW T.M.T. HOT "PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR ENGINE 
WITH A 50.000 Mllf PROlfCTIVEgu Pont 
Tefl0n*COATING! 
WHAT IS TMT? 
TMT is a superconcentrated liquid for- 
mulation incorporating Du Pont TEFLON'. 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar vehicle engines. When 
TMT is added to an engine crankcase, this 
key ingredient instantly goes to work against 
the.No. One Cause of poor gas mileage. 
sluggish•performance, high operating tem- 
peratures, and mechanical breakdown: trio. 
fibnaf drag. 
But unless you're a chemical engineer. 
right now you're more interested inwhat TMT 
does than how it does it. So here it is, in a 
nutshell: 
TMT IS FAST! There's nothing complicaled 
about using TMT--a 12-year-old kid could do 
it in less tUan 60seconds... and not even get 
his hands dirtyt 
TMT IS PERMANENT! It's an engine treat- 
ment, not an oil treatment. Just one single 
application is all it takes to permanenfly pro- 
tect,your engine, for as long as you own your 
car! 
TMT IS SAFE! We'vo put our money where 
• our mouth is on th i s . . ,  with a $1,000,000 
Product Liability Policy issued by a nationally 
famous insurance companyl 
TMT IS EFFECTIVEt Effective for any car, 
truck, or other vehicle--whether it's this 
year's model or one that's 15 yoars old! Pro- 
tects and preserves new engines... 'tightens 
up" and rejuvenates old ones! 
TMT IS GUARANTEED! Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold carries with it the strangest, most 
iron-clad Guarantee we could think of ! -  
• GUARANTEED: Better gas mileage. . 
more miles from every tank fu l . . ,  or 
money back in full! 
• GUARANTEED: Less od burnmg long- 
er periods before "toppmg ofr" , .  or 
money back m full! 
• GUARANTEED: Smoother engine peifor- 
mance .. lessstalling and rough ,dhng ~ 
ormoney back in fulP 
• GUARANTEED: Increased horsepower 
and higher compression., more zip and 
acceleration.., or money back in lull, 
• GUARANTEED: Longer engme life . 
fewer repair bills (especial|y for costly 
ring and piston jobs) .. or money back in 
full! 
m GUARANTEED All these imporlant. 
money-saving benefits no matter how 
• long you own your,vehicle. . or money 
back'm full! 
' In view of fhe,q~eny'possible savings.and 
benefits cited abdVe, what d~ you Spppose 
any veh!cle owner or opprafor w0ul~gladly 
pay for a one.rime, permanent treatment of 
TMT? $50.007 $I00.00? MORE? 
Well, listen to this: The established retail 
price of TMT is only S14 95! That's right, only 
S14.95--atlny investment hat could possibly 
pay itself beck dozens of times over. in sav- 
ings on gas, 0il, and repair balls Fantastic. 
*ReL U.S, Pat. Office for 
Du Punt's fluorcarbon resins. 
FACT The coat of owning and operating any vehicle--car, bus, tack, you 
name It--has gone sfm/ght through the celllngl The coat of gasoline and oil? UPI 
The payments demanded by ekille~i (and not-so-skilled) mechanics? UP! The 
pricetaga on new ~lrs and trucks? Up,! Ire positively sickening--and it's going to get 
• worse before it gets say better! 
I 
EO ALMGUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENBINEER REPORTS ON T.M.T. 'T;FLON TREATMENT. 
"The active Chemical Ingredient In "T,M,T." has "And ~ce "T,M,T.'~ has been added to an an. 
a special affinity for metal which causes It to glue-positive results can bn seen through the 
"plate" and adhere to all,exposed friction so,- expedenced and trained eyes of even the most 
faces, Polymers attract more pof~mers to a micro skiliod of mechanics, They will notice s decided 
thickness which means a "controlled" build*up increase in compression readings--which Indl. 
occurs a[ound worn surfaces, which accounts for catas that piston and rln~. seal have improved. 
the numerous user-reports of reduced "blow.by". An increase in Idle r,p,m, s will also be detect. 
Increased compression readings, and reduced oll able due to the reduced friction after a few 
consumptlonl . hundred miles of "T.M.T." "plating". 
"And in order to effect a permanent treatment, "CONCLUSION: Not only Is "T,M.T," easy to usa 
YOU. simply add "T.M.T," to the crankcase oil (it should take 30.seconds t the most for addlns 
throueh the,oil filler hole (so,easy-that even a permanent reatment)-but its results can De 
a child can do i t ) -  preferably after the enid,he seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
nas reached normal operalini~ temperature Ine mechanic! The benefits that can be expected with 
englhe should then be run rot a minimum of "T,M,T." in the enoine-are as follows: In- 
thirty minutes In order (o make sure that ell creased Gas Mileaoe.-Increased Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated". Only eight ounces 011 Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Pads - 
are required for the average passenger car or Reduced Emissions-Lower Operating Tempera. 
small truck engine, tures- Easier Cold Weather Startsl" 
t 
New Ihat yes're burd frem tNe asped.., listen te eke rues ef erdlnar/drlvarl. 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S 
WHY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... 
(Once you've put LM,T. [n your vehicle, you'fl be filling In the figures yourself), 
Motorcycle kate, 
sets more powed 
"As an engineering student and 
racer, I was interested in what 
T.M.T would,do I~ a tenth mile 
speed test, ' 
A series of runs from n standlne 
start showed that our E,T. (Elapsed 
Time)'wa~ reduced by XX a second 
after T.M-T was added to the fuel 
mix in my 125 c,c, Kawasakl Mo. 
torcross racing motorcyce, 
As a student of enoineertno this' 
proved that T.M.T reduced friction 
and Increasqd power." 
K.R. - Racer 
"Ss(I Deal" becomes 
"Good Deal" with "T.M,T." 
"I've tried gas savers, pills, new 
filters, engine treatments, etc, My 
friend told me about a product 
that his father had Just tested for 
his fleet of trucks and I'm sure 
you guessed it wos T,M,T'. 
My mileage has gone from XX to 
en unbelievably astounding XX, My 
father, who Is a car mechanic 
• told me it's impossible but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the old 
saying" that even fothers can be 
wrong. Of course he probably 
won't admit it until he uses thn 
TMT In his ear that I'm living him 
as a present," --R.W, 
Auto Mechanic .... 
recommands "T.M.T'! 
"l am an Auto Mechanic and I 
drive a '67 Caddy~ and it was uS: 
gnu a lot of gas in the city =no 
on the highways, I was lenin| ).4 
mllas ro the aallon, but now, smru 
I've been uslnI"T.M.T I pick up 
XX gallons in the city-and XX pl .  
ions on the highway, so t know 
you peoole have a sood product 
and /will recommend it." 
Mr. C.T.S. 
F ILL  OUT AND MAIL  NO-R ISK  COUPON- -TODAY!  
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER. CUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND. (FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE). 
I I  
Enclosed is [ ]  chequeor [ ]  money order 
[ ]  one at $14.95 I"1 two at $26.95 
Name: 
Address: 
caw: Prov.: P.C. 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Stat,on J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
;i 
L; 
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Editorial 
"What  we are going to say here will not be news 
to most clergy who t~ke their pastoral care 
ministry seriously. It will not be news to social 
workers, school teachers, welfare workers, 
nurses and doctors who deal with it every day. 
The subject will be all too familiar to many-  
but especially to little kids who are too small, too 
weak, and powerless to do anything about it. 
Yet, the subject is one that is almost "tabu" in 
polite society. "Nice" people won't talk about it. 
Politicians avoid it like the plague-it is too 
politically "hot".  Sweet little old ladies are 
sometimes the only ones with enoug."guts" (not 
a nice word!) to do anything about i t -  but then 
"society" expects them to, and ignores them in 
the process. 
Pulpits used to thunder about it, and draw 
crowds as a consequence; but after a time the 
matter grew too tied in.with "revival"  religion it 
lost is impact, and something went out of its 
punch. 
Newspapers are believed to be wise to avoid 
the subject; or just lightly skirt  around it. " It  
could hurt advertising" some newspapers are 
known to have been advised. 
The federal government plays both sides of the 
fence, and so do most provincial governments, 
because there is a "prof it"  of sorts for govern- 
ment coffers, .connected with it worth han~eds 
of millions of dollars a year. 
Have you guessed what it is we are talking 
about? The politest expression we can think of.to 
describe it is "the consumption of spirituous 
l iquors" and alcoholic beverages-and its effect 
on the children in our society. Our society right 
here in Terrace,  too. 
The word is already, out - -  but no one seems to 
want to believe it, or pay it much attention-the 
attention it deserves-that the consumption of 
i i i  
i I I 
Tackling a Real Problem 
l iquor-be it beer, wine or hard l iquor-is more ' punished in a thousand ways for crying because irate, d/unken and dangerous parent or relative. 
harmful •to our society at large-the average man they are wet, or hungry or beth--and not one man when we talk of plans for a better City of 
in the street and his family, - than the drug scene or woman will normally dare to intervene in the • Terrace, let us not beat about the mountain Of 
-mari juana,  L.S.D., speed-the whole bit, put "family matter",  of the 
together, many times over. An entire social "ethic" surrounds the liquor rhetoric and nonsense, ignoring one 
There are "kids" every night, in this city who trade, from the time it first receives its stamp of biggest obstacles to progress, happiness and a 
are neglected because parents are either out "acceptance" by haring a government "stamp" high "quality of life". 
getting drunk, or "out"  at home-~ssed  out, affixed across the cork, that is mistaken all too Let us--somehow, and fromsomewhere,  draw 
unable to look a f ter the children, feed the baby, often as a "seal of approval" by authority, the strength to tackle the cause of over half our 
clothe and change the little ones-and so on. This "cult"  extends all the way down to the automobile accidents, many of our fires, much of 
We'have been told of some of the best fisher- lowliest inhabitant of Skid Road, his eyes bleary, our accidental deaths and suicides, quantifies of 
men .in town. making salaries, in the tens of his mind befuddled, while his whole family may our illnesses--and perhaps 75 percent, of our 
theusands of dollars during a fishing season, who remain, cowed, starvedand ina constant state of welfare problems--not to mention divorces and 
are soon on welfare, having blown the whole shock, lockedup, in a bedroom, or attic, or cellar- other " forms of broken homes. The liquor 
catch on booze. This'doesn't break our hearts as afraid to make a sound that might arouse an problem! 
much as it does to learni~of kids locked out in • • 
~;::~..:::.~z.:.:;:.:.~.~:~:.:.~::~.::::.%::::[:i:i:::::.~?:~::.:::.:.:~:.:.:.:.:~.:?:~.:.:~:.:.:.~:~:::$~:!:~:::::::?:~:~::.:.:.:.:.:.:.~::~;i~:~:$: pouring rain, by drunken parents, or kids left ...... .. ......... .... ' . ....... . ............. .......... " ......... ..... " .. ..... " ... . " ' "  
alone for days at a time, sometimes with a six or _ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
eight year  old child in charge-while the adults :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
are off out at a drinking party, and too drunk to . • 
come home. 
Even this might be better, though, than having 
those same parents an.d big brothers arid sisters 
home when they do their drinking under the 
family roof, and then pass out, o r  aet stupidly, 
beat ing,  bashing, hurt ing,  shout ing and 
frightening the little members of their  fami ly-  
but in the eyes of their neighbor, no one can in- 
tervene because "the parents are home, after 
all." 
When a house is on 'fire and crowds have 
gathered, and someo.ne shouts. "There's a little 
kid in there" -and men and women alike, strong 
or weak, will brave the flames and smoke and  
blazing embers, to risk their lives to save a 
single child. / 
But let there be TEN "little kids" in "there-- 
while there's a wild, drunken melee, and little 
children get beaten up, tied to  the bedposts, 
Impaired driving 
(The fcilowing is one of the 
entries in the Richmoud 
CounterAttack essay con- 
test. The author is Grog 
Bruce, a Grade 12 student at 
Richmond Senior Socoodary 
High School.). 
Each aad every Friday or 
Saturday night thousands of
British Columbia's yount 
people go out to parties, to 
discotheques or to simply 
drive around. Often, an 
automobile is not the only 
thing these youths take with 
them; alcohol may be along 
for the ride. A ride that 
could end abruptly, more 
importantly, in tragedy. 
Young people are not alone 
in their affinity to become 
~tatisflcs; adults too must 
share a portion of the 
responsibility. Roopon- 
sibility: perhaps this is the 
key. If so, British Colnm- 
bin's licensed rivers are the 
moot irresponsible p ople in 
the whole of Canada. 
Of the ton provinces and 
~o territories that make up 
:his fine. nation, Brltisl: 
Columbis has the dubious 
distinction of possessing the 
worst alcehol-related traffic 
accident record. An henour 
v~e can ill afford. EaF.h year, 
f/fly-two million dollars of 
the public's money is wasted 
cleaning up the moss this 
province's drial~ng drivers 
create. Over one fifth of all 
eases currently before the 
courts concern impaired 
driving offences, and in 
hospitals, forty thousand bed 
spaces are required an-, 
nually. The results of 
alcohol and the automobile 
are crystal clear; massive 
court tie-ups, an acute 
hospital space shortage, and 
four thousand needless, 
avoidable calamities. 
While the victims of 
drinking and driving are 
either prosecuted or 
hospitalized, the real culprit 
escapes "scetfrce". Alcohol 
is a proven killer; slaying 
more than three hundred 
]ritish Columbian citizens 
annually, The people of this 
province must be made 
aware of liquor's potency, 
and how to use it within 
responsible limits. Alcohol, 
a depressant, affects the 
brain; slowing reflexes, and 
impairing eye and body 
coordination. An im- 
l 3 
Everyone's responsibility 
pairment that makes driving 
an automobile with safety 
totally impossible. Mter 
only a few drinks, peripheral 
vision is reduced by up to 
thirty po~cent; he driver 
becomes like a horse with 
blinkers on. Continued 
drinking will assuredly 
result in blurred, doubled 
vision and impaired istance 
Judgement. For anyone 
driving in this condition 
steering becomes a chore, 
the eyes begin to get drowsy 
(eyelids of lead); four sets of 
headlights-which are real?- 
the blaring horn; r~ding 
metal .... 
Liquor alone may not 
create the bloody ashphalt 
stage that the ambulance 
performs upon. The scene 
may just as easily be set by a 
combination of household 
drugs and only one drink. 
Decongestants, cough 
syrups and a mere one and 
one half ounces of spirits 
may-create an effect far 
moredeadly than the Liqnor 
Control Board's most potent 
"brew". 
It is immaterial how the 
driver becomes intoxicated; 
suffice to say that once 
impa.ired, the driver cen- 
stitutes a wholly un- 
predictable threat On the 
road. Each weekend, 
between the hours of twelve 
and three a.m. every third 
ear one passes is piloted by 
someone who has been 
drinking. Every tenth car, 
howevor,, ba.s a drunk behind 
the wheel. Watch outl The 
grave may be ,nearer than 
the centre line. 
But what can be done to 
stop this irresponsible mass 
murderer? The police, try 
as they might, still need as 
much help us they can get. 
So after a night out, be a 
res~nsible citizen; hail a 
taxicab or catch the bus. In 
spite of all these alternate 
forms of transportation, 
some people still imist that 
they know their limit; these 
are the people who must be 
watched. Man or machine 
must intercede between the 
drunk and the roadway. 
Man's ingenuity combined. 
with advance technology 
may provide the final 
solution. Drinking and 
driving accidents are on the 
rise, and public p~ssure 
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against impaired rives is 
rising in tsndum with it. 
Like the scat.belt before, a 
drunk.proof ignition system 
is an inevitable automobile 
-necessity. Perhaps by the 
next generation, technology 
will have surmounted allthe 
obstacles that have 
invented the extinction of 
the drunk behind the wheel. 
This, of course, will be of 
no help to today's youth. As 
graduation time approaches 
once again, paliea brace 
themselves against the 
flurry of inevitable ac- 
cidents, Although ,no one 
believes it will happen to 
them; Some students will 
never see the final day of the 
school year. When twonty- 
six percent of all drinking- 
driving accidents are the 
responsibility of this 
~mkovince's minors, (who rely 
e up ten percent of all 
licensed drivers), the 
"bootlegger" cammt ake 
the full blame. Although 
"bootleggers" procurl 
alcohol for minors, which is 
illegal, the ma|ority of them 
are not fool enough to 
practice drinking and 
driving. 
Anyone who questions that 
impaired riving is a serious 
problem in British Columbia 
must face up .to the facts. 
Three hundred graves 
provide mute testimony 
against alcohol and the 
automobile--the deadliesl 
combination on this 
province's a hpbelt today. It 
is high time we exer¢~ed ~ii" 
responsibilities as citiz~s fo 
this fine province because 
on the roadway, no nne lives 
a charmed life, and death 
rarely takes a holiday. 
Reprinted from "Lifeline," a 
publication ofCounterAttack 




LABOUR ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
"Recommendations made by the Royal Commission on 
Corporate Concentration are completely irresponsible" 
stated Barry English, spekesperson f rthe labour advisory 
committee. "The report completely fails to recogulse that 
mustinationsl onrporations have had adverse affects on the 
social, political and economic health of i l~ country. It is 
nothing less than a biased apology for monopoly control of 
our economy." 
• "The reeommeadation that corporate profits be made tax 
free is particularly ridiculous. Already working people pay 
80 percent of the taxes in this country. The elimination of 
company taxes would mean that citizens would contribute an 
even greater share." English Noted. 
English continued by pointing out hat "These Corporations 
already enjoy overly-generous taxlaws and certainly do not 
deserve further concessions. Perhaps these multinationals, 
should be made to repay the billions of dollars in dot erred 
taxes that are owing the canadian people instead." 
The Labour advisory committee cannot understand how 
the co~miminn failed to notice that it is monopoly control of 
our economy that has lead to price fixing and inflation. In 
every field, commercialand i ustrial giants regulate what 
we purohuse and how much it costs. Further mergers can 
• only lead to complete domination. Already oil, auto, food ann 
other sectors are completely controlled by cartels. 
The report also suggests hat Canada will need up to t520 
billion in investment in the next seven years. It fails to 
meation that much0f this money is destined fgr projects that 
are unnecessary and not in the Canadian i bii'est. Many of 
these projects are in the nnergy field and are designed to 
meet American and not Canadian eeds. 
Nor does the report mention the many hundreds ofmillions 
of dollars exported from Canada each year. Canadian banks 
and onrporation~ have invested heavily in projects in third 
world countries. This m0~ey islost to Canada nd projects in 
this country. 
To the Labour Advisory Com'mittee, astaxpayers, the 
million that he Federal Government wasted on rids com- 
mission "boKSles the mind." It is a high price to pay just to 
employ a corporate lawyer and a businessman for a three 
year period. 
TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
May N, 19'/8 ~ 
Samuel Pepys, the great Pepyn s~ by his friends, 
English diarist, died 275 ulthodgh~me (including his 
years ago today--in 1703-- wife) war, Roman Catholics 
aged 70. He had been the andhews~'severaltimesim- 
equivalent of minister of prisonedand falsely accused 
food during the plague of of complicity in "Popish 
1666 and was one of only a plots." 
handful of the government 
who did not flee London. In 15&l--Snaanna, the first 
1686 he reorganized the 'child of William and Ann 
Royal Navy along modern Shakespeare, was baptized. 
lines and restored its ef- ]Ttv--Alexandsr Pashkin, 
flciency. Thronghout his life Russian poet, was horn. 
Ottawa  eat 
The Public's going to Win 
Ottawa,- In one. reassuring sense, suggests opinion-is Flora MacDonald, the "Red Tory" 
retiring veteran Conservative MP. Douglas from Kingston and the Islands , ,. 
.- . . . .  . • , . . . . ,  . : ,  , . ' . , ,  ,~.~. P ,~ 
Alkenbrack, the public is going to'win the next  o Kingston!s a clty,'of p r.isom and [he mi l i ta ry .~ 
election.:..whenever it comes. " "' and a ~dtr0ngh61d • 6f  law ~ind order.  
Win it, that is, whether the Conservatives or She, especially, but a lot of other MPs too who 
• the Liberals come to power. 
This being so, he says, because since the last 
election, Parl iament and most of its Honorable 
Members--and more important, both major  
'part ies-have come down from their self-exalted 
position of imposing their will against the 
majority wishes of their electors. 
Deug Alkenbrack is speaking specifically of 
Parl iament's bull-headed insistence on the last 
so-called "free vote"--dictated by the par ty  
leaders-that capital punishment be abolished 
"once and for a l l . " .  
Since then, under increasing public pressure, 
just about everyone concerned-including Pr ime 
Minister Trudeau and Conservative Leader. Joe 
Clark-has been having second thoughts. 
In the dark shadow of the continuing killing Of 
police officers, and the increasing threat of 
terrorism around the world, both leaders are on 
the record as saying they wouldn't object to a 
national referendum on capi ta l  punishment' ff
that is the accepted majority public sentiments. 
Going even further, Defence Minister Barnett 
Damon has come right out with the hard-as  
compared to the-previously prevailing weak- 
kneed bleeding heart position--declaration that 
society to cope with 'terrorism has to return to 
capital punishment. . 
Quite sanely he observes that if there hadn't 
been jailed terrorists in Italy before the courts-  
if, in fact, they had been summari ly tried, 
convicted and executed-there would, have been 
no incentive for their fellow anarchists to kidnap 
and kill former five-times premier Aldo Moro. 
Cnada has had its own taste of terror ism-the 
Quebec Liberation F ront ' s  kidnapping and 
killing of Labor Minister Pierre Laporte and the 
snatching of British diplomat Jasper Cross-so it 
is not b~yond the bounds o f  possibility that 
politicians are changing their minds about 
capital punishment for reasons of fear and self- 
preservation. 
If it happened here before-during the FLQ 
October Crisis-what's to prevent it happening 
again? 
Little but sure and swift retribution for 
terrorists.  . . . . .  
So Barney "Damon's out of the capital punish- 
merit closet and in favor of execution for 
terrorists. 
With ordinary MPs-and likely, most can- 
didates-it goes further than terrorism. 
It comes home to the riding where the con- 
stituents, almost since the day Parl iament 
abolished capital punishment, have been upset 
by the arrogance of their MPs "I know best 
what's good for you" attitude~ 
Some of these know-it-all MPs have retired or 
gone to their government rewards--and these 
include some left ist -L iberal - leaning Con- 
servatives. 
Among those who still remain and are feeling 
the pressure-of public 'and organized police 
will be running again, now find their crusade for 
abolition could cost them their scat. 
Losing their constituencies, they'll be further 
depressed to know that the next government-be 
it Liberal or Conservative--is all but committed 




The National Action 
Committee on the Status of 
Women has written to the 
Minister of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development, 
protesting any use of 
government funds for the 
Nat iona l  Ind ian  
Brotherhnod's Conference, 
June 27-29 in Morley Alberta. 
The Brotherhood is holding 
a national All Chiefs' Con- 
terence on these dates and a 
major item on the agenda 
will be the rights of Indian 
women. Undersection 12(1) 
(b) of the Indian Act an 
Indian woman who marries 
anon-Indian loses all her 
status and rights as an In- 
dian. No members of Indian 
Rights for Indian Women, a
national Indian women's 
group, have been invited to 
the conference as the 
National Indian Brotherhood 
thhosiefnsedem ~. toconsult with 
NAC is urging Hugh 
Faullmer, Minister of Indian 
Affairs a~d Northern 
Development, to oppose anY # 
use of funds from the 
government for the .Morley . 
meeting until participation 
of Indian Rights for Indian 
Women is assured. 
Letters  
Expensive French . 
Dear Sir: 
It was noted in a recent 
C.R.T.C. announcement 
carried in your paper that it 
is the intention of the C.B.C, 
to broadcadt he C.B.C. 
French service on Channel 
II. This will be a repeater 
process from the present 
programming broadcast in 
Vancouver and will be 
relayed to Terrace via 
micro-wave fadlities. 
' . It should be realslced that. 
the cost of this relay service 
would be at least $270,0O0 per 
year. This sorvi~ will also 
require the installation of a 
transmitter (to be located on 
Copper Mountain) at an 
equipment cost of at least 
)100,000 plus the labour and 
technical services required 
for installation. These 
figures are very con- 
servatlve and this' seems to 
be a high price tag for all the 
taxpayers to pay in order to 
cater to such a small local 
minority. 
It appears that our 
priorities are out of line as 
the coat of this uneeeseary 
TN. service would alleviate 
th~ tramportatlnn problems 
• that are causing so much 






The Hazelton Area 
Homecoming is planned for 
July 27, 38, 29, 1979, 
We are trying to ceataot all 
ex.Hazeltenians ann would 
appreciate your assistance 
regarding names, addresses 
etc. 
H you wish to register for. 
this big event or can help 






Looking forward to seeing • 
you all in '791 
i 
1969:-Thor Heyerdabl set 
sail in Ra, a reed beat, in an 
attempt to p~ove that ancient 
Egyptians could have sailed 
to the AmericaS. ,, 
: :4  / : / ! :  
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Trav, [ ideas from the library 
byMlehadC~lks • Maps and photographs who want o see Europo wlth StHctlyspoakingthisisnota 
Now that stunNer is Just accompany the text which a minimum of cash. You'll tourist ~uidebook, but rather 
about bere many of you wlll points out the most in- findinte~estingtil~cnhit~- Justoneof the many travel 
be planning yot~ vacation terutlng features in each hiking, student discounts, books at the library, full of : 
and If you need some ideas park. A short history and cheap hotels, inexpensive beautiful color pictures for ': 
don't for~et o come down to desqription of geology, • restaurants and much more. armchair travellers. .. 
yore' public library. The plants and animals of the Dream Towns of Europe A Ben Voyage from your . 
public library contains a region are given as well. by JosephWechsborg.  Public Library. 
wide variety of travel books Kids, Kids, Kids and 
that cover every corner of Vancouver, by Daniel Wood. .; 
the~lobe, Abrleflistingofa Here isabookthattallsyou Wagon Days  " 
few of the many travel books hundreds of differmt hings 
you ca~ borrow includes: ' you ean do with your kida the 
A Guide to the qua.. next imeyou'redown in tha .: 
Charlotte Islands by .~;eil G. big city. Most" of the at- 
Garey. For those v/~ zn'.'-. ,o actions are free and most ~ .: 
to get away to a ~mly un- i ~'e not well publicized. This ..<.~ .  :. 
crowded and unspoiled is the way to find out about d~.~ ~ ~ -. 
vacation spot this guide may them. - ' ~ 
helpl ' Fodor ' s  Car ibbean, 
It will provide information Bahamas and. Bermuda. *~il : 
about the many beaches, This is one of the many 
parks, .boating and fishing Fodor travel guides ~ , 
areas that may be found on 'available at the library. For , ~. 
this magical bland off our those planning foreign travel . ~%'~b~h 
coast. Information on you should know as much as 
transportation and ac- possible about currency 
comodations i included as rates, hotel prices, tran- 
well as Ups on where to find sportation costa, poiDt~ of Honda Civic Wa :' go. 
such things u old ltaida interest, and local customs. TERRACEHONDASALES 
totem poles and Japanese The Fedor books will give ~ 4842Hwy. 16West Terrace, B.C.V8GILe : 
~188 fifJhiD~ halls, yOU a good start. 635.6571 or635.4325 
Yellowhead Milepost by Let's Go: The Budget i~ '  Dealer Licence Number02066A 
Richard and Rochelle G~de to Europe edited by :: 
Wr~ht. lf your travels take Jeff Brown. Here is an in- HONDA Test drive a Honda today. :! 
you east this book will come dispmslble guide for those ;. 
in handy. Every place of 
conceivable int~rmt aloag " 
Route 16 is listed along with 
aanocdotes about he history :-: 
o f  the various.places. MEmCAL Photographs and exact 
• locatiom in both miles and ' .  
kllometres highlight thi~ -', 
compaa vo lume.  SERVICES P I .AN : Jaspw National Park by D.M.Baird. This is one of a 
number of booklets about he 
o IDENTITY CARDS 
Blockade  
Since February, 1978, the Medical Services Plan has 
l i f ted  ~ i~g ne, ~d~t~ty ~d~ to ~U ~ub~c~e~. e~o are 
purple in colour. After August 31, 1978, health practitioners 
PINCHER CREEK, .Airs. and medical facilities will be instructed to honour only the 
(CP) - The Peigan Indian 
band has decided to llft its purple cards. No other MSP cards will be accepted. 
blockade of an irrigation , If yOU have NOT received your new purple cards, 
ea,,~l on its reserve about 2o please complete the form below and take one of the 
-o 
kilometres east of this following steps:= .: 
southern Alberta com- .. 
m~ity, an RCMe If you normally receive your Medical Services Plan :: 
spokesman said Wednesday. • • " identity cards from your personnel/pay/pension office, : 
In an lnt~view, staff sat. please forward the completed form to that office/ ": Spiritual. rituals last chance for Roland Barhar said the band wil  abide by an injunction OR : 
granted Tuesday by Chin If y6ur medical coverage is provided through the :: 
'Indians fighting alcohol Alberta SuprEme Court. completed form to your local Human Resources office. .::. • ' The ~UmHOn ordered the 
band not to interfere with, OR :: 
/ obstruct of molest Lath- If you normally receive your Medical Services Plan i. 
• C~[LLIWACK, B.C. (CP) spirit dancers and' adopting drink .because doctors had run throngh the mow-cov- bridge Northern Irrigation identity, cards by mar|directly from the Plan, please 
--  A rigorous four-day the traditional customs of warned of the danger of ered countryside. " . . Dbtrict workers attempting mail the completed form to: - .  .:, ~: ....  ' . ,  :-~,~. ~:, ~..~:--~ 
initiation,. Into spiritual .b?0therh0Pd . . . . . .  . , .... dehydration, i -.parUcular]y . . . . . . .  .: ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . toopm the 'caro l . . .  " . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
dandng,~hi~e~'~ledthe ' The.iniibitl0n cou iKs~ withaleohollcs. " Point said Henry to]d them Barber said he.was in- '; IDENTITY CAP, DS" ~ ...... ! '~ ':~ ~'~'+~e,,r~,,~ 
death last December of abstinmce from food, andAnother  part. of the aflerthedunkingcnthethird formed of the band 's  '; 
Elliot Hmry, must be re- although water is used only initiation, done only in day of his initiation that ha decision in a telephone Medical Services Plan of B.C. ~ 
h~ed if native people are to sparin~y, Point said Hmry winter months, requires a was "Mateful forwhatwe conversation with Chief 1515 Blanshard Street "" 
dMeat tberavages ofdrgg was given a deer broth to nude dip in eold water and a we~edolngforMm." Nelson&mllLepSr. Victoria, B.C. VSW3C8 Af low4weeks /ordeh 'very  :" 
and slcehd abuse, 8 native 11  The chief, who has refused ' 
lhdi~ said Weclnesday. rM'3 1 • • " • 1 ta  bdk  w i th  repor~zs  s ince P -~ '  i u n i n n n m m n l B  n n 'm n n u i i u n I n  " n n  I ron  nBmnin  n n 5 : '  
Stephen Point, testifying [~ last week, was unavailable n - . l :" 
, ,  ~. ,  . - ,  . .~ , ,  l e lev l s lon  v ie  .ence  ana ' for comment. • : REQUEST FOR M.S.P. IDENTITY CARD : 
delinquency studied --- '"" I ! ~. ,~, ,o~,~o~. ,  ~n ~, ,  and . , ,~  . . . . . . I I . I  I I I I I I I ,d the Inltiatio~ and died in . other Pelgan band I MY IDENTITY NUMBER IS:' 
h lsmwhi lebdagtakento  reprumtat lv ,  apparmtly I MY GROUP NUMBEI::{ IS: ' ' I I I I I I I I  ' 
bo~tal. VANCOUVER (CP) --  the stereotypes it presents chl~ television, decided to  abandon their I PleasePdnt Initials Surname ' , : : 
mominS"He(H')that'd'thathe wasn't D leptas taa  confereuce through shows and com- The studies ,how !hat militant stand and Comply ,i N-AME ~!  ~!  - - - - - - J I [ [ ' [ ' J ] : " 
Wu~protectlo~o! ]uveNle delinqumey looked bow people relate to one televista.n te~d to be more meeting with Calgary 
at.the relationship between another, he said. fearful outside,the.it homes lawyer Bob Yom~. s t dd : tbe Camda Evidmce Act. 
"He was brmt l~ fast and Juveniles Wednesday by ~-  Peter Bone, . the exngg, crate the proportion of from Calgary, Young said he N N ' : 
: I I I  ! ~ba~dawecev~yoo ldas  per lea~evbd~ab~a,u  .associaUon's media C0. poOplemyol.ved ,~ .weB-  advbed.ePe l~am~obey II I I I I I  ,, ,1 I I I I I I I  I I , fftbenwasm~rculationin themselves, ordinator, said , recent forcement, ~ecause .many the order and he said he 
~-"  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  
! • ! 
around for 25 ,,ears but we re lat ionsh ip  betweet violence and law on- "Nelson Small Legs gives I CITY: " " 
in the longhoue to warm up havm't even~declded yet juvenile violence and wat' fo~ement themes( he said. the Pe ipns  "pretty good I POSTAL ~ , , , ~ i : md tirol let him go f~' a rsst. : C 
In tbe mflernoon we took him how to use it," Fred l r~ .  le  1 ! 1  1 leadership and he's a ODE: I I I I I I I I : , 
, ,  ~ .  ~ ta t~ ~o~l~, ~ ,  .ho ~ .  lhng l lSn  ca J t leQ "'Itrati°nalwould~'"be foolishY°~gnotSaid'to | ' , ": 
I~t  on 'tl~ way then he film, slide and sound : 
al l lli md e " ' " ' " " ' " ' " ' " ' " ' " ' " " ' " ' " " ,  " .h . _ . _  , :. Po int  uld the initiation is insmtatioa on televisim, obey the injunction." 
a Jut-chance rebirth for. the opening session ef the OTTAWA (CP) - -  The .Ca d iana  in  .other tmtlom to pursue lts claims Provinceof Ministryof ... 
Indians fi~hUn~ a losing three-day blemdal confer- Federation of Francophanes pron~ces. 
battle with. drugs and ence of the British Columbia Outside Quebec" hopes to The En~uebocers '  for eomlzmsaflon for and Bdtlsh Columbia Health ~.,: rental of four'acres of Old. Hon. R. H. McClelland, Minister :: 
81cohoi--"people who have Corrections Assoofatton. , convince politicians to in- society is presented as man River bed by the. .: 
never been suc~D/~." The one-hour show, ~ crease services to French- vigorous and growing by irrigation.district. 
HAVE PROBLEMS ' which delegates were Canadian minorities, by assimilation 'of immigrants • ::. 
"Our people are suffering shied with television images showing them that En~lsh- and French-Quebecers. ::. 
whatsome callcultural and sounds, was desl~ned to Quebecers a re  cultural French-Canadian culture ~ 
I~°rJr"" he said" '~[~h~ get start dlscuasl°n °n the n l i l l l - -bY - - - - I1 '  "de 'ueboc"  d ' l c ted 's  Carpet & Drap! : 
critic/zed kr'drlnk~g a lot relaticmhip between violent the federatiou released a ' e~onomieally disadvmtaged ,:: 
blttheymfacedwithmany television shaws and Juvenile renort today rocked with and bein8 absorbed by the .. 
social i ro l /em,  violencebyf.o~i~, deleP.m figures s'ho~v]ng that .En~Oish-npeaking m/lieu. 
"11ze ~Indim ~ture  is to explore mew .own..an- Enfl ish-Quebecers a re  .There are about 900,000 ,: 
locked down UpmL We walk pressions of temvlmon 'better edmated, earn more ~anad ians  outside B~ F 'i 
d0mm the street and get I~ton  said. " i money and receive mote quebec,7§ per seat of whom I ' !  ~ , R " 
called names ~ dirty In- Television plays an m- medical, educational and live i, Ontario bad New 
dlmssnduvsJ~.When'we i~rtantroleinlifebeeauseof legal serv icm;n  French. Brnnawick,. 0WNERN|W Ii i Iry~ to put m a dance for - "  I I  II ,, ±_~ . . . .  I -V  " " , J i :  
TERRAO MEATS ,0 I md rake ~n a =,., ;4717 ~,~, it E "It makes m admmed of ~ .~ 
,,,,,s, " 766 ' ~u~ ,,~ u~ ~ o, ~ 4 J iM S ~xqham.=~-  ~s" (.oxt to Fields) OOO' |  HASON ~ S 
teach Ind ia .m- the l r  • i T 
her i ta~ and allow them to 
whkh before the arrival oz. Indoor-Outdoor 
thewhite man did not in- M " Shags, Loops~; Twist, 
dude the abuse ofdr~gs and A Sculptured 
alcohol. 
we ]~l~]p.llke our OWil SOIZ8 ~,  We have 
a~d d~ui0zte~. We've never ' E Scotch Guarded 
dane 8n~thi~ to hurt them, S Carpeting 
we are ~ to help." 
DAMAGED HEART ~:~ 
medl~'evidmce that Henry 
four-day initiation had 1,200 saml~lea 
~,, ,~ ~,~m,  c.~,.o..- NOW OWNED AND OP RATED by M M ' ,o chooae from When qual i ty matters. 
rest en routp to the hospital, , ' ' eo~aud0U~,,~nauenS H#l l  be happy to cut what you t " I -8heers-LlnadOrape, ' BoxTO,$mithers 
• Insulated drapes - Drape (0da 1073 Math St, Ph, 84.7-4485 
Henry's brother, testified ' the way" you  want  ~t cur. ~. i I " " that hey lad bern cured of 
alcoholism by becoming , ' , " " 1 I 4 
' ( . 
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Yucca Futz on-tap for 
Terrace SkydiVers 
The Terrace Skydivers are still alive, and kicking. The group 
recent ly competed in the ! l th  Annual Ka _ndoops Skydiving May Meet 
at which one Terrace skydiving novice took second place. 
Roxanne Ver?nette, of Kit imat, was the only local jumper  to take a 
front-line spot with her  jumps. 
Other than Roxanne only two members  of the local club were able to 
attend the meet. Tom Simpson and Diane Mueller were  the 
courageous pair who took the trip to Kamloops. 
In anticipation of this year 's  B.C.. Summer  Games seven local 
jumpers,  including the ar~s  of I~:timat, Pr ince Rupert, and Van- 
derhoof, are  prepar ing for  competition. 
In the more recent future a jump-off will be held in Vanderhcof July' 
22 and 23. Followin-g that members  will be ready for the August 19 and 
20 jumps at the Summer  Games. 
For  more  information_on the jump-offs call Tom" Simpso _n at  635-7738. 
The fourth Annual Yucca Futz will be held at Woodcock B.C. Ju ly 1 
and 2. This is a club sponsored competition. 
• Categories for the meet number  four:  Novice, f rom 0 jumps  to self- 
supervised jumps, Junior,: f rom self-supervised to 75 jumps, In- 
termediate,  f rom 76 to 250 jumps, and ~enior, f rom 251 jumps and up. 
Trophies will be presented the part ic ipants in the Yucca Futz for 
first place jumpers.  P laques will accompany second and third place 
divers. 
Team accuracy  is another aspect of the competit ions which awards  a 
club with a plaque.Perhaps the most  honoured trophy is the oneto  be 
presented the_most sportsmanqike_ guy  or gal  skyd iver . .  
The Woodcock competition will include a bar.beque on Saturday so all 
are  urged_tQ, bring their camping ear  and make a weekend of it. 
Woodcock is located about 50 miles f rom Terrace and has  a good 
landing site. 
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Innisfail cow-pokes lead rodeo 
Central Alberta cowboys win the bull riding. Three 
and particularly those from pcints back was Mike 
Innisfaii, led the lineup at the Tierney of Broken Bow, 
pay window at the Stavely, Nebraska. 
Alts., Indoor rodeo, May 12 Kent Butterfleld of Stet- 
to 14. tier, Alia., topped the steer 
Innlsfall's Ivan Daines wrestlers with a run of 3.9 
won the saddle brone riding 
with a mark of 75 on Big 
Country Rodeo's Morley 
while neighbor Larry 
Robinson won the calf roping 
with a sizzling 8.9 seconds. 
Daines and Robinson 
qualified for both the 
ascends, followed by Tom 
Ivaea of Lethbridge at 4.1 
seconds. 
Keith Elliott of Edmontun 
won the novice saddle brans 
Canadian Finals Rodeo and 
the National Finals Rodeo in '  a l lowed 
1977. 
Allan Thorpe of Bowden, DAYTON, Ohio (AP) -- 
Aita., shared top spot., in The U.S. men's volleyball 
bareback riding with a new-, team, accusing the Chinese 
comer tb th~ Canadian pro of "political shenanigans," 
rodeo scene, Lea Bell of has cancelled its June tour of 
Orange, Australia. China. 
Jim Brown of Hussar, "What beganas a friendly 
Alta., recorded the highest playing tour of China at their 
mark of the rodeo with a 90 invitation has become a 
on Big Country's Homer to political hassle," coach 
Doug Beal told a news 
Vancouver conference Thursday. 
The U.S. men's and 
lacrosse womm's teams were invited 
to play a series of matches in 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- China June 3-18. But the 
Doug Hayes scored twice to Chinese refused to permit 
lead Vancouver Burrards to Arie Sellnger, coach of the 
an 11-6 win over Coquitlam womm's team, to go an the 
Adanaea in Western tour because she was 
Lacrosse Association aotioa travelling under an Israeli 
Wednesday night, passport, Beal mid. Selinger 
Other Vancouver scorers is an Israeli citizen who has 
were John Krgovich, Grag coached the team for three 
Grieve, Bob Holmes, Ward 
Sonderson, Bill Fonie, Rico 
Bellusel, Ran Pinder, Pat 
Ryan and Takl Vohalls. 
The score was tied 3-3 after 
the first Period and Van- 
couver led 9:,6 after the 
event while ghree Albertam, 
Jerri Duce, Granum, Maria 
McGhie, Cardaton, and Bills 
Soppak, Ryley, tied for first 
place in ladies barrel racing. 
Pro rodeo action cantinum 
with events at Tuber, Alta., 
May 20 to 22, Cloverdale, 
B.C.., May 19 to 22 and 
• Falkland, B.C., May 2t and 
22. 
Israeli coach not 
in China 
years, 
"We objected, to this 
position by the Chinese ~d 
have been in negotiation 
since the time they put this 
roadblock in our way," Beel 
said. "We feel that for the 
women's team to make the 
tour without their coach 
would he a real handicap as 
wellns a slapin the face. The 
Chinese new say that the 
coach could come if she gets 
a United States re-entry 
visa. 
"As a matter of principle, 
we cannot accept these 
political shenanigan" We 
wanted to go to China to piny 
voll~yhall, not international 
politics." 
The women's team is 
scheduled to leave for Korea 
and Japan May 27. 
UBC coach trys 
Canadian league 
second. VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Coquitlam, which has wen Dlanae Murray is a 23.year- 
only one game in five starts old volleyball coach with 
this season, got three goals impressive credentials who 
from Randy Delmonleo, would like a full-time 
while Moe Jedoin, Wayne coaching position in Canada. 
McAuley and Randy Bryan 
added singles. Murray, a Vancouver 
Vancouver goaltender native whose playing career 
Brad Borrow blocked 37 with the national team was 
shots, while John Lewis and cut short by a back Injury, 
Greg Thomas combined for has handled, the women's 
39 stops for Coquitlam. team at the University of 
Spain ralIies 
ROME (AP)  - -  J~e season off with foot surgery, 
Hlgueras of Spain ousted struggled for two sets, but 
third-rankndBrianGotlfried caved in to eightseeded 
of the United States from the Solomon 6-4, 3.6, 6-0. 
$230,000 Italian OPen tennis Fourth-ranked Eddie 
championships today while Dibbs of the United States 
Harold Solomon beat fellow gained the quarter-finals by 
American Arthur Ashe.  el iminating unranked 
Higaeras, seeded No. 13, AustrallanKimWarwick74, 
won 6-3, 6-2 as Gotffried was 6-3. 
caught on an off day, his Among women, top-seeded 
backhand placement shots M ien  Jamovoc of 
falling short of their target. Ynguslavia was drubbed by 
Ashe, 33, "the former ~fmdiag ehemplan Janet 
Wlulbiedon champion at- Newberry of the United 
temptinga comebacknlter a States 3-6, 6-2, 7-~. 
British Columbia for two 
..years as a non-paid student. 
UBC Thtmderettes'won 
Canadian women's senior 
lille earlier this year and 
also took home the national" 
interco l leg iate  . cham. 
pionshlp.' Now, armed with 
• a degree from UBC's faculty 
(g ~d~catien~ she would like a 
fall.time coaching Job in 
Canada so that she can pay 
off her student loam. 
Murray knOwn that such a 
job in Canada is rare and she 
has resigned herself to 
looking for a teaching 
position. 
• "coaching in a Canadian 
university doesn't see~ as 
important as It Is in the 
States," she skid in a recent 
interview. "You can't make 
a living from it and that's 
wi~' we lose a lot of ceachee 
to American schools." 
Murray hasn't had any 
fulMme coaching offers an0 
said she likely will teach ~t 
the high school level--and 
coach, too. 
o •  Catch ~.~--~ Gold Rush" ='vet  - -  
~ Join in 10 fun-filled ays of Gold Rush festivities. At Klondike 
~ '~" f f~. /  Days in Edmonton. Don a Gay Nineties costume. Pan for gold• 
' -  ~"~.~....~'...,-~ Cheer a hero or boo a villain at an old-fashioned melodrama. 
Thrill to the midway, fhoroughbred racing, street dances, parades 
& casinos. And that's only part of the fun you'll have at K.Days, 
Fo~/ua~i./orm=io., ~u: July 19th to 29th, Vldmn Bureau 
5068*. 103 Street Klondike Days ~ Just one of many things to see and do in 
Edmonton, Aiber~ T6H 5C5 ~ j ~ , , ~  
~. . . . . .  Tmm~v ANn oAms CITY ~ _~ 
Vancouver  to host  
international golf tourney 
Two more national PGA 
ChampionS, including 
Roberto De  Vicenzo of 
Argmtinaz have accepted 
invitations from the 
Canadian Professional 
Golfers' Association• to 
participate in the St00,000 
Labatt's International Golf 
Classic tn  Vancouver, 
August 17 to 20. 
David Zink, Executive 
Director of the CPGA, 
yesterday revealed that the 
great.~lnternational veteran 
from Argentina has agreed 
to pie:', in the 150th LabaR's 
anniversary event at the 
Shaughneasy Country Club. 
Also added to the field is 
Patrick Cotton of the Club 
France near Paris, holder of 
the' French Professional 
Gol fers '  Associat ion 
Championship and a regular 
member of the strong fields 
that compete in the 
European Order of Merit 
Clmmpioaships. 
De Vicenze is one of golf's 
great international stars, 
winner of the British Open 
Championship at Hoylake in 
1967, and in the top 10 of that 
event nine other times in a 
span of almost 30 years. He 
has held the Argentine Open 
title 10 times, was runner-Up 
in the Masters to Bob Goalby 
in 1968, won the Brazilian 
Open six times in addition to 
the Dutch, French, German, 
Spanish, and Jamaica 
Opens. 
Previous entrl~ in the 
prestige-filled event which 
the CPGA and Labatt's plan 
as the second richest tour- 
namant inCanada this year, 
are defending Champion 
George Knudaon of Toronto's 
Oakdale Golf Club, New 
Zealand PGA Champion 
Simon Owen and South 
Africa'PGA Champion John 
Bland. 
"We are pleased with the 
way r&Penaas are coming in 
from our invitations", Zink 
said yestcday. 
"We cannot expect o get 
all of the PGA Champions 
from around the world 
because our dates will un- 
doubtedly conflict with other 
major world tournaments", 
Bengals could lose 
best defensive end 
CINCINNATI (AP) --  
Cincinnati Bengals of the 
National Football League 
appeared unconcerned about 
a report that one of their 
first-round draft choices~ 
defensive end Ross Browner, 
might join Toronto 
Argonauts of the Canadian 
Football League. 
"It doesn't concern us," 
general manager Paul 
Brown said Wednesday. "If  
he goes to Canada, he'll he 
back in a year or two 
anyway. Not only is Canada 
a foreign country, but there 
is the NFL pension and 
several other benefits here to 
consMer. 
"We have our three 
defensive linemen plus we 
have Ted Vincent, whom we 
like, as well as Ken Johnson 
and Coy Bacob. We'd like to 
have Browner but if he went 
to Canada it wouldn't be a 
life-or-death matter." 
The Notre Dame graduat~ 
was in Toronto Tuesday and 
said be was leaning toward 
signing with the Argonauts, 
:the. team that is suing the 
Beagals for $2 million for 
allegedly tampering with of. 
fansive tackle Mike Wilson. 
Mike Brown, Bangals' 
assistant general manager, 
flew last weak to the Atlanta 
office of Br0wner's agent, 
Prentice Yawkey, and has 
conlmunieated .with him by 
telephone since then, But he 
wouldn't say how talks are 
going. 
Paul Brown said a verbal 
agreement has been reached 
with ~ Benguls'- other first- 
round selection, University 
of Washington centre Blair 
Bush, und a contract is 




by Don Pearson, Custom 
Sports 
Low at 11:20 a.m. at 13 
feet 
High tide this afternoon at 
5:30 at 14 feat, adjusted to 
Kit/mat waters. 
Douglas channel fishing is 
good again today for Spring 
salmon with most boats 
catching fish. 
After work last night I 
went out myself and caught a
number of fish commonly 
known as Shakers. These 
fish are Spring salmon of one 
or two year old fish. They 
were cangl~t 30 feet down an 
Herring Strip along with e 
large Flasher. 
Hot sports are just this 
• side of Cleo Bay and Jeesy 
Falls area. Some large 
Springs did come in 
yesterday from the Blsher 
Bay area and these fish 
weighed in at the 35 pound 
size. , 
he added. "However, we are 
pleased with the raspmse ~.  
far and W e ex .i~ct o be able 
to announce some more 
names 'in the near future". 
For the first time in the 
CPGA's history, ' the  
Championship is. being 
thrown open to foreign 
players as a form of ap- 
preciation to Labatt 
Breweries of Canada 
Limited who are celebrating 
their 150th birthday in 
'business and their 12th as 
Sponsor of  the CPGA 
Championship. 
In addition to invitations 
sent out to more than 20 PGA 
dmmpions throughout he 
world, the CPGA and 
Labatt'.s have sent in- 
vitations to a number of 
other major international 
stars. 
"We will be announcing 
within the next week", Zink 
stated, "the entry ofone of 
the worM's premier golfers, 
as well as other entrants 




Amer ican  League 
Toronto Blue Jays option 
3itcher Dave Wallace to Syr- 
deuce of the International 
League; sign relict pitcher 
Mike Willis. 
Detroit Tigers recall 
pitcher Steve Baker from, 
Evansville of the American 
'Association; place pitcher 
Fernando Arroyo an 
assignment. 
FOOTBALL CFL 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats sign 
quart~hack Steve 
Marlucci; claim defensive 
hack Ward Smith on waivers 
froni Toronto Argonauts. 
Br i t ish Columbia Lions 
sign running back Rod 
Condors, wide receive" John 
Tilzen and defensive hack ' 
Don Guy. 
Toronto Argonauts sign 
defensive back Steve 
Ackroyd and kicker John 
Archibald. 
NFL 
San Francisco Mg~s sign 
quarterback Bruce 
Threadgill and defen- 
sivetsckle Archie R,ense. 
, HOCKEY 
NHL ; ,., : . ,~ , 
New' "~rk  '.l~an~'r~ sll~d/; 
dsfenceman Ti~i Bt~..hwtII: "~ 
Cleveland' Barons sign 
centre Mike Eaves from 
University of Wisconsin. 
Colorado Roeldes return 
dafeaceman-left winger Bob 
Necly to TorontoMaple Leafs 
and right winger Fred Ahem 
to Cleveland Barons • in 
straight player sales. 
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Business 
! ilot J isted in 0| ur 
WATER LILY BAY RESORT -'7 6-22 7 . 
We,re....o,V,T,...._c..o,.... ,,,,00 
BOYDS BODY SHOP- 635-9410 ' , 
Listed GEMINI EXCAVATING - 635-3479 
Here/ o.,..Free -forONE month courtesy of THEHERALD 
if you wish your Business Phone 6 3 5 " 6 3 6 1  
listed for your customers please call . . . .  
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If you reside inTerraee or 
Th0rnhill and do not have 
a paper carrier - 






• Toronto beats Seattle 
in N.A. soccer 
"Vance BalevSki scored two strength of two goals by Carl 
of Toronto Metros-Croatia's Heinz Granltza and 16 saves 
three goals In a 3.twin over by •goalkeeper David 
Seattle Sounders in a North Flaschen. • 
American Soccer League The other winless team in 
game Wednesday night, hut the NASL, Memphis Bolues, 
he says he likes setting up upset the defending 
goals more than scoring champ ionNew~YorkCeem°s 
thmn. t-0 on a first-holf goal by 
"rm not known primarily Tony Fields. 
as a goal scorer, but as a Minnesota Kicks extended 
playmaker," says the 30 
year.old mldflclder. ,'I still 
don't know my team.mated 
well enough to make the 
good plays." 
In four~ games with 
Toronto, Balevski has scored 
on three Penalty kicks, one 
rebound, and on a shot from 
about 20 yards out. The five 
their winning streak to seven 
with a 3-2 win over Tampa 
Bay Rowdies. 
Tony Bellinger scored the 
final goal in a tie-hrasker 
shootout hat went to the 
eighth kicker--with the 
shootout score at 3-3--to give 
Dallas Tornado a 2-1 win 
over Lo~Angelas Aztecs. 
In oth" shootout games, goals account for half of the 
team's cor~g in its oPening Portland 
ten games. 
Balevski's penalty kick at 
"4:19 of the first half gave 
Metros a I.O lead and started 
Toronto n its way to its third 
win of the season against six 
losses. 
Seattle was gaining control 
of the match as the first half 
drew to a close, and early in 
Timbers 
goalkeeper Mick Poole 
blocked three Washington 
Diplomats overtime shots to 
give Portland a 2-I victory, 
eliminating Wasblngion's 
chances of' moving ahead of 
the Cosmos in their Eastern 
division of the National 
Conference standings. 
Mike Flanagan scored his 
llth and 12th goals of the the second half they tied the 
score at t-l• Balevski's season to lead New England 
second goal at 62:53 put the Tea Men to a 3-1 win over 
Metros back in the lead and San Jose Earthqnakes. 
an insurance goal by Ivair Goals by Mike Stojanovie, 
Ferrelra rounded out the Pat Ercoli and Ibrsham 
scoring. Silva gave, Rochester 
Chicago Sting took its first Lancers its second straight 
vietor~ of the season 2-1over shutout With a 3.0 win over 
Detroit Express on the Tulsa Roughnecks. 
APPRENTICESHI  P coUNSELLOR 
For Ministry of Labour, to visit industrial 
premises to determine conditions under 
which apprent ices  are employed;  fo 
a r range apprent icesh ips ,  recommend 
training and advise employer-apprentice of 
obl igat ions and prov is ions of "Ap-  
prenticeship & Tradesmen's Qualification 
Act" ;  to evaluate programs, prepare 
reports, pr?mote up-grading courses and 
job creation programs. 
Qual i f icat ions Complet ion of ap- 
prent icesh ip  and several  years '  jour-  
neyman experience in a skilled trade; 
exce l lent  knowledge of pert inent  
legislation, will ing to transfer and use own 
car ,  on.mi!eage. 
':~om:~6tiifo:, 78:i%~4:~8 TERRACE; ..... " 
Closing Locat ion.  Prince George 
Competition 78:1345-68 N E/SON, 
Closing Location- Nelson 
Salary - $19,212-. $24,036, plus northern • 
allowance at Terrace. 
Closing Date - June 7, 1978 
os ons areopen to oth men an women. 
Canadian citizens are g iven preference• 
Obtain and return applications at addresses below, 
unless otherwise Indicated. 
Province bf British Columbia 
Public Service Commission 
1190 Melville St., Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3VV1 
201-1899 WIIIIngdon Ave., Burnaby, B•C. VSC 5R3 
Valleyvlew Lodge, Essondale, B.C. VOM 1J0 
544 Michigan St., Victoria, B.C. VSV 
Spirit 16 
The engine 
that'll cross .-= F 
the lake a. 
little faster - 
and run a litth. 
further, and troi[ . 
..all day long with- 
out tiring o- 
Features 284 cc 
disthlacement 
• .Water-cooled for quieter 
olheration and longer engine 
l ife, Fixed jet carburetion 
for tamper-proof peration 
• H'eaw/,duty crankshaft for 
proven durabi l i ty  find 
trouble-free operation. 
TERRAOE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD, 
4439 Lakolse 636.6384 





Blue Jays. suffer loss Boston 8-2 
By ROSS HOPKINS ' 
TORONTO" (CP) - -  Mike 
Tcrr~ was the first to admit 
he wasn't at his best Wed- 
uesday niShi. 
Yet he still managed to win 
his sixth pme of the season 
and Boet~* mannger Don 
Zimmcr believes that's what 
makes the 3t-year-old rl~ht- 
handsr one of baseball's 
waster pitcher,. 
Torr~ pitched a seven. 
hitter W~dneedsy, while 
Jack Brobamur and Carlton 
Fish each hit two.run 
homa.s as the Red Son 
moved Into undisputed 
pommalou of first place in 
the East Division of 
bsaoball's American Laague 
with an .3.3 victory'over 
Toronto Blue Jays. 
"Torrez has pitched some 
pmoe, like tenisht, when he 
didn't hrow all that well and 
still won," said Zlmmer as 
the Red Sox moved a 
game ahead of Detroit 
Tigers and New York 
Yankees. "That's the sign ot 
a good pltehe~ when he can 
win, eve~ when ho's not 
sharp." 
Terrez, 6.3, gave up only a .  
pair of third.ianing si~les 
before the Blue Joys struck 
for their two rune in the 
sixth, Slnglna by Bob Baflor 
and Roy Howell and walks on 
eight straight balls to" Jdm 
HuRUn pr~luoed the first csignated hitter Willie 
run. Howell then seerad as 
Rick C~one bounced into a 
forneunt. 
"My fasthal] w l  running 
e l~t  two feet at thnes and J
couldn't find my release 
polnt, t' said Torrez who 
s i~d a lucrative contract 
with the Red Box as a free 
agent this season •fter 
playing ~n instrumental part 
in the Yankees' World Series 
May b~ry and Tommy 
Cardinals end losing streak.. 
with 2-0"on F_ l S 
By .M  ASSOCIATED a ,itch'and Montreal third previous at.bats, 
PRESS baseman Larry Parrloh 
St, Louis Cardinals ,w~e bobbled Ken Reitz's 
beMnnlng to talk to them. ~onnder to load the bsaes 
selves, but nothing happened before Simmons came 
untll Jdm Denny started flu'ongh, halting St. Louis's 
listening, worst slide since the 14 
"I told myself, 'Enough is alraight Moais it suffered in 
coo~hl'" the lanky right- 1916, 
hander said, And with that Cubs II P l ies  4 
he 4m/fled Montreal Expos Manny Trille'n two-run 
with a two-hlttor that, homer in the t0th Inalng,;ou 
coupled with Ted Simmcos's Gene Garber's first offering 
two.run slngl~ in the third 
triumi~ kit  year. "I 'm Just 
~ad the guys could get me 
as~e ru~. 
, WALKEB FIVE 
Terren gmggled with his 
control throughout the 
contest; walking five while 
striking out Just one-- 
i.ning, earried the Cards to a 
~0win, ending their lt-~ame 
lesl~ strask. 
L e ~  in the National 
gue, Chicago Cubs 
moved put  Philadelphia nd 
into fL-et place in*the Eut  
with a 10-lining, e.4 victory 
over the Phllliea, San 
~ .  Giants held its 
one..me lead,in the West 
with a 2.0 win over Houston 
Ast i r ,  Cincinnati Reds beat 
Atlanta Braves 5.4, San 
Diqo Padres defeated Los 
Angeles Dodgers 9-3-and 
Pittsburgh Pirates beat Now 
York Mete 6-S in 10 inninp. 
"1 looked at the losing 
sir~k as something that 
S~L both ways," Denny 
"You can win a bunch 
ins row or lose. I accepted it 
as that, I don't hink the guys 
really got down that much. I
think we worried too much 
about other teams. Some- 
time8 we got beat, other 
times we beat ourselves." 
1~ only ~ts Denny ga~ 
aft~ be hit slugger Dave 
Kingman with a pitch, 
propelled the Cuha unahalf 
.me ahead of the Ph i i~  in 
the East. 
The Cubs fled it 44 in the 
ninth when, with two outs, 
Steve Ontiverou and Dave 
Hader singled and Gre~ 
Orms hit a triple down the 
field line, 
Giants i Astres 0 
John Monlafueco had a 
threehit shutout gong but 
manager Joe Albchell] seat 
Vic Harris in as • pinch- 
hitter for Mont~ueco in the 
sixth inning, even theush 
Harris had only one hit in 33 
mrmma two. run~ e• 
Reds 5' Braves 4 
Cincinnati stayed within a 
pms of ha  F rn~.  by 
,~or~j  three rum m.u~.  
eighth • inning against 
Atlanta, the deetdve" one 
scoring when reliever 
~ckeY MaLlet walked Joe 
M_orgsn with the bases 
l l l l l i~  
Pn~oe 0 Dedgorl 3 
Tucker MMerd and Oscar 
Gamble each hit • homer 
and combined for five hits 
and five runs batted in to 
lead a rehlt San Dlqo st- 
tack that dropped the 
Dodgers two games behind 
the Giants. 
PirM~l J Mete 
Willie Mmtsnez hit a first- 
ahq~le and home runs 
in the elSbth and 10th innkp 
to drive in four runs for the 
Mote but Re,ate Stmnett's 
two-run ~ in the bottom 
the 10th won it for Pitt- 
sbursh. 
 A's 
up m ronte to his second two. 
hitter of the ~ and know something when he Red 8ox 8 Blue Jays Z 
~earuer  ~hutout were quit as manager of the A'• Jack Brchanfer and 
by Andre Dawson in .Tuesday, because they ~.,ar|t~ FInk.~hit, two-run 
continued a ~ldo. that I s  ~me~:  mid~:*:Mlixf:Tim~z 
the,Sixth lnning.•nd Gary ..... nero them Inca 12 of XT..p/tchadaeevenlgtterforhla 
carter in the nevonth, He 
struck out three Expos, 
walked one and helped 
himself by starting two 
double plays. 
In, the decisive third, 
Garry Tem.id~on was safe 
on a ridder • choice, thm 
ihd Duos hit Jim Dw~cr with 
Standings 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
ABR HPCt. 
Monday, LA 122 23 42 .344 
Burro~.ghs, All 129 16 44,341 
Puhl, Hou 148 22 SO .338 
6aker, LA 133 17 44 ,331 
Buckner, Chi 106 13 35 .330 
Grlffey,' Cln 176 26 58 .330 
Smith, LA 154'29 50 ,325 
DrJessen, Cln- 151 27 49.325 
Concepcion, CJn 152 20 49 .322 
Clark, SF 150 26 47 .313 
Ooubles: Simmons, St, Louis, 
15; Rc~e,'Clncinnatl, 13; Howe, 
Houston, 13. 
Tr|ple~: Gross, Chicago, S; 
Murcer, Chicago, 4; Randle, 
Hew York, ••4; Garner, Plth. 
burgh, .4; Foster, Cincinnati, 4; 
Clark, San Francisco, 4. 
Home Runs: Monday, Los An. 
0ales; 11; Klngmsn, Chicago, 9. 
Runs Bailed In: Morgan, Cin. 
cinnafl, 33; Monday, Los Ange- 
lea, 33; Foster, Cincinnati, 31; 
Smith, Los Angeles,,31. 
Stolen Bases: /~reno, Pith. 
burgh, 21; Cudeno, Houston, 16. 
Pitching'(5 Decisions): Boa. 
ham, Cinciunetl, 5.0, 1.000; Reu, 
Los Angeles, 5-0, ].000; Blue, 
San Francisco, 6.1, .857. 
Str!keculs: Richard,, Houston., 
74; P. Nlekro, Atlanta, 64. 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
: AB R H 'Pet. 
Carew, MIn 162 27 63 .3~ 
Jackson, Cle 91 11" 34.374 
Rice,,, BOS 178 35' 62 .348 
May,/Det 85 11 29 ,341 
Cubbage, MIn , 112 14 38 .339 
Pinlella, NY 90 13 33 .3~7 
Sundharo~ "rex 133'14 44.331 
Lezcano, MII .. 104' 17 ' 34 ,327 
Cooper, MII 153 24 50.327 
Chamblln, NY 147 21 48 .327 
By THE ASSOCIATED "We have to Juggle and 
PRESS hops we're incky," said Jack 
Another funny thing McKeon,wbotook .oyer when 
happened to Oakland A's  Winkles qulL "We've seen 
Wednesday night--they fell two i~tty  seed pltckerstha 
out of first place in the Insttwool~hts(Caldwellasd 
American League West Jerry Augustine). Left. 
Division. • ~ m lining to give un 
Maybe Bobby Winkles trouble." 
slath victoey u thoRed Sex 
moved into fL.'st I~ce in the 
AL East, me gems ahead of 
Detroit and New Hork. 
Dwight Evam also drove in 
two runs with an dghth- 
Roysb ~ Marinr" 
The trz :br rzStwo rune In 
the ninthm Tum'Pequette's 
Ixmea-louded [[rounder And 
Hal McRac'• sacrifice fly. 
Kansas City ermed, a 4-0 
deficit in the fifth on Amos 
Otis'• two.run homer and 
Clint Hurdle'• two-run 
double, but the l~dners 
took a 5-4 lead in the bottom 
d the fifth on Juan Ber- 
nberdt's homer. 
l~cs  S Twi~ S 
AI Oliver. who s/nglad 
home the. first ~un in the' 
op~ inning, singled home 
pil~h' nnmcr Bobby 
Thmnpaon in the ilth 'as 
Tunas' ended Minnesota 
M~ ace Mike, Manhaii's 
, string of auk.eases. Inh la  
previous five appearances 
since Jolainz the Twine last 
week, Marshall had eamed a
win and four saves. 
Tl~ers 3.O Orioles 3.| 
Andrea Morn'• t int  b~ne 
run adace keinS reoailad 
from the ndmr lesguco May 
15 and Jim Palmer'.s six.bit 
•p•a•yt• well and Te0um is p i tching highl ighted .S00 ball. We know Balthnore'8 victory in the 
K•neas City will start nightoap. The. Tiers, who 
playing well sooner or hadloetU straight pmee in 
later," Balthnore sinre JUly 31, 
"This is a pretty good 1976, won the opener on a 
bunch of boys," said nlnth.ian~ng single by 
manager Dave G•rcta, Aurelto I ~ ,  
,whose Job was reported in t 
5eepsrdy earlier this mouth. : 
"I read ahaut what lure hap- C P~ L L 8 W E R E 
poned to the Y•nkees end the COSTLY  
A's • few years ago ann 'The first public tran- 
wonder hew good they could satlantl~telephone callin 
havebeen if they didn't have 19~6 between London and 
prohlems.',' New York cost &15 (about 
Meanwblze, the' A's lost 
when Milwaukee's Mike ~0 at that time) for three 
Ca]dwell pitched a six-hiit~ minutes. 
and Robin Yount drove in 
three, rtum ~er the Brewers. 
pmes ,  the latest a 7-I 
decision to ,  Milwaukee 
Brewers. 
Coupled with California'• 
4-1 win over Chicago White 
Sex, it pushed the Angels into 
first plane, five l~reoutage 
points ahead of the'A's, who 
had been ea top since April 
In other American League 
action, Kansas City Royals 
beat Seattle Mariners 6-5, 
Texas Rangers beat Min- 
nesota Twins 3-2 in U in- 
hinge, Boston Red BOx 
defeated T~to  Blue Jay• 
8-2 and Detroit Tigers 
dawned Baltimore 3.3 in the 
first game of a doubleheader 
before the Orioles came back 
to take the elshteap 1-0. The 
Cleveinn~ew York game 
was mined ont, 
Chris Keapp. i/tohed a 
fourhittcr and M Baylor 
and Bobby Grich homered to 
lead the Angels over the 
White BOx on the field and 
over the A's in the standings, 
"We struggled to get 
, ,  4, here, ea{dB•yler. Weloat 
seven of l ion the read. The 
thing we have to do is turn 
that •round and start win- 
ning two out of three. We 
have to take advantage of
i i~ .  Kansas City is not 
/~/~X~7~ / "  At Nord~'lands Park in Edmonton.' '" ' 
.ca, the th,,naeri.g hoo es. ^a , tte. at 
• ' pacers race for the finish line. It starts in the spring and 
continues through the summer and fall. Highlighted in
For[un~inJ~ion, unite: August, by Western Canada's prem!er racing event-- the 
Vi'atom Bureau Canadian Derby. It's excitement you can bet bn. 
50(,8.103 Street Racing at Northhnds ~ Just one of many thinp t6 see 
Edmonton...~b~rm TgH 5C5 anddoin ' ~ 4 ~  ~ . . . . .  : :  
. .  'i,,, ~*~, i.! ." i .... : ..' ..i " " • ' ........ , ,, 
rpShflw with the bases 
,aded, none out and one run 
cross in the sixth. 
Brohamcr's home run was 
first of the season 8nd 
"~me aRer a one-out walk to 
~ed Lynn, He hit a 2-0 pitch 
.f loserDave Lem•nczyk, I- 
• L over the right field fe~oe, 
)out 340 feet away, 
'.ynn also preceeded 
:#'s~ homer with • walk-- 
~e of four the Red Sex drew 
• fof three Toronto pltohere. 
~co of those given free 
~sses md~l up searing, 
i"isk, with his fourth home 
~ of the season, also hit a 3- 
,itch from Laman~yk and 
~e the Bed BOx a ~ lead in 
sixth. Boeton's third run 
~d come in the third on Rick 
.~rleson's bloop double 
• -,wn the right field line and 
:try Remy's single up the 
iddle. 
, ~RST APPEARANCE 
8oston got its sixth run in 
, ~ seventh witho.t benefit 
BritairT f6 s 
c r i cket  
MANCHESTER, Engl~d 
~P) - -  England beat 
~kistan by 132 rmm in a 
.,-hired-over cricket match 
• Old Traffoni today. 
,'he Paklatanls were dis- 
,.~sed for 85 in reply to Eng- 
,d 's  score of 217 for seven 
,~dnesdsy when play in the 
:le-day international was 
:zrtailed by the weather. 
Fast bowler Bob Willis 
,ok four wickets f~  1S runs 
an 11-0ver stretch. 
Webb wager  " 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  In- 
sider Marvin Webh has 
:~en assigned to V•ncouver 
~anadians of the P•ctfic 
oast League, "the baseball 
.~am announced Wed- 
,:sday. 
Oakland A'o of the 
.merican League purchased 
'ebb's contr•ct from San 
~tonio Dodgers of the 
~xas League. Oakland has 
worlc~ agreement with 
ancouver. 
Webb replaces infielder 
~ike Adams on-tlm Van- 
~uver roster. Adams is out 
definitely after suff~ing a
actured Jaw Monday in a 
~se-line collision with a 
hoenix Giants' player. 
TORONTO (CP) : -  Eight 
~hateu~' will take part in 
i~e' $100,000" Ladies 
ro fess iona l  Golfers 
~ssociation tournamen! 
~ne 1-4 at St. George's Golf 
nd Country Club. They are 
.[arlene Strelt of Stouffville, 
*at,, Judy Ellis of Waterloo, 
,at., Cheryl] McComzdl of" 
,arrow, Ont., Pam Johns 
:~d Sue, Wickware of 
oronto, Chcryii French of 
amrose, Alt•., Michek 
,uibeanlt of Montreal and 
• .aula Phillips of Vancouver. 
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PCL Gulls dump Missions 
o~ a hit off reliever Joe 
Coleman, making his t int 
appearance with the Blue 
Jays since being purchased 
Monday night from Oakland 
A'S. 
After a single to Fisk and 
Brohamcr's double, Evans 
delivered the last two 
Sox rum in the eighth with a 
single up the middle. Lake City Gulls 4-3 in the 
' third inning when Mac- 
Rick Bosettl ran the Blue Cermack fielded a potential, 
Jays out of • couple of double-play grounder, He 
scoring opportunities, He: threw the ball into cater  
field, resulting In two 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
pRESS 
Firebelli~ Frank Mac- 
Cermack, sent down to the 
Pacific Coast baseball 
League by Seattle Mariners 
because of control problems 
Jest year, was his own worst 
enemy with San J~se 
Missions on Wednesday 
niSht. 
San Jose was leading Salt 
opened the third with a base.  
hit but was caught a l sO,  
Bob Bailer followed with a 
long single to right-oentre, 
unearned runs that enabled 
the Gulls to tie the score, The 
final score was Salt Lake 6, 
Sah Jose 5. 
In other games, 
Albuquerque Dukes over- 
ease Tacoma Yankees 8.0, 
Phoenix Giants squeezed 
,past Hawaii Islanders 4-3 
and Portland Beavers 
dumped Vancouver 
Canadians 7-3. Wet [pounds 
~ M  in postponement of 
Tuesun'a game at Spokane. 
SMITH HITS WINNER 
Tommie Smith's two-run 
single in the fifth inning pro- half a .me behind flat. 
v/dad Salt Lake with what place Phomixin the East~n 
proved to be the winning Division by downing 
margin. Andy Dyes hit • solo Tacoma, top team in the 
home run for San Jose. West, 
Albuquerque remained 
difference a . . . .  
a price makes. 
forty, elf at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West  Terrace, B.C. VOG 11.8 
635.6571 or538-4325 Dealer Llcence 02066A 
HONDA Test  dr ive a Hondatod . 
In the seventh, with tim 
Red. Sox up 6-2, Bnsettl 
singled with one out and 
moved to second on Bailer'S 
ground out, Roy Howell 
followed with a single, but 
Bosetti ran thr0ngh tldrd- 
base coach Jsclde Moore's 
atop sl~n, was eanghf in a 
rundown and eventually 






A ,r beer 
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Wife of double agent says 
CIA is lying 
WASHINGTON (AP) --  
The wife of a U.S, double 
agent last seen three years 
ago thinks the C~, may have 
forfeited her husband's life 
to boost hecareor fanother 
Soviet spy secretly world~ 
for the United States., 
Nicholas Shadrin was last 
seen on a winter night in 
Vienna stepping into a car 
with two agents of the KGB, 
the Sm/tet secret police. 
The United States says it 
doesn't know what happened 
to Shadrl~ 
But i~ wife, Eva, says the 
CIA already has lied about 
how it convinced her 
husband to become a double 
agent. And, abe says, agents 
may he lying about what 
happened to him. 
So abe wants Senator Birch 
Bayh (Den. Ind.), chairman 
of the Senate intelligence 
committee, to inve~tigate 
new information about the 
disappearance. And she has 
asked President CaY, er for a 
meeting. 
Mrs. Shadrtn wants an 
investigation into "whal 
complicity there was by U.S. 
cfficinis In Mr. Shadrin's 
d isappearance , "  sol( 
Richard Copaken, her law- 
yer. 
Mrs. Shadrin said U.S. in- 
teJligecca officials told bet" 
that her hmhand was ap 
proaehad in 1966 by the 
Soviet KGB and asked to 
become a double as•t .  They 
said he agreed to feed the 
Russians information after 
Londonderry 
opens up 
soldiers will continue to. 
make spot checks of re- 
Males. A police spokesman 
said "control maes"---arces 
wherevchicles cannot be Idt 
unattended--also will be 
maintained in the dty in a 
move to combat Irish 
Republican Army eer 
bombs. 
The Provisional wing of 
the predominantly Roman 
Catholic IRA is ~ to 
end British ' rule and 
Proteetant domination in 
N ~  Irel~md. The IRA 
wants Northern Ireland 
united with the Republic of 
Ireland; whose popdntion is 
m~tly Catholic. 
consulting with his U.S. Copaken said Shadrin 
superiors, didn't know about lgor's 
SAYS VERSION UNTRUE conv~'astioas with the C][A 
"But that simply is not when the FBI bepn feeding 
true," Copakon said in an information to KGB 
interview Wedae~dny night, operatives through Shadrin. 
He said a Russian agent "His disappearance may 
known only as Igor called ~ery well tie into the way he 
thmCIA Director Richard was recruited," said 
Helms at home in 1966. Copaken. "'It may have a 
Helms wasn't home, but his tremendous beart~ on what 
~lte took,the message, may have happmed to him 
Igor.wanted to go towork in the end. They cam- 
for the United States--but to Ixondsed him from ~ day 
lock good to Ms superiors he one." 
needed to recruit Shadrin as Copaken said the CIA and 
a Soviet opy, Copaken said. FBI, ceafrontodinAprllwith 
The ]aWer said" there is the nl]eged Igor connection, 
further speculation in the in. said national security 
telligmce community that prevented them from going 
Igor may have been a triple beyond what they had 
agmt and that the KGB previously told Mrs. 
Im~ of ~ offer to t~ U.s..~m~n; 
Allthe 
HONDAS 
arehexe. LONDONDERRY tAP) --  British troops dismantled antiterrorbt checklx~ts in 
Londonderry today, maldng 
it an open city for the t int 
time since sectarian violence 
erupted in Northern Ireland 
in 1969. 
The soldiers allowed 
citizens and vehicles to pass 
without stopping them for 
searches or to cheek for 
Identification. 
Security officials said the 
move was "a calculated 
risk" taken because of a lull 
in violeaee. 
However, security 
authorities said British 
Testdr a HondaU    
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 11.8 
635-6571 or 635-4325 



















Car. Sparks & Keith 
Pastor Paul Mohnlnger 
Office 635.2407 - 
Home 635.5309 
~unday School 9:45 a.m 
Morning Worship 11:0( 




3341 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
638.1561 
Rev. R,L. White 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:0C 
a . rn .  
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:3C 







(:or. Sparks St. 
& Park Ave. 
Rev. Rolf Nosterud 
635.5882 
~rning Service 11:00 a.m. 
Church School 9:45 a.m. 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 635-3815 
Paster Dwayne Bark•an 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School 





4726 Lazelle Ave. 
CHURCH 
p.m. Sunday School, Con. 635.9019 , 
Pastor Bob Lesyk, 635-4328 
Corner of Halliwell 
and N. Thomas 
9:45 am Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11: O0 a.m Morning Worship 
Service 
7:30p.m. Singlng and Bible 
Study 
Neds. 8:00 Home Bible 
~tudles 









Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m 
Under 12 • 11:00 a.m. 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m 
flrmatlon Sunday Services: 
Youth and Adult Classes 9:30a.m. Informal Service 
Church School & Adult 
__ Discussion 
, 11:00 a.m. HoI~' Com- 
• -mm~' muhion for the family 
Ministers: 
) ~ '  ' ~ ~  5855Rev" Lance Stephens -635- 
( Rev. Stephen Inoue - 635- 
~1 ~ . ~ !i 2416 
~ 
CHRISTIAN Seivatl~ Meeting 
Tues. Night 
REFORMED ,:3o p.m. Bible Study & 
Prayer Meeting 
CHURCH 
Sparks St, & 
Straume Ave. 
Rev. S. Van Dealer 
~unday School • Terrace 10 
a .m.  
Sunday School • Remo I:00 
p.m. 
11:00a.m, Worship Service 
5:00 p,m. Worship Service 
Wednesday 
1:30 p,m, Ladles Home 
League Fellowship 
Saturday 




635-5446 or 635-2626 
t 
..~.;.;.:.~.:.:.~.~.:..~........~.........................'.........................................~....................-....................-......'`...`...`.....................`............/...'...`... . . . .  , . . . . . . . . , , . . . , , . o . . . . . . .  . . . . .  







Jill ,'~tinp subject to ohanp without notice. 
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i • ~45 News 










1 N ; , ~  Quincy Qui
A U .Quincy 
1 1 =: 
£ £ :~ ShowTonight 
Show Tonight 
A L :~  Tonight 
Show 
Saturday, Nay 27 
and NIhNItS 
Space 
l i :45 
/ , , :oo Besebe,, 
Pro-game 
:30. Mahor 
I I I :45 League 1.21 Cont. Baseball 
.Major League 
• ~45 Baseball 
:00 Cont. 
: 15 Malor League 
:30 Baseball 
I :45  Th is  Week  
World of 
:45 Survival 
The Blrds and 
The Bees 






















































































10 a.m, - 0 psm. 
Saturday George Sesame 
Morning George Street 
Quiz Kldstuff Sesame 
Kids Kldstuff Street 
Green Double Kidstuff Human 
Decker Kldstuff Sexuality 
NFB Red • Human 
Films Fisher Sexuality 
Mission ThaVs :Olture of 




V. I,P. Discover Cons. Survival 
V.I.P. Discover Kit 
Beyond Frank's French 
Reason Garden Chef 
i 
CBC Saturday The War ,CrockeWs 
Sports Years Garden 
CBC Saturday All Star Daniel 
Sports Wrestling Foster, M.D. 
CBC Saturday All Star. Magic of 
Sports Wrestling 011 Painting 
CBC saturday Wide World Book 
Sports ' of Sports " Beat 
i 
Space Wide World Firing 
1999 of Sports Line 
Space Cont. Firing 
1999 qgnt, Line 
lllallllllalmilllllnlnlllllilnllllllllUallltllillllllll| 
Just Ardved i 
Croq uet  i 
A ' i  i 
6eTS/ j 
$38 i ,, ,98,: 
'nd rtl • muu " 
innmu~mmmmmm unnnnnmmunnunmnunmmuu| 
6ordeR and Anderson Ltd. 








";.'rhts is the first,of what 
will he a regular, continuing 
column on the Kermode 
Friendship Centre in 
Terroce in an effort to 
fnmillarize the community 
• with rids worthwhile ser¥1ce. 
The Kermode Friendship 
Centre ha5 been primarily 
an Indian Friendship centre 
in Terrace. 
A' registered, non.profit 
organization, the centre is 
funded through the federal 
Department of the Secretary 
of.State, Migrating People's 
Pregram. 
During the 1977-78 year, 
the centre received $14,399 
for core funding to cover the 
salary for the executive 
director and some ad- 
ministrative costs. Further 
funding is provided through 
the proceeds of the regular 
Bingo games held,weekly. 
Other sources have been 
through Canada Manpower, 
Canada Works Project, and 
Youth P reventat ive  
'. Programing inthe amount of 
t,~4,600. 
Tis project employs six 
people, aproject manager, a 
bookkeeper, a easeaide 
, worker, a recreation 
director and assistant and 
two aireetworkers, and runs 
through to November, 1979. 
Farther to this, Kormode 
Friendship Centre has one 
• Native CourtWorker and her 
amistant who are funded ou 
the provincial level through 




one of 18 
tip centres in 




t in Frimd- 
~tres which is 
organization 
wh~se"mai'n function is 
assisting aH friendship 
centres in the province with 
funding. 
Programs presently un-,. 
darway at Kermode 
Friendship Centre are 
recreation, Teen Club, 
Young One's Group and 
Women's Auxiliary. 
Progrmis planned for the 
future are a legal services 
worker and Indian cultural 
awareness, Coming up for 
the summer are Kermode 
sponsored annual softball 
and soccer tournaments, and 
field trips for the Teen Club 
to Williams Lake for the 
United Native Nations 
Annual Conference in July. 
The problems in native 
housing in Terrace are very 
big and' the centre is 
currently taking a survey to 
fmd out exactly where the 
majority of these problems 
are. 
The Kermode Friendship 
Centre invites you to come 
and have a cup of coffee with 
us anytime you're in the 
• neighbourhood. 
Would-be hij acker 
shot by pilot 
MARI()N IlL (AP) -- A FIRED FOUR SHOTS 
former Vietnam combat The Bell Jetranger II 
~ pilot wrestled a gun from a helicopter was pitching and 
would-be hijacker Wed- turning wildly, he said.. It 
nesday and shot her to death was so erratic, "that I shot 
while his helicopter eeled ]our, times-- shot all five 
out of control 600 feet above times but one m!sfired--and 
the ground near the U.S. I only hit her once." 
penitentiary atMarion. "And she was only two feet 
Allen Barklage, 30, of St. away from me." 
Louis said Barbara Oswald, Barklage righted the 
in her mid-40s, also of St. aircraft and set it down 
Louis, had ordered him to about 25 metres from the 
land in an exercise yard at entrance in the prison ad- 
the  maximumsecurity ministratio~t building, which 
prison where some of the is linked by barred oors and 
meet-dangerous criminals in a hallway to the main prison. 
the United States are can- The FBI, which took over 
fined. 
He quoted her as saying 
they would be carrying off 
three convicts. 
Barklage said the woman 
chartered the helicopter in 
St. Louis under the pretense 
of flying to Cape Glrardenu, 
Mo., about 56 kilometres 
beyond the prison, which is 
about 150 kilometres by air 
southeast of St. Louis. 
About 30 to 40 minutes into 
the flight, he said, she pulled 
a .44-calibre pistol and or- 
dered him to fly to the 
prison. 
About four kilometres 
from the prison, Barklage 
saw his chance. 
"She was trying to opes 
the doom and she switched 
her weapon from her felt 
hand to her right Hand," he 
said. "She put her finger ou 
the trigger guard and not on 
the trigger." 
"I let go of the helicopter 
controls and let it do 
whatever it wanted," he 
said. "I grabbed for the gun 
and we had a 10.or 15-second 
struggle." 
Betty Ford 
drinking water {'.' . 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  described as an addiction to 
.Sipping ice water and'tar- drngsandalcohol.TheForda 
• mgover her wine ginss~oit areslzmdisg everal days in 
would not be filled, Betty the capital, scheduling a 
Ford has returned to the number of public appear. 
Washington party circuit for anees. 
.: an.. ev_eplng, with fellow 
~itepublie~a,s, . . : ,:'..:::,.. I1( 
lke ikst J'tams L,~ket in the Wedd ~' 
• "I'm really feeling very 
• well," she told dozens of old 
friends and admirers who 
crowded around her Wed- 
nesday night at a cocktail 
hour sponsored by  the 
American Enterprise In- 
sUtote for Public Policy 
Research, a Washington 
organization with which 
former president Gerald 
Ford is associated. 
Earlier in the day, at an 
unvei!lug of the Fords' of- 
flclal portraits at a White 
House ceremony, President 
Carter called Mrs. Ford 
"perhaps the mostpepolar 
person in our country today 
who has earned the admi- 
.... ":~ ration of our nation for. her 
~' courage and. complete 
i* candor." 
Fohi, moved by Carter's 
'.worlds, said Cuban-born 
• artist Felix de Cossio, who 
• . painted Mrs. Ford's portrait, 
./"did a beautiful job; I'm not 
proud of the portrait but 
what it portrays." 
' Mrs. Ford, 60, was 
,~ released this month after 
almost four weeks of hospital 
' t reatment 'for what she 
identify the convicts who 
were to be plucked out of the 
exercise yard. The yard was 
in use by prisoners at the 
time as part of the normal 
institution routine. 
Warden George Wilkinson 
said no charges were filed 
'against he three men hut 
they were separated from 
other prisoners. 
Ronald Beai, a prison 
spokesman, Said one of the 
trio was serving a prison 
term for hijacking an air- 
craft, another had been 
convicted of air piracy and 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
Lynn Hickmin-'638-8427 
Lois Mohninger. 63S.$30'9 
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.~ Son Gypsies' " ,  ' 
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the investigation, refused to the third was in prison for Abortion Act requires only 
allow vrisen authorities to hank robbery, the signatures oftwo doctors 
before an abortion is carried 
Man couldn't stop 
wi abortion 
LIVERPOOL, England 
(AP) -- A British court 
refused Wednesday togive a 
32-year-old steelworker the 
right to stop his estranged 
wife from having an abor- 
tion. 
Fifty pro-and anti- 
abortionists demonstrated 
outside the courthouse ns 
High Court Judge Sir George 
Baker ruled William Patou 
has no legal right to a say in 
the destiny of the unborn 
child. 
The ease aroused con- 
siderable controversy in 
Britain, where the 1967 
Getting .narried .ou,. The act makes no 1 mention of rights .for the fa- 
ther. 
Should be hard 
O'rTAWA - (CP) - -  
Progressive Conservative 
MP Benno Friesen said 
today he thinks it should he 
tougher to get married. 
"It's tooeasy  to get 
married in  Canada," 
Frieses (PC--Surrey-White 
Rock) complained, as the 
Commons immigration com- 
mittee discussed problems 
associated with so-called 
marriages ofconveniences-- ' 
a device some immigrants 
use to settle here. 
Friesen, a married father 
of two, urged Immigration 
Minister Bnd Cullen to 
discuss with provinces 
methods of making 
marriage procedures more 
strict, including new training 
programs for those licensed 
to perform marriages. 
Cnllen said he doubs he 
can do much to make it more. 
difficult to marry, If 
anything, the trend now was 
to make the proems easier. 
Fewer couples are opting for 
traditiomd church" weddings 
which require aperiod when 
the marriage must first be 
announced from the pulpit. 
Friesen suggested after 
the meeting, however, that 
tougher rules are needed to 
stop those working the 
marrlage.of.c0nvenienee 
racket. 
Those involved were often 
~prostitotea or pimps who 
charge a fee to marry im- 
migrants, then abandon• 
their spouses once they 
receive full landed immi- 
grant status. 
t 
right to say what hapi~ms to
it. I want that baby more 
than anything on this earth." 
Paten and his wife were 
married for four years 
before the marriage broke 
up last week. 
Baker said Paten's appl~- 
cation for an injunction to 
, , ,  lm. j  
HOTEL  ] 
stop his wife having her two- 
month pregnancy ter- 
minated was "completely 
misconceived." Mrs. Patou 
refused to comment when 
she left the Court with her 
lawyers. 
Paten said he will attempt 
to appeal the ruling. 
THEATRE 
: . ssn ;  
.4( 
** ~ Hidden somewhere in the ~, 
** ads in the entertahunent * 
section are two Ten'ace • ** • 
~, phone numbers . .  * 
4( Find them, and if one is yours you've 
won, 4( 
Pick up your tickets at the Herald -I( 
office, 3212 Kalum St. 4~ 
Last week Paten, who is 
separated from his 29-yenr- 
old wffe Joan, told reporters: ~4( 2 
"I feel that the baby is half 
mine and I should have the .k 
Modern. 5 slorev.' ~'st class rnc~or hmel. Good Io~tkm -- I block bom 
beach. English ~ and Slaelt, yPark. ,war dowmou~, shopping within 2 
Mocks. 125 attractlvelv appointed aJt,¢omafloc~d rooms, audtm. ~t,~-y 
units and suites - each with privMe badh, cok, r"IV and phone. I)inin9 
Room and Coffee Shop. t.mmge with unte~aJnme~. Sample and MeetJ~j 
Rooms. Drive.in lobby and h'ee pro'king. 
1755 Davle Sheet, Vmucouve~ V6G lWS. Plmee: 6044582-11131 collect 
Telez: 04-51161 
THE PLACE FOR 
WEDDING RECEPTIONS ' 
PR IVATE PARTIES 
BANQU ETS 
CATERING 
.~ *****************************  ~ DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
*: " HECTORS 
~ ~ INTERNATIONAL CUISINE II 
,720SHOW!NG,.AK .,.SE AV .. P,ONE ** [ ] AT 8 P.M. "** 438-8141 i lr 4620'Lakoise Avenue ] 
., Looking for Mr, Goodbnr ] 
m?8..n a 
'* Turn,ng Point " -~ 
i ning 
. ~ ~ . ;  s ;  ' s~ s~ 
' ~ ~ ~ r  "PROBABLY THE BEST" 
I CHA R.BROIL ED S TEA KS. 
4736 Lakelse Ave. f 
~* ~'  / : ~ ~ " [ " -  T .w~l~ , 635-5531 
I 
I1":'" ~"  "' aL , .n  "' .... ~ , Char-Broiled Steak $3.39 1] 
i ~ ~  @ ~ ~ ~  . Including: BAKED POTATO [I 
' • . i . ,CHOICE OF SALADS and 
King-Size Steak Dinner S5.79 ,~ 
i Tenderloin ~teak Dinner $5.49 11 
/ '  ' ; •Jumbo Shrimp Dinner $3.39 
Chopped Beef Dinner $1.79, ,JJ 
: The Mikeburger $1.59 1[ 
¢~F I~[  &'CANADIAN FOOD < ,..._~e ,~.c~. ;  . . . . .  ~. ....... ,o,~, / iI 
10 a.m. to ! a.m. Monday.  Saturday 
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday 
[ PHONE 636-6111 i ui)or 
.._. 4842 Lazel/e Westlof 8_FTK ,, 3 ~  
i .=,~--.=~F=::~F::=:=,~'---,~'--*.'q~"*~ l~llet IMlak~ep~arean ~o.m 
ssnl lmag INN FORMAL DINING 1 
Mon-Thur-8a,m,-12p,m, 
Fri.Sat.aa,m,.la,m ' 
' r.n~= r~ Reservations 
• 236 OIT]fOTR. "SUN'." 632-3636 
i presents 
From snm. sm.L T_he so 
~: DOZEH FRESH PAN FRIED OYSTERS .~- - -=- -=~=-- -  
60LOEN FREHCH 
LEMON WEDGE 1 
I `R|EN SALAD and DESSERT ' ~ ~ 
IL .~ l~,  jT_~,~ IiU.916 JI OAN~IHG 
[ ~ 4~a~ 'w"  1 '  " 1 Reserva 'i°n' ?~VtTO::;;;:  until 5 P"m' 
• 5 a.m.-I a.m. 
iJ TameR, e.e. il ~145 Oily glr. 632-7200.~ 
I 
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HELPFUL  H INTS ON'HAVING ,~o,v colors in kitchen wood cabinets and the 
c ~  H e a l t h y f f a r d c n ~  paints are being used to populh-r coppertone appli- complement the natural ances now used so widely. : OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS.ASSOCIATEKITIMAT DEALER~I 
..o..........--.-.=. 
i ' 4 !~,  CHANNEL ~ i ~ ' - ' ~ ~ •  
• : ~... LTD. i~ • 
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If you don't have a back- 
yard to use as a garden, or if 
you just want an extra 
challenge added on to your 
green-thumb duties, wby 
not try window-box gar- 
dening? Here are some tips 
from experts on how to get 
started in this ever-more- 
popular pastime--and how 
to avoid problems en route. 
• First, provide approprP 
ate boxes with holes in the 
bottom for drainage. Put in 
two or three inches of cin- 
ders or broken brick and fill 
with rieh, porous soil. 
Regular attention to water- 
ing is of prime importance. 
• Your w indow box 
should fit the window 
space, but if the length ie 
excessive, make it in two 
sections. For good results, 
tile box should be not less 
than 8 inches deep and 10 
inches wide. Bore I/2-inch 
holes 6 inches apart in 
bottom for drainage. 
• The best soil for win- 
dow boxes is one that is rich 
and with plenty of humus 
to retain moisture, Use two 
parts loam, one part peat 
moss, with a five-inch pot of 
super-phosphate mixed with 
each bushel, 
• Among the most satis- 
factory flowers that grow in 
window boxes are begonias, 
geraniums, fuchsias, agera- 
tum, petunias, dwarf mari- 
golds, pansies, morning 
glory and sweet ~ly~sum, 
• All house, hanging and 
window box plants need 
plant food to maintain vigor 
and color. One that is 
" ' "  r 
c~ • • . . 
recommehded by re'any pro- 
fessionals is Earth Care@ 
Professional Plant Food. To 
use, mix one-quarter tea- 




The most neglected room 
as far as e~eient lighting 
is concerned is the hath- 
room..Even in new houses 
or condominiums, a tiny 
fixture over the medicine 
cabinet is expected to pro- 
vide sufl;icient lighting for 
u close shave or a glamour- 
ons  make-np, 
In order to give shadow- 
less light, a. bathroom mir- 
ror should have a lighting 
fixture on either side and 
one in the ceiling above the 
head to ilhnninate all of the 
face' equally. 
The latest type of lighting 
on the market is Track 
Lighting and it is ideal for 
this purpose, hccause, it is 
not shttionary like other 
fixtures. It can he moved 
ah)ng its track on the ceil- 
ing and swiveled around to 
ft)C'tlS wherever necessary. 
The tracks come in two 
leugths - four or eight feet, 
and ca.  l)c joined or cr()s~- 
ed or placed in a "T" or 
I'L". The lights themselves 
come i.  various hal)CS a.d 
sizes. New for the home art: 
the "mini" sizes, which arc 
o dy 2h" to 3,= m diameter. 
What's more, t.ach light on 
tht. track ca. be swik'hed 
(m :mcl ()If individually. 
You'll l)t. sm'prised what 
• 't (!t't'or- I)ooster goocl; 
I)right lighting can be i-n 
y,ur 1):~thmom, 
Color to Unify . . .  to 
bring together the seeming 
clutter of a variety of cab- 
i.ets aud appliances, match 
wall colors to cabinets or 
tolored appliances, or ap- 
pliances to cabinets,or eab- 
inets, appliances and wall 
color. Paint everything to 
match. 
Color fin' Good Seeing 
. . . if natural light, is lim- 
ilctl, use pale, light-reflect- 
ing colors. 
Color for Cheer., ch.ar 
yellows, l)inks, and melons 
a re  spirit-liftinlt. 
for hanging and other in- 
door plants and one table- 
spoon to one gallon of 
water for outdoor and patio 
plants. For iron "anemic" 
plants, treat with the 
recommended rate of Earth 
Care, Professional Plant Iron 
Tonic soluble powder. 
Window gardens may not 
be as large as the garden 
in your backyard, but they 
can be as beautiful if they 
get the proper care and 
denning. 
$20,500 and OPEN TO OFFERS AS OWNERS HAVE 
MOVED. 
NOBLE 3 BEDROOM mobile home wlth 10x5() cedar 
finished addition which has large family room with 
wood stove, and extra bedroom. O11 furnace in the 
mobile home. 
This home is nicely landscaped with greenhouse, 
wood shed, shrubs and comes with appllances and 
some furniture. 
Excellent value at this price and should be looked at 
If considering buying. 
Phone anyone at Wlghtman and Smith Realty Ltd. 
for details on MLS 2895. 
::::::: :; ::. :-; ¢.:._ : .: ~: ~: _.: :.: *'e: .: .: ~ ;:; :;.';:;: : ;.'. :_;:;:;:-:. :.:. :. :.: .:.:. :. :':: '::: .'::::: .';: ::.".." ; ';:;:; :; ~ . : ; : ;  :.:" :.:.:'~ :.:':':::: 
EXCLUSIVE LISTING 
THIS SOLIDLY BUILT ATTRACTIVE RESIDENCE IS LOCATED 
IN TERRACE ON WATER AND SEWER AND PAVEMENT' 
THE PRESENT OWNER HAS REDECORATED THE INTERIOR 
AND EXTERIOR PLUS IMPROVING THE FULL BASEMENT BY 
BUILDING IN PERMANENT.RED VINYL SETTEES AROUND 
THE FIREPLACE MAKING IT MOST APPEALING AND COM- 
FORTABLE' A LIQUOR CABINET IS PRESENT" LOTS OF 
ROOM REMAINS IN THE BASEMENT FOR A FAMILY AREA 
FOR RECREATION • 
Nigh  t Phones  i] • 
. . . . . .  Bonnie shaw 635:6970 : i : ,  
• Bud._McColl 635:2662 ~:I " THE MAIN FLOOR HAS IA GOOD PLAN WITH THREE B,EDROQMS• LIVINGAND DINING ROOMS. MODERN KITCHEN 
WITH B'UILT IN RANGE AND OVEN' THIS AREA OF THE HOME 
IS CLEAN AND JUST PAINTED IN AN OFF WHITE' •THE 
RESIDENCE HAS TWO FIREPLACES AND TWO BATHROOMS. 
one on each floor. 
THE PROPERTY INVOLVED IS ON THE BENCH AREA OF 
TERRACE 'AND TO ADD VALUE TO THIS LISTING THE 
'OWNERS ARE OFFERING THE 1,200 sq. ft. home WITH TWO 
8•'x146' serviced lots FOR ONLY $64,500. 
THE OWNERS WILL CONSIDER SELLING THE RESIDENCE 
AND ONE LOT SEPARATELY FOR $55,000. 
FOR FURTHER DETIALS ON THIS VALUABLE PROPERTY ASK 
ANY OF THE SALESPEOPLE ,AT WlGHTMAN AND SMITH 
REALTY LTD' 
~ : . . . ' . . ' . . . ' . : :  
l l  lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli 
• I 
- • ~-, ,-' i~ .~"  
~ .  "* ~ ~.~" • ~.  ~ . . 
• . . . . "  
nv lvW in l l  nV lWlW 
: _ . . . . .  - Only $31,000 f ; r  1971 
: ~ - ' ~  i ,~  Ambassador 2 bedroom 
mobile home onThornhlll 
Rd. Furnished with ap- 
pllances. 
On a nlce'.90'x180' lot. 
Ais0 Included Is an ex- 
cellent 24x44' shop building 
GAIR AV'E. EXECUTIVE 
iRE~IDENCE COM- 
IpLETELY  F IN ISHED 
• NtANY EXTRAS, STONE 
m--FIREPLACE, ROCK. 
i FAC ING ON EXTERIOR 
• ROCK WALL ALONG 
• DRIVEWAY, ENCLOSED 
WORKSHOP, BUILT- IN 
DISHWasher,  FULL  
SECOND BATH ROON,  
I LARGE SUNDECK,  
iAPPEAL ING LAND.  
iSCAPING.  
ALSO 4 BEDROOMS 
LARGE LIVING ROOM 
• DINING ROOM, NICE 
• KITCHEN. ATTACHED 
• GARAGE, ELECTRIC 
HEAT, AMPbE CARPET. 
1344 sq.fl, of appealing 
res idence  ON QUIET  
i STREET ". ASK ABOUT 
• EXCLUSIVE LISTING. 
• 652. 
with hlgh ceiling cuncrete- 
floor and wired. Exclusive 
857. 
'very solidly built 1,400"sq.' 
ft. wl~h sameamount In 
basement. 3 bedrooms on 
each floor. Actually a 
duplex with separate 
meters. . Ample eat'pet 
throughout and an at- 
tractive fireplace has lust 
been added to the main 
floor. Top value for $49,000. 
n 
Lot on McConnell Ave. 
60X122' water sewer, 
$10,000 one of the few 
remaining ones In this 
area. 
MOW a lOOUT Tn ls  I k ]¢Kdge.  
12x54 mobile home with 
12xS4 addition gives you a 4 
bedroom living ac- 
commodation. 75x200 
landscaped lot with large. 2 
bay garage workshop. 
Which will hold trucks. 
Includes fridge, stove and 




3 bedroom home located 
paved street very close to 
elementary school. Home 
features sunken living 
room with fireplace, dining 
room, and eating bar In 
kitchen. Garage workshop. 
Asking $36,000. 
21mx6tm (70'x200') building lot on McDeek Ave. 
Sewer and water available. Cleared building lot, 
culvert in. Asking $6500. 
QUALITY HOME 
This 1300 sq. ft. home 
features 3 bedroor0s. 
Master with ensulte. Large 
living room with quality 
wall towall. Bright kitchen 
and good dining area. Full 
basement presently used 
as 2 bedroom suite bu.f 
easily convertible to family 
use. Close to elementary 
schools. Asking $55,000. 
Rurai residential building 
farm. Just over V= acre. 
Asking $8000 M.L.S. 
Color for Window Ex- 
posure . .  , the kitchen is 
mostly a daytime room, so 
use cod colors, blues, 
aquas, mint greens, for 
those on the warmer south 
lot lust north of poultry 
Vacant and mostly flat. 
side of the house and warm 
colors, pink, yellows, apri- 
cots, for those on'the cooler 
north side. 
Color for Size . . . if a 
kitchen is small, nse a oale 
fantastic valu, 
• • 
• O0U  SC.*."EL"PERFOR.S" e 
GARDENER'S • . WE OFFER SERVICES IN . • 
PARADISE 
1 acre - fully landscaped APPRAISALS-  PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • 
ofandalldevel°pedkinds withand fruitSgood i " LOT SALES-- DEVELOPMENT • 
vegetable garden. 3 • CANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVICE • 
bedroom full basement MORT~AGEADVICE home well constructed and O 2 
complete with .sauna. 1 I l td  
Concrete swimming pool. 
workshop . q u i e t :  ASS ISTANCE 
resldentlol street. All this 
Is yours for $60,000. ~ Don't Fool AroundWith HalfA Service • 
v . Talk To A FulIService Reel Estate Office A ' 
• We Are Here TO Help You. Professlonsliy qP 
~ : CAN WESELLYOURS?--JUSTTRYUS ; 
I P•oooooooooooooooo0 
cool color. 
Color, Tie-lr~ : ,  ;-for an  
open.plan, where the kitch- ~ 
en is plainly visible from 
the dining or living area, 
relate the kitchen with a 
paler tint .of the larger Broccoli is one of the best 
room color. 
• sources of vitamins, iron, 
potassium and riboflavin. And 
it ha= few calories. 
i 
$20,800 for 3 bedroom• 
Exceptionally affractive 
family house in Thornhill 
area. 3 bedrooms'up and 2 
downstairs, 2 fireplaces,. 
sliding glass doors off 
d in ing ,  and master 
bedrooms onto sundeck, 
large patio and many more modern home on Queen.: 
s w a y,  c o m' p I e t e I y•  special features. Asking 
redecorated Inter ior,  B $56,500. Call Horst or 
concrete foundat ion ,•  Christel. 
eleOric heat, range and• I '~ ,  ' , ' 
fridge Included, auto• I I ~ ! ~ .  ~ ~'- , 
laundry hookups. ' : I ~  
I00'XI05 j lot, very clean m .,laNmm~gmlm 
well kept. Good value at i IB , .F~. ,~ 
thls price, l '  
,t~,# ~ '~ ~: . . . .  i~ -m I ~ , ~ :  
1 T ~.i"ii~i. : b~~!.i : ~ • n hroe bedroom, lull 
~ ~ ~  Ibasement, on a paved 
. . . . .  ,~ . . . . . .  ~,~ • lstreet. Closeto schools and 
~ . . . .  • ldowntown, asking ~6,000. 
' ~ •  1Cal l  Kelly for your home 
730 MULLER EXCL. 753. ~ lrequirements. 
Reduced In price to $35,000__. 1 ..... 
and owner will conslder all---- 1 ; , ,  .~,,:. 
utters on this we, bu.tn 1 ~ % ~  
duplex. Two  drooms• 
with kitchens, living roomsl l ~ ~ ~  
end bathrooms. Concretel l ~ ~ l ~ '  
ringwall, drilled well, I ~ '  "~ ' "~- . ~" new: 
septic tank, some ap I Just redecorated. Cute & 
plicances Included. Good i cozy. Excellent starter 
revenue property In central• home. Priced right. Three 
location in Thorohlll. [] bedroom home with .1 - -1  • 
20 acres lust off Krumm• fireplace. Asking $29,000. 
Rd. 2 miles up from the old• Contact Chrlstel or Horst 
Skeena River Bridge. An= for viewing. ' 
old home site for $25,000..• 
• A•E• Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service m 
Rural residence located on 
quiet street. Ap. 
proximately halt acre lot 
with three bedroom home 
on Firecreek Road. Owner 
anxious to sell. Asking only 
$27,900. Call Frank. 
t . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
Located on Graham 
Avenue lust three blocks 
from Schools and on a 
larger lot. Three 
bedrooms, fourth in 
basement, two full baths, 
and a sundeck off the. 
dining area. Asking 
$46,$00. Call Kelly. 
Large yard. If gardening is 
your pleasure, we have a 2 
.year old 3 bedroom house 
with full basement, priced 
to sell at S44,500. This 
property comprises of 
approximately one.third 
acre on Doble St. in 
Thornhill. Phone Frank. 
finished up and down, 6 
bedrooms, 2 baths, 
fireplace, I~S sq. ft.; low 
taxes• These'are lost a few 
of the f6atures that make 
this home worth seeing. 
Priced at $S3,000. Call 
Horst Gedlinski '635.5:197. 
• j / ,~  
Around the corner from th~ 
high school, lust three 
blocks from downtown and 
over 2000 sq• fit• of family 
living. Complimented with 
three bedrooms on the 
main floor and a fourth in 
the basement. This 
spacious home must be 
viewed. Call Kelly today 
for your appointment. 
beautiful home to youl 
Modern three bedroom 
home in central location, 
only 2 years old, finished 
throughout, . carpets ,  
fireplace, large living 
room. Asking S@,900. For 
an appoint mimt to view call 
Horst or C hristel, t 
One of the batter il~-pl~ 
Good starter home for sale Investments in town. 3 
on Hanson St• Has ad. bedroom units of 950 sq. ft. 
ditlonal potential from each. Goedtenancyrec0rd 
small cabin also on and low maintenance costs. 
property. Asking only $49,500• Call Horst of 
$29,500. Call Horst or Christel for further in. 
Christel. formation. 
AFTER 0FFIOE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSKI - 635-5397 
bedroom starter house on 
Agar Avenue. tar ... 'ge yard. 
Oil turnace, close to sclmol. 
Ask!rig $26,500• 
KELLY SQUIRES. 635-7616 
394~ Simpson St. REDUCED CONSIDERABLY TO 
"The Performers" 
• , , .  ,.,!...d, ,o-. ,,.. 1 
4 Petrel - Single Family w/basement A 
27 Finch - I1/z Storey Revenue 0 
: 16 0arisen - Large Prestige Home : 
d-20 - 2 Bedroom Mobile Home 
: S8-S63 - Lahakas 0arpeted Condo. : 
: . .  Unit 
• 9S St,klne - 3 Bedroom Bungalow • 
: 6B Starling Street- Immaculate : 
3 Bedroom Bungalow 
: 20 Finch Street- Single Unit : 
• Skyliner. Tremendous potential • 
: 23 Heron Street- Registered Duplex : 
t~ 
.t 
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r 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revlse, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to rataln any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Held" 
Instructions not picked up 
_jCvlfhln 10 days of expiry of an 
- advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
,Numbers are requested net 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publlcafian. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spacs 
that the IlabllUy of the 
Herald In the event of fallure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appcarlng In the ad- 
vertlsement as publlshed 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
partlon of the, advertlslng 
space occupled by the In. 
correct or omlftod Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
llablllty to any event greater 
than the amount pald for 
such advertising. 
Advert lsements must 
comply wlth the Brltlsh 
Columbia Human Rlghts ACt 
whlch prohlblts any ad. 
vertlslng that dlscrlmlnatos 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, encestry 
or place of o.rigln, or beca use 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Published at Terrace 







Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.05 
British Commonwealth and 
United. States of America 1 
year 51.00. 





Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Representatives from t-he 
B.C. Ministry of Education, 
Health and Human 
Resources will be In Terrace 
to attend an early chlldhoed 
datum meeting to be held at: 
Northwest Community 
College, Wednesday, June 7, 
1978- 7 p.m, 
They wish to talk to the 
people In the community 
about ear ly  childhood 
training programs. 
An exhibition of batik work 
by Bergen Dufresne will be 
sponsored by the Terrace 
Art association in the library 
Arts room uqtll May 27. The 
Public can view this show 
during library hours. 
B.C.O.A.P.O. • Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November lath 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
Centennial .Christian School 
holds a Garage Sale at Doc's 
Cartage Saturday, May 27 10 
• , 2p.m,. Please bring 
donations of phone 635.6904 
for pickup. .. 
CLASSIF lED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 52.00 per ~ 
,,~sertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORR ECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
51.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 




22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge !;5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL-  POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 .month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
hog. p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 




No charge provided news 
The Terrace Art 
Association Invites you to 
attend a slide show and 
pottery exhibition by Jeanne 
Sarlch on Saturday, June 3, 
In the Terrace Library Arts 
Room at 7 p.m. The slide 
show starts at 8:15 p.m. 
The Mount Elizabeth 
Parents' Commiflee will he 
holding their annual general 
meeting on Monday, June 
5th at 7:30 p.m. in the 
cafeteria at Mount 
Elizabeth. The guest 
speaker, Mr. Dale Fifllck, 
Distr.lct Superintendent, will 
explain the report from the 
recent External Observation 
Team who were in our 
District a few weeks ago. 
This team met with varlous 
officials in the District as. 
well as teachers and parents,. 
and their comments were 
reported back to the District. 
There will be election of 
officers for the next school 
term and anyone interested 
In this Committee and their 
child's education Is Invited to 
attend. Brief reports on the 
Committee's. activities over 
the past year will also he 
given. It is hoped that many 
interested parents and 
teachers will attend this 
meeting. Remember June 
5fh'at 7:30 p.m. 
Skeena Fall Fair Association 
Is having a bedding plant 
sale, vegetables and flowers. 
Lions Park In Thornhill at 
the barn. May 271h at 9 a.m. 
• The Salvation Army Home 
League will be having a- 
Strawberry Tea and Bake 
'Sale on Saturday, May 27 
between 12and 3 p.m. Atthe 
Salvation Army 4637 Grelg - 
Admission $1.00 All 
Welcomel 
submitted within one month. • " f r . SKEENACENTRE 00 proauctlon charge o ' . . .  . : ~Skeena Centre offers to the 
weeding ano.or engegemem~. ~==ninP'"  C l f lT¢ :n~ n f  th~ 
pictures News of weddings " : -'~ 'Terrace end Thornhill area 
(write-ups) received on( the following services - 
month or more after event - Activity Centre for ban. 
Sl0.0O charge, with o r  dicrafts 
without picture. Subject to • Day Care for working 
condensation. Payable In people 
advance. - Drop-in for companionsh,ip 
& coffee, 
CLASSIFIED AN- Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. NOUNCEMENTS: f • Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
Births 5.~0 635.2265 
Funerals 5.80 • RAPE RELIEF 
CardsofThenks 5.~0 & CRISIS L INE 
Memorial Notices 5.50 FOR WOMEN 
PHONE 635-6357 CALL 635.7558 
OR 
Classified. Advertising Dept. 635-7728 
~ " (ctf) 
WANTED DONATIONS MILLS MEMORIAL 
The Three Rivers Workshop THRIFT SHOP 
for the Handlcapped are Mills Memorial Hospital 
looking for donations of any Auxiliary.would appreciate 
old, broken or u.sed pieces of .any donations of good, clean 
furniture, also any discarded clothing, any household 
wood products we could use items, toys etc. for their 
for recycling or renovating. THRIFT SHOP. 
Call us at 635-2238 between For pickup service phone 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 635.5320'or 635.5233, or leave 
to make arrangements for donations at the Thrift shop 
pickup, on. Lazelle Ayenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
Mills Memorial Hospital a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on you. (nc) 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
The history department at 
Northwest Community 
College will I~ organizing a
series of open discussion' 
meetings on '~'Why 
Revo lu t ions?" ,  "Why 
Wars?", a closer look at the 
interrelation between 
political, social and 
economic  factors in 
domestic and international 
relations in the 2Oth century.. 
Anyone interested is 
welcome to attend the first 
meeting on "Thursday, May 
18, from 7-10 p,m. i. room 206 
on the college campus to 
watch and diseus's 90 
minutes ofanimated films on 
"The History Book" which 
• focuses on the time period 
from the 1800's to today. 
This is a free community 
service which will continue 
until June 15. 
Wednesday June 7fh will be 
the last Terrace Art 
Association Picture Loan 
until September 6th. Pain- 
tings should be returned by 
7:30 p.m. to the Terrace 
Li'brary Arts Room so they 
'cen be put on display for 
se action. Arrangements can 
then be made, for the sum- 
mer months rentals. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the serv ces offered Iocaliy, 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH. CON. 
FE ,RENCES. 
: Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
I: 30 - 3:50 p.m. Please ph'one 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
four th  Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysitters .who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
palntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for. 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
.Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children, Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
,ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held e~,ery Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situa.ted in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
• problems. .. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC • 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing ests Will bedone by 
doctor's referrals. Te l  No. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at N0.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. .  205:4721 
Lazel le.  Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance, 
for vocational and social" 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
being .formed with the In- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
' cultural interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as p?ssible. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantiy yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structive parent you really 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hell, 4907 Lazelle Avenue, 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
~35-3747.or 635-3023. 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Compmy Jn the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in .  
terested please call 635-3061 
or 630-1269 (ctf) 
COLLEEN BLOCK please 
contact ROY HILLS of 
Palmerston North NZ 
telephone 635-2095 Ganzen 
Berg, Terrace• (p1.18) 
We would appreciate to hear 
from the party who picked 
up a small black dog 10 miles 
west of Cedarvale on 
Monday. Please call coiled 
to 624-4746 or 624-4144. His 
two small masters miss him 
very muchl (c3.21) 








Preference given to mature 
Senior Secondary and 
University students who are 
experienced in working with 
children In education, music, 
drama, crafts, sports. 
Employment June 26th - 
August 18th, 1978 . 
Wages $120 per week. 
Apply before June 7th, 1978 
at: JeAnne Ames, Canada 
Student Placement Office, 
4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., Phone 635- 
2044 
The Te'rrace & District 
Community Services Society 
would be pleased to receive 
applications for the posiflon 
of a Crisis Line and Volun. 
. tear Co.ordlnator. 
This is a part,time position 
funded by the Ministry of 
Human Resources. ' The 
applicant should be 
knowledgeable of com- 
munity resources, have good 
organizational skills and 
ability to relate to people and 
community needs. 
THE HOBBY HUT Applications may be made to 
Ceramic supplies & the Terrace & District 
Greenware, air  brushing Community Services Society 
available, custom firing. 4603 D Park Avenue, 
3936McNeil St. Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5. 
636.9393 
Closing date for submission 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. Is June S, 1978. 





DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phc~ne 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) / 




Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
Lost- Brown framed glasses, 
black arms with a hearing 
aid attached. Lost between 
Riverside Grocery and the 
overpass. Reward offered. 
phone 635-2490 (p5.1) 
A white short haired male 
cat with very blue eyes. He's 
one year old. Missing from 
lower Albatross area. Any 
Information would be ap. 
preclated. Contact 69 Brant 
St., Kltlmat or call 632.2924. 
Babys i t te r  required to 
babysit 5 days a week. 
want t"o be. Experience wlth babies 
All inquires ' absolutely required. References 
confidential, necessary. Phone 635.3823 
Phone Maryor John 635-~4J9' after 6 (c2-19) 
Northwest Community Collec is anticipating Instructional vacancies in the 
following courses and locations during the' fall and winter months: 
Possible Locations: Hazelton, Smlthers, Morrlcetown, Houston, Kltlmaf, Massett, 
Port Simpson, Prince Rupert, Hartley Bay,and Queen Charlotte City. 
Courses: - B.T.S.D., 5 - 6 months, Level II & III (mainly baslc English and 
Mathematics, Grade 4 to 10). or 
• B.E.S.T., 8 weeks, Basic Employment Skill Training or 
'- E.O.W., 8 weeks, Employment "Orientation for Women. 
These courses are designed to bailer prepare students for securing and main- 
taining employment and for advancing to skll! training in Vocational and 
Technical courses. 
Qualifications: B.c. Techanlng Certificate desirable, Varied work experience 
and-or teaching experience with these courses. Ability to adapt to new surroun- 
dings and utilize community resources.. 
Salary: Vocational Instructor Scale, according to qualifications and experience.' 
Appointment Dates. Variable, depending on program, generally beginning In 
October 1978. 
Persons Interested In the above positions, please contact R.T. Sullivan, at 635.6511. 
Please send applications to: D.V. George, 
Principal, 





Terrace & District Com- 
munity 
Services Society 
Full or port.time. 'Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6- $8 per hour. 
Tralnlng is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635. 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(cff) 
' 189p--Nicholas 1I had the 
last Russian coronation. 
Kitimat Child 
Development Centre 







'Apply before June 1 1978 
to: 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, 
Executive Director, 
Child Development Centre, 
172-3rd St. Kltlmat, B.C. V8C 
2H5 
HELP WANTED 
Earn.2 hours a day-S200 a 
month commission plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver V6B IH7, or Mr. T• 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5KI. 
19Sg--A UN survey shewed 
that economies of Com- 
munist nations were growing 




Applications are now being accepted for the position of 
Store Manager in a Furniture & Home Entertainment 
Store opening in Terrace, B.C. To arrange for an in. 




• sales Personal 
Applications are now being accepted for the position of 
Sales Personal in a Furniture & Home Entertainment 
Store opening in Terrace, B.C. To arrange for an in. 
tervlew call Mr, Alan Bratus of Gen Furniture Stores 
Limited at 
6 -4696 
LAND FOR SALE 
Nearly 21/2 acres at 4928 Twedle Avenue 
Lot 2 Block 7 DL 979 Plan 3370 
Adjacent to Uplands School, with 
mountainview 
Offers over $30,e00 will be considered. 
Replies tO Box 1178, Terrace Herald, by 
June 10. 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH'COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF HIGHWAYS & PUBLIC WOI~KS 
DEASE LAKE HIGHWAYS DISTRICT RNO.S 
.. Pursuant to Section.27 of the Highway Act and regulations pursuant to the 
Commercial Transport Act, notice is hereby given tkat load restrictions are 
rescinded on the following roads in the Dease Lake Highway District. 
Effective 1:00 a.m., Tuesday, May 23, 1978:. 
Restriction rescinded on Telegraph Creek Road, from Dease Lake to Telegraph 
Creek. 
Dated at: G. Kazakoff 
Dease Lake, B.C. District Highway Manager 
May 17, 1978. Dease Lake, B.C. 
For: 
Minister of Highways 
Norihwest Community College 
ARTS & SCI ENCE DIVISION 
s0c A, w0. .R 
APPLICANTS FoR THIS FULL-TIME FACULTY AP- 
POINTMENT SHOULD HAVE AN M.S.W. OR AN M.A., WITH 
EXPERIENCE WORKING IN THE SOCIAL SERVICES AREA. 
THE PERSON APPOINTED WILL BE ABLE TO: 
t 
1. Develop and teach courses in the Social Services area 
2. Teach first and second year Sociology courses in the university 
transfer program 
MINIMUM SALARY - $19,000 (salary scale presently under 
negotiation) 
. a full range of fringe benefits 
APPLICANTS MUST BE WILLING TO TRAVEL EX- 
TENSIVELY THROUGHOUT THE COLLEGE REGION AND 
TEACH IN BOTH DAY AND EVENING PROGRAMS. 
APPOINTMENT • DATE - August 15, 1978 
APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE MADE IMMEDIATELY TO: 
The Principal 
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1978 TS 125 Suzuki trall bike 
to# sale. 400 miles and in 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638.1072 after 
6 p.m. 
For Sale: 1976 Honda 
Goldwlng 1050 Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.3831 or 
view at 4404 Walsh. (p10-3) 
For Sale: 1973 Suzuki 505 in 
good running condition. 
Comes with saddlebags, 
water seat cushion, crash 
bars and more. 635.2098 (p3- 
21) 
Stamp and Coin collectors 
New ~Stock '1978 coins and 
stamps have arrived in. 
cludlng the Captain Cook 
Wanted 7V~' plastic dingy for 
cabin cruiser. Phone 635. 
5970 ( C5-21 )
1975, 50 h.p. Johnson, eledrlc 
start, steering, controls 
$1,000. Gr motor and 17' 
aluminum run:about, with 
trailer $2800. Phone 632.4228 
after 5 p.m. (c5.20) 
65 Evinrude outboard 
completely overhauled with 
.0a0, oversized pistons. Ask 
for Roy 635-5335 ~p3-19) 
For Sale: 18' custom built 
river boat. Used 1 season. 
Excellent condition. Call 
635.4346 days, 635.5.758 after 6 
p.m. (p3-21) 
For Sale: 20' W.L. Sailboat, 
5500 lb. displacement, 6'2" 
headroom, 0' beam, 3' draft, 






Kr'oeler hJde.a-bed, large 
kitchen table, 4 swivel 
chairs, recliner, 60 gal. tank 
with stand, 15 gal. aquarium, 
2 macrame hangers with 
plants, bird'cage and stand. 
Matching coffee, parson and 
end tables• Phone .635-7439 
(i)2-19) 
For Sale: 1 Gem Top canopy 
$250 or best offer• 635-3433 
anytime (p3-20) 
For Sale: Rebuilt 
Volkswagon engine and 
trans., rims, pocket seat and 
double belt massager, bird 
cage, with stand. Phone 635- 
3051 until 2 p.m. (ci"0-5) 
I set of drums $250, 1 8 track 
Muntz car deck, c.w 2 
speakers, removable slide 
plate,27 tapes$100. 1 set RH 
golf clubs, bag and balls $75. 
1 Marconi cabinet record. 
radio player $60. Call 635- 
2115. (p3.19) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
• 1 BW T.V. 23" Zenith, 1 - 2 
wheel trai ler, 2 wood 
heaters, 5 tires and wheels 
Ford 15", 1 • 620 power saw. 
phone after 4 p.m. 638-1619 
(I)3-21) 
5 (~hev Sp!it rims. 15" - 6 lug 3 
good summer tires on.  S15 
each. Call 635.7058 days or 
638-8372 evenings. (c5-1) 
For Sale: One used elec- 
troJux vacuum cleaner with 
power nozzle in" very good 
condition. Please phone 635- 
6672 (p3-21) 
Garage Sale: Saturday. 
May 27th 10-3 p.m. 493! 
Halllwell (c1-19) 
Garage Sale: 4135 Skogluna 
St. Saturday May 27 1Oa.m. - 
4p.m. Items to interest 
everyone. (p1.19) 
Sale or Trade: 4 lots on 
Paquette St. will trade on 
backhoe, tractor or what 
have you? Also 25' motor 
present,~tion sounder, S.S. rigging, 25gal. 
• water and fuel, dacron sails, 
Drugs and moorage Included. $8,000 or 
reasonable offer. Phone 632- 
5117 after 5 p.m. (c5.1) 
6692 (E.g.D.-2) 
For Sale or Trade 1967 GMC 
V~ ton 4x4. Parts. 4933 
Graham (p1.19) 
Will pay cash for 3 to 10 acres 
undeveloped rural land, 
suitable for small 
homestead. Stream or lake 
frontage desirable. Reply to 
Box 1177 , care of Terrace 
Herald, (c2.19) 
17' Fibreglass canoe with 2 
paddles and 2 life iackeb. 
638-1794 (c3-21) 
FOR SALE: 1962 Michigan 
Loader, Model 75 A 1400x24 
Michelin. Tires with new 
recap spare. New motor 1975 
Gravel bucket $7000. Con- 
tact Paul at 632-2151 (,65. 
20) 
For Rent: 2~ bedroom 
basement suite, close to town 
$175 per month 635-4448 (p3- 
For Rent: 2 bedroom 
, basement suite with frldge 
and stove. Good for couple 
63.5-2153 (p1.19) 
I 
• ~ promptly ar ranged " 
l =a . . . .  anywhere "in B.C. In- 
I e,.,,,, co,~m~,, e~,~,o, co ~o ,, o formation and reference', on 
|Invitation toTender  request. J.D. Phillips 
Capital Corporation, 10673 
Sealed Tenders, marked King George Highway, 
Terrace, B.C. Vocational Surrey, B.C. V3T2X6. Phone 
School • Glulam Beams for 588.0,h1' days, or 50S.1603 
Repair Glulam Beams evenings. (f) e 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking 51000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638.1483 (cff} 
Moving must sell: 1970 AMC 
Hornet, 6 cyl, 3 spd., new 
clutch and tires. Excellent 
cond. 3728 Pine 635.47401,19) 
Olinton Manor• 
urnished or unfurnlsh~ 








Office~: No. 2 - '  I~03..~ Scoff. 
One, two ond thin 
~edroom apartmente, 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schonN and down. 
lawn. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security lookup 
and patrol. 











New I, 2 and 3 bedroorr 
suites for rent. Frldge 
stove, drapes, carpet, re( 
area, sauna ,)nd pool table, 
~ith secur1"ty Interphme 
and elevator. Absolutely 
o pets. (c,tf),, . 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Owner leaving town June 1. 
• Must sell 2 bedroom home 
$25,000 or best offer. 2107 
Pear St. Please call days 
635.6466 or evenings 636-8291 
House for Sale: 3 bedroom 
JC Fourplex on Mallard• 
Ideal • starter home• 
Reasonably priced. Interior 
recently renovated. In- 
cludes range, fri'dge and 
dishwasher.. For more in- 
formation phone 632.3295 
(p4.21-4-9.14) 
3:30 (c5-25) 
Four bedroom house. 3 
upstairs one down, 3 
bathrooms, 2 up and one 
down. Lots of cupboards and 
dinette in kitchen large 
living room and dining room. 
2 fireplaces, large rumpus 
room and family room with 
fireplace. Completely 
carpeted with large carport 
an~l sundeck. Located on 
large fenced and landscaped 
lot. 4819 Scott Ave. Phone 
635-4425 after 5:00 p.m. (p22- 
lull0) 
MTGE HELPER - GOOD 
INVESTMENT 
1072-72A and 72B River Dr., 
Thornhilh s-s duplex and I 
bedroom house on large 
corner lot. 20 yrs old. 3 sep. 
meters, tenants pay own 
utilities. Total monthly rent 
$420. "To view call 635-7815,,. 
Offer to $40,500. CHADE : 
435-1471, Block Bros. Realty. 
(A 2".18,19-2.1,2.2-6,7) 
J=br Sale: 1076 sq. ft. 3 
bedroom home on I/2 acre lot, 
fully fenced and treed, at- 
tached garage, 300 sq. ft. 
shed, root cellar, Asking 
$42,000. Phone 635.4790 after 
6. 
2 bedroom house in town for 
quiet couple, Phone 63.5-6995 
or 635-5727 
Wanted fQ Rent: Furnished 
cabin on highway side of 
Lakelse Lake for 3 or 4 
months. Must have elec- 
tricity, water and telephone 
.~ookup. Phone 635.7930 (p4. 
Public Health Nurse wishes 
to rent unfurnished 1 to 2 
bedroom house with fridge 
and stove from July 1, 1978. 
Contact 635.4607 (p5-22) 
FOR" RENT: Commercial 
10uilding 2500 to 5000 square 
feet in downtown Terrace, 
located at the corner of 
Lakelse and Emerson.St. 
ctG. McConnell 635-49~ (A5- 
For Sale: 85x100' lot. Vle~ 
at McNeil St., Thornhill. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635-7540 or 635-2056 
3 and 5 acre.parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14~000 and $1900. Two tots 
only left. One with creek. J D 
Proctor, 490 AnderSon Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 494 phone 
339.4736 (CS0.1ulyl) 
Build your home among 
I~autiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
111500.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
• PRIME LOT - Thornhlll 
Distrld. Well and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 
Carder - 956.4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNelll, B.C. 
1978 Mazda pickup.17000 km. 
Phone 635-3354 (p5-20) 
1974 F100 PU 4x4, p.s., p.b., 
auto, canopy and 5 extra 
tires.' Camper window 56,000 
miles. Excellent condition. 
After 5:30 638.1520 (p5-20) 
1975 GMC Sierra Grande i/= 
ton Phone 639.1651 after 5 
p.m. • (c5.20) 
Car for sale: Near  new 1977 
Toyota Corolla only 4750 
miles. Excellent condition. 
Asking $3100 I~hone 635-5779 
(p2.19) 
IFor: Sale: 1969 Generalj 
ITrailer on 11/o acres of land. i
J Big Garden Space, fruit I 
Itrees, much more. Close Sol 
[town. Phone 435.3025 after[ 
i 4 , 10.20) 
Must SII • 121(46 2 bedroom 
mobile hom~ on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. WarneR, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
Immediate Delivery 
1976 Factory built 2 or 3 
bedroom 14' wide or double 
wide.' Delivered and set up" 
to your location. 100 percent 
financing available OAC. 
Gov't grant of $2500 ap. 
plicable. Free round trip to 
Vancouver. For Inquiries 
please phone collect Parker 
Homes of Canada Ltd. 937. 
5447 (c12-22) 
For Sale: 1973 Toyota Corola 
deluxe sedan. 4 Speed, good For Sale: Moving must sell 2 
condition phone638-1384 (p3- bedroom trai ler 12'x60' 
General, 10x25 Joey Shack 
1974 Ford Window Van and Phone 635.5348 (c6-19) 
1972 Ford Rangerpickup and 
1971 Datsun pickup and 14' For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Lund boat, motor end Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
trailer. Call 635-6636after 6 home. Set up and skirted In 
or view af 2609 Skeena St. trailer court in town. Will 
(c3.20) sell furnished or ' un- 
furnished. • Phone 635-9046 
1973 Ford Mustang Mack[ h even. (pl0-Jul) 
$3500 or best offer. Phone 
635-9787 after 5 (c2.19) 23x56 Doublewide," major 
appliance and garden shed - 
For Sale: Mechanics fenced; Situated en lot fully 
special. 19724x4GMC. Very skirted complete ~fenced. 
low.mileage, running order. View at' 31 Timberland 
Needs SO/he work 638-1605. Trailer Court, 4619 Queen- 
sway. (Ctf) 
1976 Doge Van, 7 cyl. stan- 
dard. phone 635-7702 (p5.22) 
1970 Dodge Dart, 4 door slant 
six, good economical 
transportation $650 OBO 
Phone 635.6659 days (p3-20) 
1972 Ford Econollne Van 302. 
V6 Std. trans, sun roof, 
pertly camperlzed. Radial 
steel belted tires like new. 
Phone 635-3304. (p3-21) 
1969 v.w. Beetle. Low 
mileage. Well maintained. 
Has radio, 4 summer & 4 
winter tires. Good running 
condition. Call 635.2243 8- 
4:30 or 638-8372 eves. (c5-1) 
1975 aids Omega Hatchback 
350 V8, Tapedeck etc. 53,000 
miles. Blue and white 3500 
O.B.O, Phone 635-7291 days 
635.6876 after 5 p.m. (p5.1) 
1971 Toyota Landcruiser 
with wldetlres plus set spare 
tires with rims. View at.5135 
McConnell 638-1517. or 635. 
4380 (p10.6) 
1972 Toyota long.wheel base 
Landcruiser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition, View 
5135 McConnell 638.1517 or 
635-4380 (p10-6) 
72 Volkswagon square back, 
silver colour, 1 owner car, 
32000 miles. Exce. liens 
condition. Asking $1600 
Phone 635-6997 .(c5-1) 
For Sale: 76 GMC" Cam. 4 
perized Van Fully equipped. 4 
Want Corvette or Pickup in 4 
trade. Phone 638.1744 after 6 
p.m. (p3.21) 
For Sale: 1975 Mercury 4 
Bobcat. 4 speed. 28,000 4 
miles. Like new condition. 4 
Ph~e 635-4048 (p3-21) 4 
For Sale: 1972 Triumph Spit- .,4 
Fire. Custom Paint. Good .~ 
condition. 25,000 original. 4 
Offers. Call days 635.6516 
eves 638-8296 (p5-2) 
1968 Buick. Open for offers. 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 
Canadlana 2 bedrooms with 
fridge, stove, washer and 
dryer. Asking $11,000 
negotiable. Phone 635.7697 
(cffiul0) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 




Purchase includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you quality we will fly 
• you in at our expense. 
Hurry i - These won't last ! 
. Call our credit manager 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dish'rasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, k:hlna cabinct 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
63S.3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
For Sale: i horse, part 
Arabian, part quarter horse, 
needs home. Will let go for 
half price. 635.7457 (c5-22) 
Registered I/2 quarter and 
Arabian Chestnut gelding. 8 
ye,~rs old. Very gent le .  
Good riding horse $300. 
Phone 635-6997. (c5-1) 
For Sale: Registered 
Morgan - Walker horse, 5 
years old, gelding, trained 
phone after 5 635-7563 or 635- 
9523 (p10,15,19,21) , 
HE GAVE IT HIS 
NAME 
Julius Caesar was 
delivered by an operation 
nov; known as Caesarean 
section. 
For Sale: 8' camper . 
Travelmate 635-5634 (p2-19) 
Tender Number 94.073T will 
be received up to 3:00 p.m. 
local time the 22rid day of 
June 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened in public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cor- 
poration, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VDG 1K7, 
Phone 638.1191. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a•m. on 
the 22nd day o[ May 1978. 
Tendel's must be filed on the 
forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
• cepted. 
(May 25,26) 
For Sale: 17' Travel trailer• 
In excellent condition with 
fridge, stove and heater. NO 
bathroom. $2000 Phone 635- 
7585 (p4-21) 
16 foot travel trailer, Fair 
condition. $425.00 2409 Apple 
St reel. 
(C-5-19) 











1974 DoneE DART 
SWINOER 
2 Door H.T. 
1974 0ODGE 
MONAG 0 






Ji=EP STATION WAGON 




2 Door Coupe 
I 19"/3 FORO CAN0PY FOR 6RH T091fll 





































4 Dr. Scamp 
$2,295 
1972 INTERNATIONAL 
T RAV E LA LL 
Vancouver, B.C.. As Is . WAGON With Extras 
v6z 1,:7 '950 '600 $1,500 






MOVING 1"11  
B.C. Hyciro,s North i)oast Divisional l)entre 
5220 Keith Ave. Terrace V8G 4R5 
I 
home Sleeping rooms, - - ,  29 May All Departments will ,ou...,nooo...¢o Monday H.T•, p.s., p.b., phone 635- trally located. Fully (p2.20) 4 i 
furbished. Reasonable 4 . 
,ates by day or week. N0n- 74Chev°V'ton300H'P'VD''  ' roof and have one 
new tiresandrlms. Trailer 4: be under one drinkers only. Phone 63S- towing pack. Asking S4,000 4 
5611. (ctf) 635.7466 (p5-2) 4 i~ 
For Sale Prlm~e Tire 
! I w"" '" " v'ce ''"'°'* ' phone number  6388101 CEDAR GROVE APTS. etc. - 4 bedroom hom , 327 - 4 barrel. Asking. $350 ) i m 
completely furnlshed, 11/2 firm. Phone635.66g1. (p3.21) 
13 bedroom townhouse apts. I bath, man~, extras, situated 
Iwlth full basements. I 
Purebred registered yellow /No. 118.4529 Straume. i 68 miles north of Terrace. 19662dr. H.T. Pootlac, auto, 
Labrador, lyearo ld .  Best I,cff, Apply C. Rifler, Eox 183, for sale, phone 635-9349 or Office Hours Remain 8 a offer. Phone 635.3904after 6 J Terrace, B.C. 633.2326 (cff) 635.5710 on weekend. (p1.19) . j ,  
(p5.20) KALUM GARDENS 
Four cute (FREE, kittens rent, some with basement 4:3  0 p m Monday to 
are ln need of homes. Should and carport, private an- • • 
1975 Matador 4.door, radial 
f be good mousers, Call 635. trance and patio.To view J 
2431, (p2•19) Apt. No,.on Scott Ave. east or ,.,. ,,,,-o,., Holidays ,,r. ,..,r..,o,.,,.., ..,..,..,,.. ,,.m , Except Statutory '$3,500.00, phone 635.3020. IRaverso "aisle  Frontl  
[kitchen, patio doors andl 
For Sale: 1972 Ford isundlck ' Phone 63|.6~05 I 
Econollne Van. Fully 
Wanted to buy second hand camperlzed. Low mileage, ' i (¢tflu!4) J ' 
many extras. Excellent 1, 
large sizepropanefrldgeln Executive house forsele: ,'condition phone 635.5514 1976Skylark. Self contained 41', Bi l l s  oan  be  paid at  T e r r a o e  0o  o p .  good condition. Phone 635. 16055q. ft. with double car after S (p6.2) 4 
4885 (c5.25) garage on 1/= acre well treed trailer for sale. Like new ) • i 
o ,,t,oo - -n . - - - ,  :: Terraoe Drugs, Any Bank, by Mall or 
lot. Near schooland stores. For Sale: 1973 Mazda RX3 after S (c5.20) 4 ) ' • ~ • 
Wanted to Buy: Old spelled 3 bedrooms, 3 fireplaces, 11/2 Station Wagon. 34000 miles 
hay for garden mulching, baths, family room on main $2300 or best offer. Phone FORSALE: 12'x66'Frontier 
638.8399Wlll plckUp(p2.19,2)Please phone fullyfl°°r'carpeted.sunken IlvlngLoadedr0Om,wlth 635.5970 (c5.21) mobile, home with 2 large ~ ip , • 
.o,,oo. oo,,t,n,,..,,.. :i at our New 0ffnoe extras, full basement. Fo~Sale: 1973 Toyota Cellca raised living room. Will NEEDMONEY? Prlcedfor qulckseleownere ,S.T. 4S,000 mh Radio, tape move and set up In Terrace 














Good tires. 638.8244 .after 6 
(p3-19) 
For Sale: .~by Owner, 4 
bedroom split.level family 
room. Good location. Price 
low 60's. Phone 635-3617, (p3. 
22) 
1.69 Dodge Polara with a 318 
2 barrel carb, auto trans. 
$700 635-2776 after 3 p.m. (c3. 
19) 
12x54 .Safeway, 2 bedroom "~ "h  
with 30 addition,, frldge, 
stove, carpet, drapes In. 
cluded. Set-up and skirted in 
trailer park, phone 635.4310 
after 5' (ctf) 
t , 
PERSONAL: Dlscernlng 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mall. ,Send $1,00 for our 
latest ful ly Illustrated 
catelogue of msrltal aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3)(9. 
{ctf) 
FLU WAS K ILLER 
Spanish ~ or septic in- 
fluenza killed 27 million- 
~w~p le from 1917 to 1919-- ce the number  of 
casualties in the First 
World War. 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
$1,00. Our Introductory 
special offers, you 10 
beautifu! iumbo.slze color 
pictures from any one color 
negative for only $1.00. Any 
additiooal pictures over 10 
from same negative only 10c 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus$1.00for each. Also 
save on developing and 
Wlntlng your color f i lms. 12 
exp. roll - $2.9% 20 exp. roll - 
$3.99, 24 exp. roll . $4.99, 36 
exp. roll : $6.99. Fast ser- 
vice, guaranteed quality & 
setlsfactlon or money 
refunded. Pronto Photo 
Service, 30 Eastgate, Win- 




FOR FRIDAY, MAY26, 1978 
What kind of day will high goals. Your adeptness, 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) v ~#-,--~ 
A day fur action! Don't slow 
up prngresa by being overly 
meticulous, fussy, looking for 
no, esist~t defects in your 
program. 
TAURUS U ~ p  
= to 
Don't be impulsive about 
muldug cbanges unless you are Espec ia l l y  favored :  
certain they will prove educational projects, family 
beneflda]. Business pursuits concerns, community interest& 
Mghly favored, health programs. 
GEMINI ( May 23 to June 21) Ud~ AQUARIUS =(~ (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Your know-how and ability to Uranus not oo friendly, Avoid 
NEW • " 
PERRY'S 
• DERMKO 
Antiseptic Healing Lotion 
for. the relief of psorlosls, 
minor burns, Insect bites, 
ap~ " .in abrasionS. A 
regular household Item. 
Useful In every first.aid 






NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 




Phone after 6: 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE ESTATE OF 
THE HERALD, Friday, May 26, 1976, PAGE 13 
T  RACE Bt:T)S 
$[-ItffIP SHOP AT.REDS BILLIARDS 
KEN- Bdl,ards? Visit Red's B,Ilards 
NETH MANSF IELD 
ROBISON, formerly of 
Terrace, British Columbia. 
Creditors and others 
having cluims against the 
• above Estate are roquired to 
send fullpartlculnrs of such 
claims ~o Crampton and 
Brown, 4656 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbla~ 
on or before the first day of 
August, 1976. after which 
date the assets of the eald 
Estate will be distributed, 
having regard only to the 
claims that •have been 
received. 
Mabel Elleen Roblson, 
Executrix 
Crampton and Brown 
• Solidtors for 
the Estate. 
(C4-12-15-16.19) 
THE WIZARD OF  ID 
• b Brant  l~rker  aml  J eha~r  ha~t 
~T~.~ fN F~T~/~F H~L~,  F= '-- 




know-how and intuition should FORSUNDAY, MAY28,1978 
be potentnow. ' What kind Of day will SAGITrARIUS It ~''~l~-*' 
SAGITrARIUS ~ tomorrow be? To find out what (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
(Nov. 23toDee. 21) ~-Ir~ tbe stars say, read the foreeast An excellent day for com- 
If pressed for time, you may given for your birth Sign. binlng business with pleasure, 
overlook vitally Important ARIF.~ of profiting from your past 
details. Be alert to thin, since (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) t ~  displays of good will. 
carelessness could cause Don't take anything for' CAPRICORN l~t 'Y~"  
needless errors, granted. Make surer Neither be (Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) vd ~iY  
CAPRICORN "~J@ pesMmistio nor follow blind A casual meeting with 
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) optimism. ,Day calls for :ex- someone of Importance will 
Stellar influences should• ceptiomdly good JudgmunL have [~lsaelug results-- but not. 
inspire top-flight effort. TAURUS immediately. Keep that best 
(Apr. 21to May 21) ~: : J~ '  font forwardt 
Tension lndieatod in certain ' " AQUARIUS ' ~ 
areas, Avoid those who are (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
overly emotional nd keep out Some persons may react in a 
of situations which could 
needlessly involve you in 
others' problems, 
2 
4736 LAKELSE PHONE 635-7977 
CATFISH by 
TM 
[ .: ,m~c~o,,,~-,.v.~-.,~.¢,~. I " "~.~Y~ IIIII~ " - . 
' .~//7"//////~ ~ H / / / / / ~ ' / / / / / / / / H / / . ;  ; ;  ; ; ;= :  . : 
manner not fully anticipated. I FHARMAOV I 
Do not let this throw you off LAKELSE m.n.  ' 
balance or ruin your innately 4717 takeke handle the unexpected could getliug in over your head --  GEMINI • 
result in outstanding ad- eapeelsUy where you happun to (May = to Juno 31) ! I ~  mumydlspe,Jtlou. _ |FLY REPELLANT, BEACH TOYS, SUNGLASSES |
vantages. Spend time and be on unfamiliar 8round. Denot yield to indifferunco or PISCES 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " .  X~-  I0~ confldenco in a matter (Feh. 20taMar. 20) )~ '  |--andprvmpt prescr,pt=on serwces i ! talents con~-uetlvely. This clay FEES 
will ~e rim m oppornuaW, tree, zu to Mar. Key , t .~ .  which seems, stymied, Give careml thought to E~i~=~; ;~,  ..................................... "5" ......... : 
CANCER ~/ . .~  Excellent Neptune in- Strenathen your" hand with decisions you must make soon . . . . . . . . . . .  ~_ e , - . r~e , - ,  aa a M " ' m.e .o . ' ,  . . . .  a I . k .m. . I t .  " 
(June 22 to July 23) ,o ,~.d  fluencesl New trends may faeta,~our faith with courage Try to understand thoroughly tne / IM/4£11v~ or '~ ,=n 'mm,~,  -~ . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ahdrday. You can masage resultlnanagreement~whure • ' the' obe and involvemunta of the ' 'w~oomva Y~UR ~ ~Rk~eMIFM~J - U~.4NNOT ! g" ' 
in better4hon-averugo fashion, there was only Opposition Yj,AN~ElitaJnlv 23, e l~  no~ few days And be oh- P l~yer l .~ .~, ,c~:~Pu~v 
el must take precautions before Do make the most d " : ; ;=^~J~;~' .~; ' , . - - - ' , - : . .  ;ectl"-' " '  I~OEM, AG~_TOTH~RINI(OF..~SCANTfWOP .]~\~ '~l tl 'I/~ ~LV4~v'rrnm~.,~\l\~e~,,.,.~lll/7'.& :. 
heroin'.to unoare~unato...nor suounnoopporuuuw, flmdble now. Certain eha~u el • ~ l ~ / ~ ~  ~ ~-~, '~- '~ '~ l '~a  r ~ l ~  "~ -~ I t~a~/~" l '% '~ ,~'~ • 
o~rewunato now propomuons, circumstance may call for YOU BORN TODAY are a l l ~ / . ~ / / _ . , ~ ~ ~ , ~ ' ~ l ~ / / ~ s r - - :  ~ ~ , (  I %%\x~ • 
LEO. ~_r '~  YOU BORN TODAY are auddep improvisation highly gregarious individual ~ / l ~ k ~ ~  ~ ~ .  ~1 I ~ \ ' t ) q  ~ If/'Y~lll~ ~ / / / /~  ~]I| ] " 
(July 24 to AUg. 23) O~A'~ clever, witty and eugnglug in LEO ' and a horn traveler; could ~ ~ If - 
.~trela your Innate e n- ma~. at. You.attract frl~ds (3*24  to AUg.=)a~ succeed In .i~. est any.ca. ~ ~ ' ~ : l  
tagalaMli ~ eugerlMes to no easily -- nnu.Kcop .m~l. You Soma ultoaflona complicated, cupatlon which mvowes k ~ . ~ 3 ~ ' ~ j ~ , ~ , ~ / ' ~ . ~ . J  ~/ I  ~k~, A / '~&t IT~/ /L~, -~ "-~ i l E~JM -~L.~.~( )q  !~7~ I ; 
w..MLbet .be .wing: also, ~ ~.ve.uee.n.enno .w..m...wtm any Be sure you have all the facts Journeys to far pla..~.s ~ a R ~ d ~ / f ~ j ~ ' ~ , : ) ~  i ~  : 
wm'r out restore, to accept ~ate~m out,.m, au mesa, your before making decisions, dealing with the puoun, uu~ ~ ~ , ~ / ~ ' ~ . ~  L /~ I~z  _~~"~, l~-A&lqm~7.  I~  ~ I - 
temporary setbacks with inner gift of weras m paramo.unt -- Whether day in for rooreatton er yourextraordlnaryfaullltywith ~ " q l { ~ ~ ~ . - ~ . ~ t ~  [2P/-I~ ~k~'~.~q~3/~,~ |LV~l~l~ 'e~.~.$1M~ IIM " 
calm. . which makes you a "nsmrnl" you have tasks to perform, words wlll probebly draw you to EI~ "~/~.~.~-~wc_' . . . - -v~K'e (d~,~ [ i ~ ' ~ ' ~  ~[ :~Mi~l~[ l l ]~(x '~ '~) ]~| !  
V1RGO m ~  for wrltlug In any form which runmin composed, some form o f  literature, p ~ ~ ~ ' ~ . . ~ ' - ' ~ ] [  ~ I~t ,~#~'%'~* , '~  ~ . . . .  l l~%~Tll " 
(Aug. 24 to Sept~ 23) - r  -J.]k pleas~ you. You would make VlRGO n ~  Journullsm or the com- I )) t~'f~'[y/y~/ .~ .~. . : :~  .~ . '~  I jf~V%~-~._.._~ ~ [ ]V~. -~-~-~'~:~-~I  • ~,'L' I . 
You're in.~e apo.flliht, now, .aaoutston~_ repartur,.edito.r, (Aug. 24tasopL=) " " re~ muulcatlonsmedk.Allofwhkh ' ~ ' ~ . . . f  " - 
With special emphasis on lecturer or TV commentator, m wilen OU Can sit l~ek adds un m the fact tha~ as a _~"#//~"/H/ / / /~ ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ ,  ....... _ 
re~o~m.to your. eff erts. and fact,, all.branches. Ofma~eC~e.an~r~ony~l~laurels_~l~ travel ~vr!t~, or vre~rt~' " , you • TznnleE ~, ,~ "nZalSXZil I 
prmmmuon ot iaeen, uuro any muntmmono mema. .  . warm satlsfaetin~ Hours after woma no- rope. YOU nave. a • . . . . .  ~ ( _ ~ L ~ ' ~  ~. .  . . . .  - .., • ; .. . . . .  :. T .... '..:., :
tend.e.no,.y-~,.:t.~o,war.d outlets.for your uuen= one, noon splendid for seelnl-in, gift!or .knguugu, tm.,.undcan • I J i l I lMK ;nn  YoUR SFR IH  • i . : , 
a~.ven .ess ; .~ .y£~wny. .mro .ugn  mere, YoU...ca.n tersein, . . . . .  .n~. . r~. .enm~y.~maymem • ,q~w, , . , , - -  .~ /~ ~M,~Y"~- ;  . . . . . .  • , . i 
uu'ough tadt am mplomaey..capn.a,.z.e on your..,v.e.~y LIBRA ,~ IC~'~ for, m whatever prou~non you M . . . . . .  . . 'qm"m'~"Wr~'~MB~ l~s~mM Ig/ l~l l l~M ~W p! • 
LIBRA __v"~ unegmnon, .your or qp.na, uw (SepL~toOct 23) ~-.-~'~ " choose, they would.be a • AI .L~ 635.$911~.WE/ ~ ~ - - . -m~viv  -- n • 
• • ' , mm ~/////////~//////H///~t (~e~t. 24 to Oct. 23) ~ ~ and progre~,veunu, ~sc~ence ~ rmdldle and nursue only trmnendous suet. You tend ............... ~ ; ~  ................... 
N'ot a 8cod day fox ~ finances, andthe law .also sp..peal.to y ~ wor-thwhil"---e--8oale, Ne'---w op~- toward unconventionality aM B.c. I~ ~ lmt  " 
There's a tendency to "throw as d..o~ m~.c, the mentor.ann pertunitiu offered through the unorthodox methods but are . ~ _ . :' 
I o~lmoneyafterbad,"Ayoldl scrap.turn, .You..are a .nor.n. use of your creative abllity ' d in~rn~.eno.~to l~.~ .thin. ~,/'-- . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~- -~_e~,~, ,~ ~ =  ~ F ' I ' d ~ m ~ M A ~ ~ O  
~ther, cut leases ruthlemy, vave~ur a~ co~a.s.ueccea m SCORPIO ,, ; ,  q~,: traits when .It's anvmame. ; I f.A}K" IC.,~N vv~ . . . . . . .  ,,.. | / " , _ , ,  . . . . , , , ,  \ ~I,,~T....--:.,-.-T..~;L-- z : -  _ . "• 
an oco uonwmmK you , , t ,  w, SCORPIO ,m ~l~, ,,Y ups,,_ . . . . . .  .eepe.. (Oet. S4toNov. 23) ~ Deepiteyo~inherentdiellke ~ '  ~/  [ . . , t~ .=~t ' t " '~  "~KHYM~ I ' /H" IH~~LMdI~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) , , v r /~  on the go. m rmeato z: ~mm An on.and-off day, bgt you for monotony and "duly," you ~ f I w~,  L .~ I ~.~ ~ r --'* 
Do not let a personal disap- Wayne,__ f~m s~,,~ jam~ ~ should come through hand- handle responsibllitlas well. " ~ ,  ~ .~ ~ • [~ 
imintnumt mar :yo~ o.v~all hess, TV star. ~ ~unsmoKe ); somelyffyouMreuyourelever Bl thdatc of:-_Tho..m:as Mm.re, ~" .~'9 " ~ ~ ' -  ~ [ ,  
pmpeetlve.C4mm~, uetoauntur veggy Lee, ~.mnaer. manner of hundl~ sltuatious frlsh poet; ,inn t~'lemms, :~dmOr I!/~#~,/£~, 3 . \ \  I/ . .' 
(~liff8KingFenturelSyndicnte, Inc .  and your tact in dealing with (oroa.to.ro.! James Be ); _~_ ._ . . .~f  ' ( ( / /~ ~ /~ .. 
. others t~rrou uaser, nun a~eu.  ~ . '  - - . . -7  ~. / z7  ~ . \ (( 
FOR SATUR , , ' . . . .  " . . . .  - v~ .~.~_~ . 
. . . . .  to in- FOR MONDAY, MAY 20, )975 L ~ z,,..._ : 
What kind of da will womu ~e omy too easy " • y .- . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ~ 
tomorrow be~Toflndoutwhot volve yourself in fruitless What kind of day will excepuona.y  earetm m 
the stars say, read the forecast discussions or other com- tomorrow be?,readTO findtheOutforecastwhat SAGITrARIuSdealings with the opposite ~.sez" 
given for your birth Sign.  munieations Which get you the stars say, Xq~;~ DOONESBURY by_. Garry Trudeau 
ARIES M*- J~ 
Apr. 20) T~- ' -~  (Mar. 21 to 
Don't let your curiosity get 
the bettor of you. It just COULD 
lead you into a licMlsh situation 
nowhere, given for your birth Sign. 
SAG ARIUS 
INov. 23 to Dec. 21) AmEs 
A short trip may hriug some (Mur. 21 to Apr. 20) 
surprising results -- even, Youdou'tneedtolonk afar for 
pebbly, a complete change in best r~.  They will come 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Collaberete' on a program 
with associates who have allied ~ ~'~" [ '  
interests and principles. Some : I I ~  ~,  
excellent ideas could result '~ 
from a "meatl~ of ~ . "  
AQUARIUS :~ I~ "~ 
(Jan. 21toFeb. 19) ~ / ~ #  ~.~.  i~  / i  Stellar Influences mild, yet 
you can have a successful day. 
Taboo wild schemes, duril~ 
ventures. There's' a tendency 
toward recklessness now, HE WROTE MANY E I N G L I K 
PISCES If6~:~' HYMNS . MISTRESSES 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) *~.  Char les  Wesley, the Henry IV of France 
restrain yourself, no matter British Methodist, wrote was reputed to have 56 
how strong the urge to take a-total of 6,500 hymns, n mistresses. 
direct action becomes. This is a 
day for plaunin8 --  'not for lrv ~ ~ '~ ~f f~-"~ ?~)~'~ 
volvement in complex 
situations, 
which wouldWove far from your present set-up, from within your immediate 
CAPRICORN " t~t : -~ surroundings and, perhaps, desirable. 
TAURUS ~j -~ (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vOKW through some "unlikely" 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ~t~" The suceuss of an old friend source. A good day! 
FlneYenuninfluences.Agcod.will certainly call foi' a TAURUS • " ~- i ,~  
day for making important celehratiun. De your ~ to (Apr. ~1 to May 21) v ' t~"  
deelsious --  especially as they make it a truly convivial me. Take constructive action on a 
relate to creative projects, AQUARIUS ~ t  prOject which you may have 
home and community affairs, (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) I • .~,  had in mind for oome time. Wlth 
personal relationships. Stars now put the accent on good preparation, you should be 
6EMINI , , ,~ .~ romance. You should hear, able to complete it now. 
(May2~ to Junegl) M~ / ' directly or indirectly, some GEMINI 
There's never a dull moment highly interesting news about (May 22 to Jane 21) !11 
wheayouureatyourbest--and  old flame. Aspirited ay, even toxiugat 
tlda is a day when you should PISCES ) (~/  momenta. But then, Gemialens 
be! There's plunty of planetary (Feb, 20 to Mar. 20) " " '~:~ know how to benefit by 
help for the ambitious, op- If planning a trip, be sure you challenges and hurdle obstacles 
ttmistic doer. don't go overboard finanoiauy, in the most unexpected ways. 
Get all schednles, costs, etc. in CANCER 
CANCER ~ writing. Better plan on some (June 22 to July 23i ~ '  (June 22 to July 23) "extras," 
Many demands will be made too. Orient yourself to beneficial 
on your time and effort. There ; . . . .  ,.m~, ,~,w~Av o,o chauglug conditions. Take a ACROSS 45 Ph~.t~ -DOWN 11 Pick one's 
wou'.t be an ellsy way to handie x.uu.~v~,,  ..v,..,-, %_---, MUg, hard, objective look in YOU BORN TODAY are IChoese graY, her: Sir ICorrida way. 
but with our o timism, enoowee wtm a xem, =~x~- order to reach accurate a- ' Y P ,--" . . . . . . . .  col'mind, are P" endowed with a brlllinnt in- 4'Bitter Cecil- cheer ' 16WWllbat.tie 
originnlltyandingenulty, youll n~g..ammm.,?_~t . . . . .  7..'_ti._ pralsals, teilect and a great love of 9Stitoh 47"Landor ZPeace(L.) area 
find the means with which to orgmat ann mgmy a -as~ vc . __  - " • ~ ,.  o, that vm, ,nd~rtake ta~ .D,~C~ learning. Your tastes run l~Thul thefree" 3Summit 20Falsified 
co . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  24 toAu 23 vm. ,~ • liters and ou pe. \ nin (July g. ) toward the ry y t abbr.) 4 Certain 21 Worthless LEO Mercury, your gover g J ) * - -~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mn"oua Good .solar influences have an unusual flair for the 13~i~ uage 48 Hairpiece weapons (Bib.) " 
J 24 to A 23 ~w,~u~ pmner, nasuea~oweuul~ ~ iratlon (nly ug. ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • - - -~- -nd stimulate your lnsp , dramatic-- a tremendous a set • frequent 49 Traveler 5 Chains 22 A cheese 
You have to mscl use magnutcen~ gut ux wu,~, - t .may . P . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . , . . .  ,o ideas for a new stra ng.y should you choose the stage, 14 Man---tung 54 Compass 6 Silkworm 23 Nan)ed o to ~ me n l~tOi 'y  o i  ~lgumumw to y urself sternly Keep on . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , _ . . ,  through which to attain ou- pulitlcsortheinwasa career, If IS Know-how point (var.) 27 Hawaiian 
road to acco eat now replete wtm me mmee u, a,~,, mplls~an... . _ _ Jcetiv~. Joh matters under ouwrlte, your bust work would 17Raced 55-Barrymere 7Re'poses wreath 
Be careful not m lose writers, reporters, editors and . ta Y ' especially . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .~ .~. ,  especially beneficent aspec . evidence itself in essays, 18 - the mark 56 Cutting tool 8 Shatters 29 Herb 
your temper if certain persons play~_,_l~_ms~vo~lrU~;i~)~o~d~ VIRGO ' I ~  criticism, novels and detective 19 Indonesian 57 Unite 9 Type of. dill 
onn0 " urnculate, ~o ~um- 15 ,,¥ , Y . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.:.,.~...I.,...... (Aug, 24 to SepL 23) -~L% stories. But don t count out island 58 ~nks, in punishment 30 Smooth 
Y[RGO exUPJIu~ to  ~ lt~;ttat~ pmutvt~. ,  n -  .. . . . . .  I1~ ,_ ,~..~ . . . .  , ,  nnd t~ Devoid of planetary e journellsmaMtravelliteratore group,- . sports 1OJaeob's ,32Redact 
A 24 to L ~) ~- ,  tu .~  ..-- . . . . . . . . .  the ,, ,, q ~ug: . .~,p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , -  v , ,  Imve couragement ow, you may _ naturals for the restless,. 21Fome 59 Spread hoy flrstson 34Brought 
tmsany~sespectouyuumrco e.~.ecwo,u..~ ~-~. ,  -=% -t~y tend to feel 'lost But don't, curiousGemininn Youhavea PAOmit Avg. soluttontime:2~min, charges 
for scientific matters; omer interim, me, enu ~ . . . .  "' reactivate' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,- o,,, ~ater  or the tnsteau, aceenerate, . great gift for oratory and, ff 25 Bustle =t agams~ 
~i JB I IRIAI  I ILIISIAIGIAI ~ ,t.ocond s protesstonal ,  tecn.m.c.a~ .cnoo~m~..,_,-F;,-~U . . . . . yourintereMa, nd you will lend starting out in polities or the 26 "My Gal --" A T I ~ I ~ E  . . . .  , , , . , ,o 
workers, also has ortgn~ mw as a career: u, um~ ,~,v  . . . .  oro oh . .o  . ,^..,,~,~ ,~,. °a . . . .  ' ° ' ° - - "~ : ~ /KI ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~l"-" . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ,r4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .-6 . . . .  28 Calyx leaf ~[- .~ l~,b , l~ , l  7 ~,A,~.~. . . . . . . .  
prospects tor, .~.eac.ne.rs., omer- ~ , , ,~T .  ~-~n.~e~ LIBRA e~] f~ quickly propel you to a top spot 31 Arrived ~IB I~;~.X  I ~mF A]~[~[~[~  S stands 
stndenls.Newldeassummatoa, y u.c'omuume,_",~'~'nc]~ I (Sept 24toOet 23) ~r .~w- - in  statesmanship or in the 23Beringor H;A 42 Growing out 
Lmn~ . ~ atlammen~ an .st  . -o  ' ' • - - -  ~ . . . . .  .Jfl-m m _. . ,a m..~ote of' Jay Gould, Not a :favorable day for. diplomatic field Other areps Baltic ~'~.~E~I~D- [ ] -FN~E~ 44 Shallow 
~'pt.  z~ m u~. ~) - - .  . wv.---ff,,.-"T_:___' ~mella lobbying your interests suited to your talents: ex- 35 Native of -~ '~!~- I I~~l i~  vessel 
Some events In- inuustrlal ~ycuun; ----- . . . .  suq~lsiug . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I v advocate of Assoulaten wlll probably not be ploration., archeology, .musiff. Copenhagen ~' 1T~ ] "~D]~_ IMGI~I~ 45Concoct 
mcuteu na a corn lowry muemcr, ~- - .  i~ l~ l -0_~S~]~ 46 Comfort - -per . .ps  P .- , . . . . . . .  - - - - - t  Price very enthusiastic. Bide your and scmpmre, Blrthda~e oL 38Organic 
unexpcetod vlsk tram an otu w.omen's r J~teL~.~_   time. Patrick Henry, early Amer. compound T~!Y[$T I~.~IS IF -~ 50Haggard 
friend or a relative from star;..s..mgeanasc~_em u..,~,'.'~'~am SCORPIO . m.~]~, statesman; G,K. Chostorton, 38 Freeze ~_~_~_~ I -~]  heroine 
SCORPIO , .wous ,  ,~mcr. uu ..... ; . . . . . . . .  vrm , , , ~ ,} -~ i .~]~~ 51Channel 
(0eI. N to'N.OV..~). I I1//~ Snead, renOWnweodrl~e~ (u~i~e~ i l?V'ce~) Stay out of pE;e ~ J~oe~nneFllst'K~7; ~ 4OLair Ada m vmcn m Keep your soaoora uu.c=, . . . .  " ' 41Cairo's T~EIE-IN-II-ITI~I~II~OTT1 52 English. 
Y '. . . . . . . . . . .  spceumuvo ventures and be Hope, comedian., river 5-13 river 
own counsel, omerwme, ~ easter, , 43 Truman -- An~;~ver to yesterday's puzzle. 53 Crimson 
nc @1978 King Features Syndicate lnc ' , . 
• @1978 Kink Features Syndicate, I * • ' ' 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
others  be fore  tak ing  unt lBUa]  O ,~/ l '~ /~f l /~/~:  7Z~.5~il4~a~E~-" 
action. Your intuition is ex- ~/ /~'A~.- ) I~ ~.~7"~ o~.~1 I ~'~#v. I cellent, but  another viewpoint ~7/~/~e~ ? ~ ~ 7~Y 7~ ~/0  ~'~- I I 
could be helpful. ~ ~ ? 7~. ~ 
;~ 
CR~UnP 3~ 1 3 
t~BE KWTG IKEWTGC,  J LK IAURV 
, , ,VCUMGEGM NLG HAAHVGVNC 
JLB IAC 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip--WISE POLITICAL CANDIDATES 
AGAIN PREPARE TO W00 DELEGATIONS. 
~) 1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
• Today's Cryptoquip elue: U equa~ I 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple sub~titutien lph~ in which each : 
letter used stands for another, If you think tluit X equals 0., it ' 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short woids, : 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels, Solution is accomplished by trial and error. , • i 
2 
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No P lace  for Un ions  
By K. R. S, RAJAN 
CP Correspondent 
BOMBAY (CP) - -  "There 
is no place here for labor 
organizations. You are all 
Communist agents who 
deserve to be thrown into the 
sea or executed" 
These harsh words were 
spoken by an Arab govern- 
ment official to a group of 
Indian, Pakistani and other 
Asian workers employed on 
a giant construction project 
in the sultanate of Muscat 
and Oman in the Middle 
East. 
The official was reacting 
to demands for resular 
working hours, overtime 
wages and better living 
conditions for the 4,.000 
_p~ple workLn8 on the proj- 
ect, 
~veral Indians have been 
asked to leave the wealthy 
sultanate at short notice on 




. EruvatShekhar, a St-year- 
old Indian technician, told 
The Times of India, Bom- 
bay's leading English- 
language newspaper, that he 
was expelled for protesting 
regulat ions requirin~ 
workers to work even up to 
16 hours a day ff labor 
contractors wanted them to 
do s0. 
The Times said it had also 
received eomplainto from 
Asla,s tn other F Jab ~dk- 
doms about harsh working 
conditions for immi~rante. 
Tens of thousands of In- 
dians, Pakbta,b and other 
Asians have been recruited 
for industriai projects in the 
Middle East. Every month 
millions of dollars are being 
sent by the immigrants to 
their home countries, 
helping to boost he domestic 
economies. 
Indian press reports allege 
that most of the Indians 
working in Arab sheikdoms 
are nothing more than 
and bonded laborers." ~ 
The Times recently 
reported that 2,800 Indian 
workers were sent to prison 
in Muscat and Oman when 
of they protested nonpayment I prbon Ironicaly,°V rtim  had just wages.the been modern huitt by ~ / H  ~ T O ~ S  l ! AND 
the lmdla~themeelves. I _ow,., I ANDERSON 
Let each r~Ul~ play the - I l l  i ~ J i~ I , 
role of a flower, Let us make 
a garland of these divine 
flowersand offer them at the 
Feet of God. God will be 
pleased. We shall be 
fU m~'~.~ed" r 
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